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This adult Long-tai led Skua in breeding plumage probably just started its migration to the

South Atlantic. Norwegian Sea, August 2014.
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CHAPTER I

"At first sight it seems remarkable that there is no special work deal ing with the birds

of an ocean so long and wel l explored as the North Atlantic. For many of these birds

the high sea is their element; and when, as they must, they forsake it to breed, they

resort by night to the outermost stacks and lonel iest islands as if they grudged even

this last l ink with the shore. Of their habits and l ives during the two-thirds of each year

when they are not breeding our knowledge is fragmentary and has never been pieced

together, not because it is uninteresting but because there are almost insurmountable

difficulties to be overcome before completing the picture of the ebb and flow of bird

l i fe over so vast an area."

Wynne-Edwards (1935)

The length of the central tai l -feathers varies considerable between individual Long-tai led

Skuas, is longer in males and may signal the qual ity of the individual .

Ammarnäs, Sweden, 20 June 2016.
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Animal migration – regular, seasonal round-trip movements between a region
where reproduction takes place and non-breeding region(s) – is a widespread
phenomenon, occurring in many clades of the animal kingdom, including mammals,
fish, repti les and insects, but has been especial ly extensive studied in birds (Mi lner-
Gul land et al . 2011, Dingle 2014). Migration should be favoured over year-round
residency whenever it increases individual survival , reproductive success, or both.
Among birds breeding in seasonal habitats, migration is general ly regarded as a
behavioural adaptation to avoid fitness and survival costs of seasonal ly
deteriorating feeding conditions at the breeding site whi le profiting from favourable
feeding conditions at the breeding site and elsewhere (Alerstam et al . 2003, Winger
et al . 2018). Other drivers of migration include predation avoidance, reduced
parasite loads, reduced competition, or differentia l habitat requirements for
reproduction and survival (Newton 2010). Bird migration involves huge numbers of
individuals representing a large biomass, and functional ly l inks areas and species
communities that can be many 1000s km apart (Bauer and Hoye 2014).
Considering migrants often spent the major part of their annual cycle away from
the breeding area, studying migration and wintering ecology is critical for a ful l
understanding of the ful l l i fe cycle of a species.

Migratory birds need to fit breeding, moult, migration and other important activities
within the 365 days of a year. For these activities, individual migrants depend
throughout their annual cycle on widely separated areas. These areas may show
contrasts in qual ity of habitat, predation danger, and the potentia l threats posed by
human activities, such as habitat destruction, hunting and (over)fishing (Cury et al .
2011, Croxal l et al . 2012, Grémil let et al . 2018). Conditions experienced in any of
these areas or periods can lead to mortal ity within that season, but it can also
affect the performance of individuals in subsequent parts of the annual cycle, and
ultimately affect individual fitness and population demography (Norris and Marra
2007, Harrison et al . 2011). The occurrence of such ‘carry-over’ effects in migratory
birds is supported by a growing body of evidence (e.g. (Marra et al . 1998, Norris et
al . 2004, Sorensen et al . 2009, Catry et al . 2013, Woodworth et al . 2017), and
provides a clear impetus to study the ful l annual cycle of migrants.

In many migratory bird species, individuals return to the same non-breeding area
each year (Newton 2010). This strategy has advantages, such as fami l iarity to
foraging areas which may improve efficiency of foraging, and may result in
increased survival and body condition (Holmes et al . 1989, Shizuka et al . 2014,
Blackburn and Cresswel l 2016). In other species, individuals appear more flexible
between years in non-breeding area selection (Dias et al . 2011, Van Bemmelen et
al . 2017). How such flexibi l i ty is advantageous for the individual is not clear, but it
is conceivable that flexible individuals are less sensitive to decreases in qual ity of
local habitat, such as those imposed by cl imate change. Also, flexibi l i ty in migration
routes and destinations may be advantageous in unpredictable environments
(Newton 2010).
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Migration routes and destinations may also differ between individuals of a single
population, causing individuals to experience different conditions and selective
pressures. In fact, large-scale migration patterns show extraordinary variation in
routes, destinations, distances and strategies between and within populations of
the same species (Alerstam 1990, Newton 2010). Migratory connectivity measures
the extent to which individuals from the same breeding population migrate to a
single non-breeding area (strong migratory connectivity) or to different non-
breeding areas (weak migratory connectivity) (Webster et al . 2002). Populations
with strong migratory connectivity are thought to be more vulnerable to local
threats at any of the sites along their route. As such, the strength of migratory
connectivity has been proposed as a demographic metric, l ike reproductive rates,
survival rates, and age ratios, with potentia l ly large consequences for populations
and species (Cohen et al . 2018).

In real ity, large-scale migration networks are more complex than consisting of only
breeding and main non-breeding areas; they also encompass stopover sites used
during migration. Although this is acknowledged by Webster et al . (2002), stopover
sites are often not considered in studies of migratory connectivity. Likewise, the fact
that many species sequential ly visit distinct areas during the wintering period
(‘ intra-tropical movements’ or ‘ i tinerancy’, (Moreau 1972) and how this affects
migratory connectivity, has received very l ittle attention (Delmore et al . 2012).
Final ly, i t is not only important where individuals migrate to, but also when they do
so. More precisely, the synchrony, phenology, and consistency in area use affect to
what extent different individuals or populations are exposed to conditions at a
particular site, including aspects as competition and disease transmission (Bauer et
al . 2016). Clearly, al l these aspects of migratory connectivity have impl ications for
ecology, evolution and conservation.

Migratory bird species are suffering heavier population decl ines than resident
species, suggesting aspects of migratory behaviour renders them particularly
vulnerable (Both et al . 2010, Runge et al . 2014). Also seabirds, many of which are
migratory, have recently been characterised as “more threatened than other
comparable groups of birds” and their conservation status has deteriorated faster
over recent decades (Croxal l et al . 2012). Their vulnerabi l i ty is l ikely related to the
fact that seabirds are typical ly long-l ived and slow reproducing species
(Weimerskirch 2002), meaning reduction in adult survival or reproductive success
has long-lasting effects on population size. Long-distance migratory seabirds
breeding in the Arctic may be particularly affected by (human-induced) cl imate
change, considering projected temperature rise is greatest for the Arctic zone
(Stocker et al . 2013) whi le also their non-breeding grounds, productive oceanic
habitats, are predicted to change considerably in terms of primary productivity
(Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010). Paradoxical ly, the mobi l i ty of migratory species
may lead to contrasting expectations regarding their abi l i ty to respond to rapid
environmental change, such as altered habitat qual ity and distribution. On one
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hand, mobi le species could be expected to be able to relocate whenever suitable
habitat decreases in qual ity or location. On the other hand, they could be expected
to be unable to mitigate the effects of habitat alteration given their tightly
scheduled migration itineraries and dependency on multiple, very specific sites
(Robinson et al . 2009). Quantifying variation in migration patterns at individual and
populations levels is a critical first step to ultimately understand the abi l i ty of
species to adjust movement patterns to changes in the environment, as selection
acts on phenotypic variation (Alerstam 2006, van Noordwi jk et al . 2006, Runge et
al . 2014).

In this thesis, I a im to reveal the non-breeding movements for a set of four long-
distance migrants that breed in the Arctic but winter on the open ocean, and
disentangle variation in non-breeding movements at individual , population and
species level . Spending most of their time at sea where studying them is
chal lenging and expensive, their non-breeding movements and thus the l inks
between their Arctic breeding area and oceanic non-breeding areas are poorly
known. Seabirds evolved into efficient flyers as an adaptation to l ife at sea
(Alerstam 1990). Their migrations rank high among the longest and most
spectacular journeys of migratory animals. For example, Arctic Terns Sterna

paradisaea migrate back-and-forth between Arctic breeding grounds and Antarctic
wintering grounds (Egevang et al . 2010, Fi jn et al . 2013), and South Polar Skuas
Stercorarius maccormicki breeding on the Antarctic peninsula migrate to the North
Atlantic (Kopp et al . 2011). The migration patterns of seabirds are fundamental ly
different from terrestria l species because they evolved on the ocean, the habitat
that represents an ecological barrier to terrestria l species, but is the preferred
habitat of seabirds. At the same time, seabirds are bound to terrestria l sites for
breeding. Whi le oceans may appear as a uniform habitat, oceans harbour distinct
habitats simi larly varied as terrestria l habitats (Longhurst 2006) that shape the
distribution and movements of seabirds.

Technological advancements in technology to track individual birds are currently
revolutionizing our knowledge of migration by supplying detai led individual-level
movement and activity data. This appl ies in particular to seabirds, which are
extremely difficult to study outside the breeding period when roaming the world’s
oceans. Thus, many decades after Wynne-Edwards (1935) asserted that “there are
almost insurmountable difficulties to be overcome before completing the picture of
the ebb and flow of bird l i fe over so vast an area” (Wynne-Edwards 1935), the
extraordinary migrations of seabirds are now started to be revealed at an
unprecedented pace and scale (Brooke 2018). The research presented in this thesis
rides the wave of this ‘golden age of biologging’ (Wi lmers et al . 2015).
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AIMS AND APPROACH

This thesis focuses on four species of Arctic-breeding long-distance migratory
seabirds: Red-necked Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus and Grey Phalarope P fulicarius,
and Long-tai led Skua S longicaudus and Arctic Skua Stercorarius parasiticus (figure
1.1) . These species comprise two pairs of sister species (Livezey 2010, Janssen and
Mundy 2013). Each species l inks marine and terrestria l ecosystems – the Arctic
breeding grounds/waters with temperate, sub-tropical and tropical marine, non-
breeding habitats. In both marine and tundra ecosystems, they cover different
trophic levels (phalaropes low and skuas high). Whereas at sea, phalaropes feed on
smal l planktonic prey (Mercier and Gaskin 1985), skuas are thought to mainly
parasitize on terns and other seabirds (Furness 1987). On the tundra, phalaropes
feed on arthropods (Cramp and Simmons 1983) and skuas steal fish from other
seabirds (kleptoparasitism) or predate on lemmings and chicks and eggs of waders
(Andersson and Götmark 1980, de Korte and Wattel 1988).

At the onset of our study, the non-breeding movements of our study species were
only roughly known, mostly reconstructed from anecdotal at-sea or coastal
sightings in the 20th century. Excerpts from several historical accounts of at-sea
observations are included at the title page of part of the chapters. Considering
these species spent the greater part of their l i fe out at sea, studying the non-
breeding movements and ecology has been identified as a research priority in al l
study species (Wi ley and Lee 1998, 1999, Rubega et al . 2000, Tracy et al . 2002).
Hence, the first aim of this thesis is to describe the non-breeding movement
patterns (routes, staging areas, wintering areas and phenology) and migratory
connectivity of the study species for populations around the north-eastern North
Atlantic. The second aim is to reveal variation within individuals in migration routes,
wintering areas and movement strategies in relation to variation between
individuals and populations. The third aim is to l ink non-breeding movements with
other activities in the annual cycle: when do they moult their primaries – do they
aim to avoid overlap between moult and other activities? Where do they attain fat
reserves prior to breeding, to what extent do they use these marine resources for
egg production, and how do they time their migration schedules to ensure a timely
arrival at the breeding grounds, even when wintering in widely separated areas?
Final ly, we expand our exploration of individual- and population differences in
migration strategies by comparing the two sets of sister species. By drawing
simi larities and disparities in species-specific movement strategies, individual
consistency and migratory connectivity we aim to understand the general ity of our
findings regarding flexibi l i ty in movement strategies.

Capital izing on international col laboration across 18 breeding sites, the non-
breeding movements of individual seabirds were tracked from breeding grounds
between East Greenland and Yamal , Western Siberia to wintering areas across the
Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea and the north-west Indian Ocean. Using geolocators
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(a lso known as l ight level geolocator, l ight-level logger or Global Location Sensor,
GLS, figure 1.2) , individuals were tracked over multiple years, al lowing the
quantification of variation in movements in both individual- and population levels.
Geolocator data was supplemented by primary moult data obtained from
photographs to reveal the timing of primary moult in skua species – an important
activity during the wintering period. Final ly, stable isotope ratios from adult
primaries, juveni le feathers and chick down, were used to infer the extent two
which Long-tai led Skuas adopt an income or capital breeding strategy.

STUDY SPECIES

Red-necked Phalarope

The Red-necked Phalarope is a smal l , monotypic, wader, about 18–19 cm in length
and a wingspan of 32-41 cm (Cramp and Simmons 1983, figure 1.1) I t starts
breeding at an age of one year (Schamel and Tracy 1988) and publ ished longevity
record is 9 years (https: //euring.org, 2017), although an age of 12 years has been
recently recorded in Iceland (Æ Peteresen pers comm) . Females are sl ightly larger
than males. I t has a circumpolar breeding distribution in the low- and sub-arctic
(figure 1.3) , where it nests in freshwater marshes and bogs, usual ly vegetated
with sedges (Walpole et al . 2008).

The Red-necked Phalarope is probably best known for its remarkable breeding
system with reversed sex roles, in which females compete for males may attain
multiple matings (Whitfield 1990), whi le males provide parental care to eggs and
chicks. Most studies on Red-necked Phalaropes have focused on the evolution and
maintenance of this breeding system (Reynolds 1987, Whitfield 1990, Sandercock
1997, Schamel et al . 2004), which is rare amongst birds (Lack 1968). These studies
at the breeding sites also produced estimates of natal phi lopatry and adult breeding
site fidel ity (Colwel l et al . 1988, Schamel and Tracy 1991, Sandercock 1997). The
latter varies between 17 to 56%, which corresponds to the variation between sites
in year-to-year fluctuations in abundance (Lappo et al . 2012). These fluctuations
can make it difficult to detect population trends, and not surprisingly, only few
population trends are avai lable. The Red-necked Phalarope populations within a
12.8 km2 survey plot at Ammarnäs, one of our study sites (see below), appeared
stable between 1984-1995 (Svensson 2007). Although the Fennoscandian
population as a whole appeared stable in 2002-2013 (Lindström et al . 2015), the
species has decl ined in Finland over the past decades (Valkama et al . 2011).
Moreover, the species has disappeared as a breeding bird in Ireland, and the smal l
population in Scotland has decl ined over the last decades (Delany et al . 2009), but
increased again in more recent years (Hol l ing and Breeding Birds Panel 2018). No
rel iable trend information is avai lable for the large Siberian populations (Lappo et
al . 2012) or for the Nearctic population (Andres et al . 2012). I t should be noted
however, that a decl ine of >99% has taken place in the 1980s at a major stopover
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FIGURE 1.1 | Study species: Red-necked Phalarope, Grey Phalarope, Long-tai led Skua and

Arctic Skua. Phalaropes depicted here are females; males are usual ly less brightly coloured.

Arctic Skuas come in two colour morphs, of which the dark, melanic morph is depicted here.

in eastern North America, the Bay of Fundy (Nisbet and Veit 2015), but it is unclear
whether this represents a population crash or if birds have moved elsewhere.

Red-necked Phalaropes winter in three distinct tropical areas: off the pacific coast of
Central and South America, in the Arabian Sea, and in the West Indies (figure 1.3 ,
Cramp and Simmons 1983, BirdLife and HBW 2016). I ts ecology during the non-
breeding period is poorly known, as only few studies have been carried out at
migration stopovers (Gavri lov et al . 1983, Mercier 1985, Sikora and Ziel ińksi 2000),
and no systematic studies have been carried out in the wintering areas. In North
America, migrating Red-necked Phalaropes associate with areas of tidal upwel l ing
and large and persistent coastal or oceanic fronts (Brown and Gaskin 1988,
DiGiacomo et al . 2002), where they forage on zooplankton, mainly large copepods
(Mercier and Gaskin 1985), or on fish eggs (DiGiacomo et al . 2002). At staging and
wintering areas, concentrations of Red-necked Phalaropes can be massive, with up
to several 100 000s individuals at single sites (Mörzer-Brui jns and Mörzer-Brui jns
1957, Delany et al . 2009).

Grey Phalarope

The Grey Phalarope is somewhat larger and more robustly bui ld than the Red-
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FIGURE 1.2 | Geolocator types used for Red-necked Phalaropes: Mk10 (British Antarctic

Survey), used in 2013-2014, and the a modified version of the W65 (Migrate Technology Ltd)

without and with stalk used in later years.

necked Phalarope, measuring 20–22 cm in length and a wingspan of 40–44 cm
(Cramp and Simmons 1983, figure 1.1) Grey Phalaropes probably start breeding at
an age of on year, show site fidel ity below 20% (Schamel and Tracy 1991) and
thereby prevent robust estimation of survival rates from ringing data . Females are
sl ightly larger than males. Simi lar to the Red-necked Phalarope, the Grey
Phalaropes’ breeding system is characterized by reversed sex roles (Whitfield 1995,
Dale et al . 1999). The species breeds at higher latitudes than the Red-necked
Phalarope, and its circumpolar range is therefore narrower between Greenland and
Taymir (figure 1.3) , where densities are general ly lower. The most important
breeding areas are situated in western Siberia, with densities decreasing both
westwards to the Yamal peninsula (Lappo et al . 2012). Smal l numbers breed in
Iceland, Svalbard and Bear Island, whereas the Canadian population is estimated to
be much larger; 663 000 breeding pairs (Morrison et al . 2006, Delany et al . 2009).
In many areas, numbers of Grey Phalaropes fluctuate between years, thereby
compl icating population estimates (Lappo et al . 2012). Sti l l , Canadian populations
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are thought to be decl ining (Morrison et al . 2006, Andres et al . 2012), as wel l as the
tiny Icelandic population (Delany et al . 2009). In contrast, the smal l population in
Svalbard is stable (Henriksen and Hi lmo 2015).

Among the three species of phalaropes (Wi lson’s P tricolor, Red-necked and Grey),
Grey Phalarope has the most pelagic l i festyle, occurring inshore during the non-
breeding period only when forced by inclement weather. Partly due to the
difficulties to distinguish the Red-necked and Grey Phalaropes in winter plumage,
their wintering areas have long been debated (e.g. (Meinertzhagen 1925). In the
Pacific, i t winters in a wide latitudinal range off the Americas, whereas in the
Atlantic it winters mainly in the Canary and Benguela Currents (figure 1.3 , (Cramp
and Simmons 1983, Delany et al . 2009, BirdLife and HBW 2016). No wintering area
is known in the Indian Ocean, although vagrants have been observed.

Long-tailed Skua

The Long-tai led Skua is the smal lest member of the Stercorarius genus, measuring
48–53 cm in length and a wingspan of 105–117 cm (Cramp and Simmons 1983,
figure 1.1) Long-tai led Skuas start breeding at an age of three years, annual
survival is probably around 90% (Andersson 1981), and a publ ished longevity
record of 17 years (https: //euring.org, 2017) is surpassed by an individual from our

FIGURE 1.3 | Distribution map showing breeding (green) and wintering (blue) areas of the four

study species, according to the IUCN species database (accessed 18 October 2018).
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own study in Ammarnäs of at least 20 years. Females are ca 12% larger than males
(Manning 1964, Furness 1987). Whereas adult Arctic and Pomarine Skua come in
two colour morphs, genuine dark morph in adult Long-tai led Skuas seem extremely
rare (Irvine 2018, Léandri-Breton et al . 2018). Most if not al l cla ims of dark morph
Long-tai led Skuas appear to concern immatures, and it is unclear whether such
birds wi l l moult into regular pale morph plumage subsequently (Léandri-Breton et
al . 2018). Two subspecies of Long-tai led Skua have been described: the grey-bel l ied
nominate S l longicaudus breeds from Scandinavia eastwards and is replaced by the
white-bel l ied subspecies S l pallescens from eastern Siberia to Svalbard (Manning
1964). I ts circumpolar breeding distribution is continuous (figure 1.3) and ranges
from mountainous tundra in boreal zones to high arctic tundra in the north. Here, it
special ized on rodents (mostly lemmings) (Andersson 1981), although it may feed
at sea on fish in areas where no rodents occur, such as Spitsbergen. In comparison
with Arctic and Pomarine Skuas, the diet of Long-tai led Skua is more varied, as it is
often supplemented by eggs, chicks, berries and arthropods (de Korte and Wattel

Nomenclature

For three of the four study species, two Engl ish names are widely used
(table 1.1) . The names originating from North-America are currently
adopted by three of the four primary world bird species l ists (del Hoyo et al .
1996, Clements et al . 2018, Gi l l , and Donsker 2018), whi le only the Howard
& Moore checkl ist (Dickinson and Remsen 2013) uses the names originating
from the United Kingdom. A note for Arctic Skua in the IOC l ist reads: “many
prefer ‘skua’ to German ‘ jaeger’ for three smal l Stercorarius species” (Gi l l ,
and Donsker 2018). In this thesis, I a lso preferred to use ‘skua’ for the
smal ler Stercorarius species, and ‘Grey Phalarope’ for Phalaropus fulicarius.
Only in chapter 4, I adopt the ‘North American’ nomenclature, fol lowing the
journal in which this chapter has been publ ished.

Table 1.1 | Nomenclature of the study species.
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1988). Nevertheless, its reproductive effort and success is tightly l inked with rodent
abundance and it even foregoes breeding if rodent abundance is low (Maher 1974,
Andersson 1981, de Korte 1985). Birds start breeding at an age of three years (de
Korte 1985). Long-tai led Skuas lay one or two eggs and seem incapable of
incubating more eggs (Andersson 1976).

Populations of Long-tai led Skuas are notoriously difficult to survey, as
representative numbers are only present at the breeding grounds very early in the
season, or during a (high) lemming peak. Consequently, existing population
estimates are highly uncertain and should be interpreted with caution. Population
trends are unknown but the species is nevertheless l isted as ‘ least concern’ by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature, IUCN (BirdLife and HBW 2016). The
species is predicted become extinct in the Scandinavian mountain range due to
cl imate change (Huntley et al . 2007).

During the non-breeding season, the Long-tai led Skua is thought to occur further
offshore than other skua species (Wynne-Edwards 1935, del Hoyo et al . 1996).
Consequently, i ts main wintering areas have long remained unknown. Areas with
higher densities in the Benguela and Falkland Currents were final ly described in the
1980s (Lambert 1980, Veit 1985), but as a large part of the individuals in these
areas appeared to be immatures to the authors, Furness (1987) argued that these
were not the preferred areas by adults. He hypothesized that adults mainly winter
in a circumpolar band between 40-50°S. However, no evidence that this is the case
has accumulated since. Only recently, detai ls of its migration routes and wintering
area in the Atlantic have been described for populations from Greenland and
Svalbard (subspecies S l pallescens) (Sittler et al . 2011, Gi lg et al . 2013). Although
Long-tai led Skuas on migration and in the wintering areas are observed to
kleptoparasitize terns, smal l gul ls and storm-petrels (pers obs, Camphuysen et al .
2013), there are also observations of self-feeding, for example in conjunction with
storm-petrels (Campuysen & van der Meer 2005). Which of the two feeding
techniques is more important, and how this changes seasonal ly and spatia l ly, is
unclear.

Arctic Skua

With a length of 41–46 cm and a wingspan of 110–125 cm, the Arctic Skua is larger
and more powerful than the Long-tai led Skua (Cramp and Simmons 1983, figure
1.1) Arctic Skuas start breeding at an age of three years, although most individuals
start later, at an age of four or five years (O’Donald 1983). Survival rates in
Scotland were 89% (Phi l l ips 2001), and the longevity record is 31 years
(https: //euring.org, 2017). Females are ca 16.5% larger than males (Furness 1987).
The species has a circumpolar breeding distribution in cool temperate to high Arctic
zones and is regarded monotypic. A main focus of research on Arctic Skuas has
been the evolution and maintenance of its two colour morphs – a pale morph with
white underparts and dark grey head-cap, and a melanic morph entirely sooty-grey
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(O’Donald 1983, Furness 1987, Janssen and Mundy 2013). These morphs are not
l inked to sex, but the ratio between the morphs shows a distinct geographical
pattern, with pale morphs dominating at higher latitudes (Kjel len 2000). I ts
breeding ecology has been mainly studied in Scotland (Furness 1987, Phi l l ips 2001).
Like the Long-tai led Skua, Arctic Skuas lay a maximum of two eggs (Furness 1987),
but unl ike the Long-tai led Skua, it breeds both in loose colonies and as sol itary pairs
(Andersson and Götmark 1980).

Although the Arctic Skuas is l isted as ‘ least concern’ on the IUCN Red List for
threatened bird species (BirdLife and HBW 2016), the species has shown rapid
decl ines in large parts of its European breeding range (Frederiksen 2010). For
example, Scottish populations have decl ined by ca 80% over the past 25 years
(Perkins et al . 2018). Decl ines have also been reported from the Faroe Islands
(Bengtson and Bloch 2003), south-west Sweden (Ottosson et al . 2012), mainland
Norway (Henriksen and Hi lmo 2015), but these decl ines have been less wel l
documented than those in Scotland. As a result, the species is now l isted as
‘endangered’ on the Faroese, Norwegian and European red l ists
(BirdLife_International 2015, Henriksen and Hi lmo 2015). Decl ines have been less
severe in Svalbard (Henriksen and Hi lmo 2015), and the species even appears
stable or increasing in the Baltic Sea (Valkama et al . 2011, Ottosson et al . 2012).
Reportedly, 5 000-10 000 pairs bred in Iceland in the mid 1990s (Frederiksen 2010),
but no recent population or trend estimates are avai lable.

Arctic Skuas are general ly regarded as highly dependent on kleptoparasitizing other
seabirds, mostly acids, smal l gul ls and terns. This led to the idea the Arctic Skuas
would mainly migrate and winter close to the coast, associating with gul ls and terns
(del Hoyo et al . 1996). Before our study, the species was thought to winter mainly
in oceanic areas around South America (Patagonian Shelf) , South Africa (Benguela
Current) and Austral ia/New Zealand (figure 1.3 , (BirdLife and HBW 2016), with
smal ler numbers reported from the Caribbean, the Gulf of Mexico and possibly
Iberia and north-west Africa (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Wi ley and Lee 1999).

STUDY AREAS

Al l four species were studied in large international col laborations, covering field
sites between eastern Greenland and western Siberia, Russia (table 1.2 , figure
1.4) . More detai led studies, including aspects of the breeding biology of the study
species, were carried out during 2014-2018 at Slettnes, near Gamvik, Norway (Red-
necked Phalarope and Arctic Skua) and during 2007-2018 in the Vindelfjä l len Nature
Reserve, near Ammarnäs, Sweden (Red-necked Phalarope and Long-tai led Skua).
Both sites support typical tundra vegetation comprised of heathland (Empetrum
nigrum , Vaccinium myrtillus, Betula nana and Salix herbaceae, as wel l as mosses
and l ichens), wi l low shrubs (Salix lapponum) , bogs, often l ining standing or running
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open water (Carex species and mosses). Whi le Slettnes is a coastal site with an
elevation of ca 40 m asl , Ammarnäs l ies a in mountainous wel l inland. Here,
elevation of tundra habitat varies between 800 and 1000 m asl .

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Chapters 2-4 deal with the two phalarope species, whi le the skuas feature in
chapters 5-9 . In chapter 2 , we describe the non-breeding movements of four
male Red-necked Phalaropes from Ammarnäs, Sweden, to the Arabian Sea. We
highl ight aspects of their migration strategy and extensive movements within the
wintering area. Capital ising on the further increase in avai lable tracks, we extend
this view in chapter 3 , where the migration and wintering movement strategies of
Red-necked Phalaropes from islands in the north-eastern North Atlantic (Greenland,
Iceland and Scotland) migrating oversea the northern Humboldt Current in the
Pacific are compared with Fennoscandian-Russian populations migrating overland to
the Arabian Sea. In chapter 4, we describe the inter- and intra-individual variation
in non-breeding movements of Grey Phalaropes breeding in East Greenland and
Svalbard, showing that some individuals switch between wintering area ca 6500 km
apart. We then move on to skuas, for which we describe primary moult timing and
duration for al l four species breeding in the northern hemisphere in chapter 5 . In
chapter 6, we show that Long-tai led Skuas from Greenland, Svalbard and Sweden
have simi lar staging and wintering areas, but show marked between-individual
variation in movement patterns. In particular, we show that individual Long-tai led
Skuas are general ly consistent from year to year in their movement patterns, but
can be flexible in the second half of winter, when they are already moving
northwards. In chapter 7 , we show where they may attain fuel reserves during
northbound migration. After arrival in the breeding area, they lose much of these
reserves if rodent abundance at the breeding grounds is low. Only a smal l part of
marine resources are used for egg production – the remaining part is formed by
terrestria l resources, most l ikely rodents. Migratory connectivity of Arctic Skuas
breeding in the North Atlantic is revealed in chapter 8, where we use the large
variation in wintering area at individual and population levels to study migration
phenology. European populations of Arctic Skua are in strong decl ine, and we
document the decl ine of the colony at Slettnes, Norway, in chapter 9 . We show
that both food shortage and mammal ian predation has led to large reproductive
fai lures over four out of five study years, and that the resulting productivity is far
below what would be needed for a stable population. Final ly, I summarize and
compare the findings for al l four study species in chapter 10, d iscuss potentia l
explanations and consequences of the simi larities and differences between species,
discuss conservation of migratory seabirds during the non-breeding period and
suggest directions for future studies.
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TABLE 1.2 | Study sites within our large col laborative networks. Species names are abbreviated

as fol lows: RNP = Red-necked Phalarope, GP = Grey Phalarope, LTS = Long-tai led Skua, AS =

Arctic Skua.
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FIGURE 1.4 | Distribution of sites around the northeastern North Atlantic where geolocators

were deployed on Red-necked Phalaropes, Grey Phalaropes, Long-tai led Skuas and Arctic Skuas.

The two sites where more detai led studies on breeding biology were carried out, Ammarnäs and

Slettnes, are circled.

Alpine tundra of the Raurejaure study area, home to many Long-tai led Skua pairs, after most

of the snow has melted. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 23 June 2013.
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CHAPTER I I

A geolocator is deployed on a male Red-necked Phalarope. The stick is later removed and

used here to al low some space between the logger and the back of the bird.

Slettnes, Norway, 19 July 2014.
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CHAPTER I I First geolocator tracks of
Swedish red-necked

phalaropes reveal the
Scandinavia-Arabian Sea

connection
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Ingrid Tulp & Raymond H.G. Klaassen
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ABSTRACT

We studied migration and wintering patterns of a wader with
a pelagic l i festyle during the non-breeding period, the Red-
necked Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus. Using l ight-level
geolocation, we obtained three ful l annual tracks and one
autumn migration track of male Red-necked Phalaropes
caught during breeding in Scandinavia. These tracks
confirmed expectations that individuals from the
Scandinavian population winter in the Arabian Sea. Migration
was accompl ished in two to four migration leaps, staging for a
few days in the Gulf of Finland (autumn) or the southern Baltic
Sea (spring) and for up to a month in or near the Black and
Caspian Sea (autumn and spring). In addition, travel speeds
suggested that only the fl ights between the Baltic and
Black/Caspian Sea are non-stop, and thus the birds seem to
make additional short stops during the other fl ights. Stopover
time in the Black/Caspian Sea is only 8-10 days in spring but
up to 36 days in autumn, which is longer than expected if
only used for pre-migratory fattening to cover the ca 2000 km
to the Gulf of Oman. After entering the Arabian Sea via the
Gulf of Oman, birds dispersed over the entire presumed
winter range. Winter movements appear to correspond to the
spatio-temporal patterns in primary production l inked to
seasonal ly changing monsoon winds. These are not only the
first tracks of Scandinavian Red-necked Phalaropes, but also
the first seabird tracks in the Arabian Sea, one of the most
productive and dynamic marine areas on the planet.
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INTRODUCTION

The Red-necked Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus is a smal l wader with an unusual
l i festyle, spending the winter out on the ocean l ike a true seabird – a behaviour only
shared with grey phalarope P. fulicarius. After a short breeding season in (sub)Arctic
tundra, Red-necked Phalaropes migrate to three known main wintering areas: off
the Pacific coast of South America, in the Arabian Sea and off the East Indies
(Cramp and Simmons 1983). The migration and wintering areas of phalaropes have
been much debated in ornithological l i terature (e.g. (Meinertzhagen 1925, Höhn
1966, Alerstam 1990, Smith et al . 2014). Ringing efforts have thus far provided a
fragmented picture of those parts of the migration routes that run over land (e.g.
(Höhn 1966, Alerstam 1990, Bakken et al . 2003, Fransson et al . 2008) and have
fai led to unambiguously l ink wintering areas to circumpolar breeding areas. A
spectacular advancement in the study of migration patterns of phalaropes, is a
single geolocator track obtained for a Scottish male Red-necked Phalarope (Smith
et al . 2014). This individual crossed the Atlantic and Caribbean to winter in the
Pacific. I ts westward migration direction contrasts with the assumed migration
pattern of the Scandinavian population, for which a smal l number of ring recoveries
in autumn indicates a south-eastern migration direction (Höhn 1966, Schiemann
1977, Alerstam 1990, Bakken et al . 2003, Fransson et al . 2008), strongly suggesting
that these birds winter in the Arabian Sea. A south-eastern migration direction is
rather unusual among European breeding birds (but see e.g. (Chamberlain et al .
2000, Verkui l et al . 2006, Hedenström et al . 2013) and the idea that Scandinavian
Red-necked Phalaropes winter in the Arabian Sea (Höhn 1966, Alerstam 1990,
Bakken et al . 2003, Fransson et al . 2008) has never been confirmed. Even less is
known about the behaviour of phalaropes during winter, when they are difficult to
study due to their pelagic l i festyle. Phalaropes often occur in notably large
concentrations during the winter, congregating at shelf edges or other sites with
high primary productivity (Schiemann 1986, Brown and Gaskin 1988, Thorne and
Read 2013). However, their at-sea winter movements are unknown, i .e. whether
they remain at a single site throughout the winter or whether they are itinerant,
using several sites (Moreau 1972), as seems to be the more common behaviour
among seabirds (Dias et al . 2011, Fi jn et al . 2013, Gi lg et al . 2013).

Migratory birds have adopted different strategies to trade-off time and energy whi le
bridging long distances (Piersma 1987, Alerstam and Lindström 1990). At the
extremes of a continuum, birds make smal l hops, requiring smal l amounts of fuel
for each hop, or make a single long non-stop fl ight, requiring accumulation of a
substantia l amount of fuel prior to the fl ight. Birds are expected to opt for longer
fl ights when the avai labi l i ty of habitat suitable for refuel l ing is l imited, or when
minimizing time rather than energy (Alerstam and Lindström 1990). I t is not
completely clear what constitutes 'suitable' fuel l ing habitat for Red-necked
Phalaropes migrating ca 5500 km overland from Scandinavia to the Gulf of Oman,
but large congregations of phalaropes have only been reported from a few specific
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sal ine sites (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Delany et al . 2009). Possibly, Scandinavian
Red-necked Phalaropes subdivide their migratory travel in two to three fl ights, with
stopover locations in the Gulf of Bothnia / Gulf of Finland and the Black Sea /
Caspian Sea (Schiemann 1977, Cramp and Simmons 1983, Alerstam 1990).
Accumulated fat reserves that would enable non-stop fl ights of about 4300-5100
km have been reported from the Bay of Fundy, Canada (Mercier 1985), indicating
that the species might be able to make long fl ights. Thus, alternatively, (part of) the
Scandinavian Red-necked Phalaropes could also reach the Arabian Sea in a single
fl ight from the breeding area, simi lar to as for example has been reported for
Scandinavian great snipes Gallinago media (Klaassen et al . 2011).

Here, we describe autumn and spring migration patterns of male Scandinavian Red-
necked Phalaropes. Specifical ly, we test the hypotheses that they 1) winter at the
Arabian Sea, 2) reach this destination in two or three non-stop fl ights, and 3) have
staging sites at the Black and Caspian Sea and the Baltic region. Furthermore, we
describe the behaviour of Red-necked Phalaropes during winter, in particular
whether they remain at a single site or are more mobi le and exploit several sites.

METHODS

Ten breeding male Red-necked Phalaropes were captured on the nest using walk-in
traps between 17-19 June 2013 in the Vindelfjä l len Nature Reserve, near
Ammarnäs, Sweden (65°59ʹN-16°01ʹE) and recaptured on 10-24 June 2014 using
walk-in traps on the nest or mist-nets away from the nest. Geolocators (Mk10
model , British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, UK) were back-mounted using leg-loop
harnesses (Rappole and Tipton 1991) constructed from 1 mm wide flat braided
shelf-string (British Trust for Ornithology, UK), with a total weight of 1.0 g. In
comparison with our dataset of captured males in Ammarnäs (n=74), this extra
weight represents 3.7% of the body mass of the l ightest individual (27.3 g) and
3.1% of the average weight (32.5 g).

Data analysis

After retrieving geolocators, data wasere downloaded from the loggers and
processed using BASTrack software (BAS, UK). Further analysis was carried out
using the package 'GeoLight' (Lisovski and Hahn 2012) in R 3.1 (R Core Team 2017).
Twi l ight events were identified using the 'threshold method' (Ekstrom 2004) at a
l ight intensity value of 2. For each track, the corresponding sun angle was selected
that resulted in equal latitudes on both sides of equinox periods when birds were
stationary (as indicated by longitude, which is not affected by equinox), which was
at -5° for al l individuals. Geolocation provides position estimates with an accuracy
±SD of about 186 km (Phi l l ips et al . 2004), with lowest accuracy in latitude
estimates close to the equinoxes. Therefore, Llatitude data were deleted from 14
days prior ti l l 18 days after the autumn equinox and 18 days prior ti l l 14 days after
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the spring equinox. To increase accuracy of positions estimates (Phi l l ips et al .
2004), pPositions were smoothed twice fol lowing the method of (Pütz 2002).

Departure and arrival at Ammarnäs could not be recorded as this location
experiences permanent dayl ight from late May to early August. For fl ight speed
calculations (see below), we only used the recorded part of the tracks, but for the
overal l migration distance and overal l migration speed between the breeding site
and the wintering area we included the distance from Ammarnäs to the first and
last position estimate. First or last points often were located just south of the polar
circle (see Results), presumably within one day of travel l ing of/to the breeding site
based on a ground speed of 13.3 m s-1 (Alerstam and Gudmundsson 1999).
Therefore, one day was added to the migration duration. We take the arrival at and
departure from oceanic waters as the endpoint of autumn migration and the start of
spring migration, respectively.

With two position estimates per day, each migration step is made up of multiple
(more or less 12h) segments. For the migration steps between main stopover sites,
we calculated ground speed and airspeed for each segment and then took the
mean, weighted for the duration of each segment. Segment length was calculated
as the great-circle distance between two smoothed position estimates (cf. above).
Duration of migration fl ights was calculated as the time difference between
midnight or noon at each position. I f the initia l or final position was at a staging
area, the last twi l ight event (departure) or the first twi l ight event (arrival) was used
as the start- and end-time of the segment, respectively. For each segment, the
ground speed of the bird was calculated by dividing the segment length by
segment duration. Although there is uncertainty in the departure and arrival
timings of up to half a day, this effects the fl ight speed only marginal ly as fl ight
speeds are averaged over larger time periods (cf. Above), in which the shorter
departing and arriving segments have less weight in the weighted mean fl ight
speed. For each position estimate and associated time of local midnight or local
noon, wind data at 925, 850, 700 and 500 hPa (corresponding to approximately
750, 1500, 3000 and 5000 m asl) were obtained from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
project (Kalnay et al . 1996) using the RNCEP package (Kemp et al . 2012). For each
segment, the ground speed of the bird was calculated by dividing the segment
length by segment duration. Subsequently, airspeed of the bird was calculated by
subtracting the wind vector from the track vector. We present resulting airspeeds
for 850 hPa, considering 1500 m asl appears a regular flying height for waders (e.g.
(Dick et al . 1987), and for a scenario in which individuals selected the most
profitable elevation for each segment, i .e. resulting in the lowest airspeed.

For visual isation of monthly positions throughout the winter period (August-May),
50% home range kernels were calculated using a grid-cel l size of 50km and a
smoothing factor of 50km, which is simi lar to the longitude error in geolocator
positions reported for other seabirds (Phi l l ips et al . 2004), in the package
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'adehabitatHR' (Calenge 2006), if at least 25 position estimates were avai lable (i .e.
not for September and March due to inference by equinoxes). Monthly net ocean
primary productivity was obtained from (O’Mal ley 2016) and is based on the
Vertical ly General ized Production Model (VGPM) algorithm (Behrenfeld and
Falkowski 1997).

Geolocator data has been uploaded to the Movebank data repository (project id
99570338).

RESULTS

Four out of ten birds fitted with geolocators in 2013 were resighted and
subsequently recaptured in 2014. A return rate of 40% fal ls within the range of
return rates of 17% to 56% reported for adults at various locations in Alaska
(Colwel l et al . 1988, Schamel and Tracy 1991, Sandercock 1997). In al l four
recaptured individuals, body mass was 1.6-5.4 g higher at recapture in 2014
compared to initia l capture in 2013 (tpaired=-3.652; df=3, p=0.035). This difference
could not be (entirely) attributed to a decrease in body mass over the course of
incubationto a seasonal effect, as the dates of recaptures in 2014 were both before
and after the capture dates of 2013. Body mass measured in 2013 was sl ightly
higher for individuals recaptured in 2014 than for individuals that were not
resighted in 2014 (t=-2.476, df=5.9, p=0.048). Al l four males did aattempted to
breeding attempt in 2014 (see below).

Three geolocators contained a ful l year of data; the fourth contained data up to 3
December 2013. The migration trajectories of al l four birds are shown in figure 2.1
and figure 2.S1 , and migration schedules are detai led in table 2.S1 . Labels A-D
refer to the four tracked individuals and are consistent between al l tables, figures
and text.

Autumn migration

Al l four nests hatched successful ly between 21-27 June (table 2.1) . First positions
outside the breeding area were obtained mid- July. Three birds made short stopovers
of 3-6 days at the Gulf of Finland (individuals A and D) or in the eastern Ukraine
(individual B) before reaching the Black or Caspian Sea. Individual C apparently
arrived directly to the Caspian Sea. Here, birds spent 13-36 days before migrating
to the Gulf of Oman or just south of Oman, where they arrived on 11 (B), 13 (C) and
25 August (A) and 6 September (D).

The total autumn migration distance amounted to 5514-6954 km, which was
covered in 24-55 days, including 15-35 days spent at stopover sites (table 2.1) .
Overal l migration speed (including stopovers) was 140-230 km d-1.
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Behaviour during wintering

After arrival in the seas surrounding Oman, birds spread in different directions. After
a short stop south of Oman, individual A spent 198 days in the Gulf of Aden before
moving to the northern Persian Gulf. Another individual (B) stayed for 27 days in the
gulf of Oman before slowly moving south along the Omani coast for 74 days, after
which the bird moved east to the seas off Pakistan, where it stayed for 152 days.
The third individual (C) stayed for 6 days in the Gulf of Oman before moving south
of Oman. After 59 days, the bird moved to the Gulf of Aden for 41 days, spent 33
days in the southern Red Sea, moved back into the Gulf of Aden for 41 days, and

FIGURE 2.1 | Geolocator tracks of four male red-necked phalaropes from Ammarnäs, Swedish

Lapland, during 2013-2014. Position estimates are connected by l ines; bold l ines were used for

fl ight speed calculations and dotted l ines from (red) and towards (green) Ammarnäs (indicated by

a red star) have not been recorded due to continuous dayl ight.
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final ly spent 53 days south of Oman. Winter movements were not recorded for the
fourth individual (D): this bird stayed south of Oman unti l logger fai lure.

Spring migration

Departure from the Arabian Sea was commenced in late March to mid-May. Two
birds first moved to an intermediate stopover site. The first individual (A) flew
approximately 2400 km from the Gulf of Aden to the northern Persian Gulf, where it
stayed for 46 days. Due to the equinox, latitude estimates were unrel iable during
this period, but the narrow range of longitude estimates (47°-53°E) show that this
migration must have been overland. The second individual (B) moved from offshore
Pakistan to inland western Pakistan where it stayed for 21 days, before joining the
other two individuals at the Caspian Sea in mid-May, where they stayed 8-10 days.

TABLE 2.1 | Overview of migration duration, distance and speed of four male red-necked

phalaropes from Sweden to and from the Arabian Sea. Note that the last part of spring migration is

more synchronised than the onset; see results for detai ls.

1 in autumn, date at last recorded position minus one day.
2 in spring, date at last recorded position plus one day.
3 Including the not-recorded fl ight from the Gulf of Aden to the Persian Gulf (~2400 km).
4 See table 2.S1 for which areas were used by each individual .
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Al l three birds then moved to the Baltic Sea, using a trajectory just south of the
autumn route. Two individuals (B and C) stayed here for 2-3 days, but for individual
A only two positions were obtained from this region, suggesting that it more or less
directly moved on towards the breeding area that already experiences permanent
dayl ight at this time of the year.

The total spring migration distance amounted to 6345-7379 km (table 2.1) , which
was covered in 19-65 days, including total stopover time of 11-55 days. The
corresponding overal l migration speed (including stopovers) was 114-364 km d-1.
Variation in the total distance covered, stopover time and migration speed was
lower in the last part of the migration (from staging areas the Persian Gulf, from
inland western Pakistan and from offshore Oman): a total distance of 4472-6908
km, a duration of 19 days in al l three birds, including total stopover time of 8-10
days, and migration speed of 262-364 km d-1.

FIGURE 2.2 | Mean ground (a , b) and airspeed (c , d) per migration step of four red-necked

phalaropes. Symbol shape relates to the individual and symbol size is proportional to the duration

of the migration leg. Airspeeds in case the bird always fl ies at the most profitable elevation are

shown in red. Vertical grey l ines roughly indicate the latitude of main stopover areas: Caspian Sea

region (47°NB), Western Pakistan and northern Persian Gulf (32°NB) and the Gulf of Oman (24°NB).

The grey dotted horizontal l ines indicate the measured airspeed of 13.3 m s-1 based on Alerstam

and Gudmundsson (1999).
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For three individuals (A-C) the nest was found in the 2014 breeding season.
Individual D probably was incubating as wel l , as suggested by consistent bearings
when arriving and departing from regular visits to a specific pond for feeding. Two
nests hatched successful ly on 2 (A) and 4 July (C). Assuming an incubation period of
18 days (Cramp and Simmons 1983), these clutches hadve been laid at 14 and 16
June, respectively. The nest of individual B was found on 13 June but was
depredated soon after this date.

Flight speed

For most migration steps (75%, n=20) mean ground speed (figure 2.2) was lower
than the single measurement of airspeed of 13.3 m s-1 for Red-necked Phalarope by
(Alerstam and Gudmundsson 1999). Ground speeds exceeding 13.3 m s-1 were
observed only for migration steps shorter than 50 hours. Derived airspeeds at 850
hPa were on average 10.2 m s-1 (n=20, sd=3.9, range=4.2–21.9). I f birds would
select the elevation resulting in the lowest airspeed, the average airspeed would be
8.6 m s-1 (n=20, sd=4.1, range=3.7–21.2). Airspeeds were both lower (14/20) and
higher (6/20) than ground speeds, suggesting that phalaropes experienced
tai lwinds as wel l as headwinds, respectively. Only for some migration steps, mostly
between the Baltic region and the Caspian Sea region, derived mean airspeeds
were equal to the measured airspeed of 13.3 ms-1, suggesting non-stop fl ights. In
most cases the derived airspeed was lower than the measured airspeed, suggesting
that the phalaropes did not fly continuously. Assuming a constant airspeed of 13.3
ms-1, birds flew on average for 77% (n=20) of the time if flying at 850 hPa or 65%
(n=20) if always flying at the most profitable elevation.

DISCUSSION

We have presented the first data on movements of individual Scandinavian Red-
necked Phalaropes during the non-breeding season, confirming expectations based
on ring recoveries (Höhn 1966, Schiemann 1977, Alerstam 1990, Bakken et al .
2003, Fransson et al . 2008) that individuals from this population winter in the
Arabian Sea. In agreement with field observation on staging birds, the phalaropes
divided the ca 5514-6954 km migrations into two to four leaps, staging for a few
days in the Gulf of Finland (autumn) or the southern Baltic Sea (spring) and for up
to a month at one or two locations in or near the Black and Caspian Sea (autumn
and spring). These results thus confirm the role and importance of these areas as
staging sites for Scandinavian Red-necked Phalaropes (Delany et al . 2009).

Previously, overland migration of Red-necked Phalaropes was assumed to be
performed ' largely' non-stop (Cramp and Simmons 1983). However, airspeeds from
the four individuals tracked in this study were mostly below 13.3 m s-1, the single
measurement of airspeed for Red-necked Phalarope measured by (Alerstam and
Gudmundsson 1999). This suggests that they did not fly continuously, but for about
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65% or 77% of the time, depending on which fl ight altitude they selected. Although
the majority of migration leaps thus l ikely included short stops, several fl ights
shorter than two days covering up to approximately 2400 km had calculated
airspeeds close to or above 13.3 m s-1, indicating these were true non-stop fl ights.
These non-stop fl ights were mostly in the first or last recorded stage of spring
migration, between the stopover in the Caspian Sea region and the Baltic.

Spring staging times in the Caspian Sea region were 8-10 days, which is
comparable to estimated staging times for Broad-bi l led Sandpipers Limicola

falcinellus in the Ukraine prior to a presumably non-stop fl ight to the Scandinavian
breeding grounds (Verkui l et al . 2006). Autumn staging duration in the Caspian Sea
region was however substantia l ly longer compared to spring in three out of four
birds and simi lar to those reported for Red-necked Phalaropes staging in the Bay of
Fundy, Canada. Here, Red-necked Phalaropes accumulate fat loads to ca 40-45% of
lean body mass, which would enable a non-stop fl ight of up to 5100 km (Mercier
1985). In autumn, Red-necked Phalaropes staging in the Caspian Sea region would
need to 'only' cover approximately 2000 km to the Gulf of Oman, and would thus
need smal ler fat reserves compared to their conspecifics staging in eastern Canada.
Indeed, both mean and maximum body mass of large numbers of Red-necked
Phalaropes captured at inland lakes in Kazakhstan (Gavri lov et al . 1983), were ca 14
g lower than phalaropes staging in the Bay of Fundy (Mercier 1985). Why then do
they stop for such long time in the Caspian Sea region on southward migration?
Stopover times longer than what seems required for refuel l ing have also been
reported in other studies (Mckinnon et al . 2013), and several potentia l explanations
can be proposed. For example, a longer stopover time might simply be the result of
suboptimal feeding conditions, resulting in a lower fattening rate. Alternatively, the
birds may postpone departure if feeding conditions are better in the Caspian Sea
region than in the Arabian Sea. In addition, birds may stay longer at the Caspian
Sea stopover in order to moult, an energetical ly demanding process. Whereas
active primary moult has been reported from Mono Lake, Cal ifornia, USA, a key
stopover site for Red-necked Phalaropes fol lowing the Pacific Americas flyway (Jehl
Jr. 1986), only 1% of individuals captured in July-September at inland lakes in
Kazakhstan showed active moult (Gavri lov et al . 1983). Active moult of body
feathers, which is commenced at the breeding grounds, is however reported from
al l autumn staging sites (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Gavri lov et al . 1983, Jehl Jr.
1986, Eichhorn 2001). Hence moult of body feathers, but probably not primary
feathers, may be another function of the stopover in the Caspian Sea region.
Clearly, field observations from the Caspian Sea region and the Arabian Sea are
needed to verify these ideas.

Al l individuals entered the Arabian Sea via the Gulf of Oman and then moved into
the seas south of Oman, as was hypothesized on the basis of field observations in
this region (Mörzer-Brui jns and Mörzer-Brui jns 1957, Bai ley 1966). The four
individuals we tracked covered the entire proposed wintering range in the Arabian
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Sea, spanning from the Gulf of Aden in the west al l a long the Somal ian coast east to
offshore Pakistan (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Alerstam 1990, Delany et al . 2009).
This large wintering range is largely the result of the high mobi l i ty of individual
birds that used different sites.

Tracking studies have shown variation in the extent to which birds are stationary
(using only a single site) or mobi le (' i tinerant' , using multiple sites) in winter
(Moreau 1972, Gui lford et al . 2009, Kristensen et al . 2013, Mckinnon et al . 2013,
Trierwei ler et al . 2013). I tinerancy may be expected when resources are highly
variable in space and time, especial ly when this occurs in a predictable pattern
(Newton 2010). In the Arabian Sea, seasonal ly shifting monsoon winds drive huge
upwel l ing systems with marked spatio-temporal variation in primary production
(Marra and Barber 2005). High primary production occurs in particular at shelf
edges, which is where high densities of phalaropes have been reported feeding on
zooplankton (Schiemann 1986, Bourne 1991, 1997, Thorne and Read 2013).
Location shifts of the three Red-necked Phalaropes tracked over the entire winter
coincide with changes in productivity (figure 2.3) . For example, individual B
switched from the Omani coast to offshore Pakistan after productivity has decl ined
in the former area. Simi larly, individual C may have tracked high productivity
events at the Omani coast, via the northern Somal i coast to the southern Red Sea
and back again. I t returned to the Omani coast in Apri l , when local primary
productivity increased here again. These movements match field observations in
winter, the largest numbers being present in the Gulf of Aden north to Salalah,
Oman, and in the Gulf of Oman, with only smal l numbers off the Omani east coast
(Mörzer-Brui jns and Mörzer-Brui jns 1957, Bai ley 1966). These winter movements of
Red-necked Phalaropes may be related to spatio-temporal patterns in primary
productivity in a manner simi lar to the itinerancy reported for migrants wintering in
Africa (Moreau 1972, Stach et al . 2012, Trierwei ler et al . 2013). In fact, the
prolonged stopover times in autumn (see above) and in early spring (at the Persian
Gulf and in western Pakistan) obscure the distinction between 'migration' and
'wintering' and may also best be regarded as part an optimal timing of movements
relative to optimal local conditions. A formal test of the relationship between the
birds' movements and primary production is however problematic given the smal l
sample size, the low spatia l resolution of the birds' position estimates and the high
spatia l heterogeneity in primary production.

To what extent inter-individual differences in winter movements arise due to the
individuals' d irect responses to current local circumstances or to learned routes in
earl ier years is yet unclear. Seabirds show an overal l tendency for large inter-
individual variation but smal l intra-individual variation in route and site fidel ity
between years (Phi l l ips et al . 2005, Qui l l feldt et al . 2010, Gui lford et al . 2011, Dias
et al . 2013), but see (Dias et al . 2011). Such dispersive movement patterns may be
best explained by the recently proposed 'exploration-refinement hypothesis'
(Gui lford et al . 2011), in which individuals explore large areas and refine their
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FIGURE 2.3 | Net primary productivity in the Arabian Sea (background) and the outl ines of the

50% home range kernels of four red-necked phalaropes. September and March are left out as the

number of position estimates was too low for robust home range kernel estimation.

subsequent movements according to prior experiences. Simi lar processes may
shape the winter movements in Red-necked Phalaropes in the Arabian Sea and
repeated tracks from the same individuals, preferably including their first migration
cycle, are needed to shed l ight on this.

Although our sample size is smal l (four individuals only), the relative consistency in
behaviour (destination, stopover use, fl ight speeds and mobi l i ty during winter)
suggests the results are representative for the larger population. Sti l l , future studies
should test the robustness of our conclusions.
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Tracking studies across a wider range in the Arctic are needed to investigate
potentia l differences in migration strategies among populations using the other two
main wintering areas (off the Pacific coast of South America and off the East Indies),
but we can now already compare our results to a single male tracked from Scotland
to the Pacific and back (Smith et al . 2014). The total migration distance of ca 22
000 km of this individual is 1.5-1.9 times the ca 12 000-14 000 km covered by the
Scandinavian birds. Despite the larger migration distance of the Scottish bird,
individuals from both populations may have simi lar migration speeds: Smith et al .
(2014) noted that the 'slow southward progress' suggested regular stops – which,
although not substantiated by fl ight speed calculations – is in l ine with our findings
for Scandinavian Red-necked Phalaropes.

In the current study only males were tracked. It would be interesting to also track
females as phalaropes have reversed sex-roles, and thus phalaropes form a good
case to test ideas related to sex-specific migration patterns. For example,
geolocator tracks could be used to quantify the contribution of three not mutual ly
exclusive proximate causes to the observed earl ier arrival of females at the
breeding grounds in phalaropes (Reynolds et al . 1986): 1) earl ier spring departure
from the wintering grounds by females, 2) faster spring migration by females
and/or 3) females wintering closer to the breeding grounds.

The Arabian Sea is one of the most productive marine areas on Earth and supports
a distinctive but poorly studied avifauna, including several taxa endemic to the area
(Bai ley 1966). The Red-necked Phalarope is the only seabird abundant in the
Arabian Sea that breeds in the Arctic (Bai ley 1966) and our study is the first to
establ ish a definitive l ink with the Scandinavian breeding population. Tracking
studies across a wider range in the Arctic are needed to investigate potentia l
differences in migration strategies among populations using the other two main
wintering areas. In addition, our study is – to the best of our knowledge – the first to
document movement data of individual seabirds in the Arabian Sea and this and
future studies are required to understand how Red-necked Phalaropes and other
seabirds uti l ize this rich and dynamic area.
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SUPPLEMENT

FIGURE 2.S1 | Latitude over time of tracks of four red-necked phalaropes during 2013-2014.
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Table 2.S1 | Migration schedules of four male red-necked phalaropes tracked from Sweden

during 2013-2014.
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CHAPTER I I I

Male Red-necked Phalarope in breeding habitat. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 20 June 2016.

"With their long legs for wading, with narrow lobes instead of broad webbing between

their toes, without the slender, narrow wings upon which albatrosses hang through

days of storm and stress of weather, phalaropes seem little adapted for pelagic l i fe,

and yet here and on the Pacific, hundreds of mi les from land, I have seen them in

enormous flocks daring wind and water, spending the whole winter out of sight of

land, trusting to the floating bounty of the sea for food, and to the buoyancy of their

dense plumage and air-fi l led bodies for safety. I have never seen them in a ful l storm,

but in a half gale, with spray blowing, and every watery hi l l top fountaining into ugly

lashing foam, I have watched their marvel lous seamanship, paddl ing steadi ly up wind,

able, by some perfected knowledge, to keep in the sl id ing, shifting val leys and free of

the choking spume-drift. "

Beebe (1924)
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ABSTRACT

Non-breeding movement strategies of migratory birds
may be expected to be flexibly adjusted to the
distribution and qual ity of habitat, but few studies
compare movement strategies among populations
using distinct migration routes and wintering areas. In
our study, individual movement strategies of Red-
necked Phalaropes Phalaropus lobatus, a long-distance
migratory wader which uses sal ine waters in the non-
breeding period, were studied using l ight-level
geolocators. Results revealed a migratory divide
between two populations with distinct migration routes
and wintering areas: one breeding in the north-eastern
North Atlantic and migrating ca 10 000 km oversea to
the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean, and the other
breeding in Fennoscandia and Russia migrating ca 6
000 km – largely over land – to the Arabian Sea (Indian
Ocean). In l ine with our expectations, the transoceanic
migration between the North Atlantic and the Pacific
was associated with proportionately longer wings, a
more even spread of stopovers in autumn and a higher
migration speed in spring compared to the migration
between Fennoscandian-Russian breeding grounds and
the Arabian Sea. In the wintering period, birds wintering
in the Pacific were stationary in roughly a single area,
whereas individuals wintering in the Arabian Sea
moved extensively between different areas, reflecting
differences in spatio-temporal variation in primary
productivity between the two wintering areas. Our
study is unique in showing how habitat distribution
shapes movement strategies over the entire non-
breeding period within a species.
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INTRODUCTION

Animal movements are strongly l inked to habitat and resource avai labi l i ty. For
example, during the non-breeding season, migratory birds cover long distances to
track spatio-temporal peaks in resource abundance and avoid unfavourable
conditions over large spatia l scales (Newton 2010, Thorup et al . 2017). Non-
breeding movements may consist of a long-distance migration to wintering areas
and movements within the wintering areas, which can cover long distances and – in
some species – are carried out by only a portion of the individuals (Trierwei ler et al .
2013, Koleček et al . 2018). Components of movement strategy, such as the number
of staging sites, the distances between them, and the time spent at each staging
site, are thought to be dictated by the avai labi l i ty and relative qual ity of habitat
(Alerstam and Lindström 1990, Gudmundsson et al . 1991). Movement strategies
are expected to be flexibly adjusted to habitat avai labi l i ty and qual ity within the
boundaries set by, for example, maximum fattening rates and fuel loads, resulting
in different strategies among individuals or populations using different migration
routes and wintering areas. Indeed, migration strategies do differ between
populations in many species (Buehler and Piersma 2008, Delmore et al . 2012, Alves
et al . 2013). At the same time, surprisingly simi lar migration strategies have been
observed in other species, despite geographical ly distinct migration routes (Fraser
et al . 2013, Trierwei ler et al . 2014). With so few studies, the extent to which species
flexibly adjust large-scale movement strategies to habitat remains poorly
understood.

The Red-necked Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus is a smal l wader which breeds in
fresh water ponds in arctic and subarctic tundra. The species is probably best
known for its unusual mating system, with reversed sex-roles, where polyandry
takes place and the male cares for eggs and chicks (Reynolds et al . 1986). In the
non-breeding period, it adopts a pelagic l i festyle in three disjunct areas in tropical
oceans: the tropical eastern Pacific, the Arabian Sea, and off the East Indies (Cramp
and Simmons 1983). Due to the chal lenges involved in studying smal l seabirds at
sea, its non-breeding movements remained elusive unti l recently, when l ight-level
geolocators revealed individual non-breeding movements. Four Swedish males were
shown to winter in the Arabian Sea in the north-west Indian Ocean (van Bemmelen
et al . 2016), confirming what was already expected based on a smal l number of
ring recoveries (Schiemann 1977). No ring recovery exists for populations breeding
on islands in the north-eastern North Atlantic (Scotland, Faroe Islands, Iceland and
Greenland), despite substantia l ringing efforts (Schiemann 1977, Wernham et al .
2002). Recently, three male Red-necked Phalaropes were tracked from the Scottish
breeding area to the northern Humboldt Current in the Pacific (Smith et al . 2014,
2018), suggesting that north-eastern North Atlantic populations migrate westwards
after breeding. The migration routes to the Pacific and Arabian Sea differ in distance
(respectively ca 11 000 km versus ca 6 000 km one-way; Smith et al . 2014, van
Bemmelen et al . 2016), and habitat (mostly oversea versus largely overland), given
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that Red-necked Phalaropes depend on sal ine waters for staging (Cramp and
Simmons 1983, van Bemmelen et al . 2016). In addition, the wintering grounds
contrast in spatio-temporal variation in primary productivity, with stable conditions
in the Pacific sites but strong fluctuations in the Arabian Sea (Longhurst 2006). The
occurrence of two distinct breeding populations of Red-necked Phalarope with
divergent migration routes and wintering areas provides a rare opportunity to study
how, within a single species, habitat distribution shapes movement strategies over
the entire non-breeding period.

A first objective of the current study is to investigate the general ity of previous
tracking studies (Smith et al . 2014, 2018, van Bemmelen et al . 2016) using non-
breeding movements of Red-necked Phalaropes from nine breeding locations
between East-Greenland (22°W) and Western Siberia (69°E) recorded by l ight-level
geolocators. Subsequently, both migration strategies and wintering movement
strategies are compared between the two routes and wintering areas. Based on
optimal migration theory and assuming that suitable feeding conditions are more
widespread along the marine western migration route, Red-necked Phalaropes
migrating to the Pacific are expected to make shorter fl ights with more frequent but
briefer stopovers on migration to and from the breeding grounds, thereby avoiding
the costs of carrying large fuel loads (Alerstam and Lindström 1990). In contrast,
Red-necked Phalaropes migrating to the Arabian Sea are expected to show a more
direct fl ight, with few but longer stopovers, as more widely separated sal ine waters
along their route forces them to bui ld up larger fuel loads to cover longer fl ights
(Alerstam and Lindström 1990). Different movement strategies may favour
selection towards certain morphological adaptations, such as longer, more pointed,
wings for longer migration distances (Alerstam 1990, Leisler and Winkler 2003).
Thus, we also tested for morphological variation potentia l ly associated with the two
migration strategies. After arrival at the wintering grounds, birds wintering in the
Pacific are expected to move only short distances within the wintering grounds
(‘residency’) , g iven the high and constant primary productivity of the northern
Humboldt Current (Chavez and Messié 2009). In contrast, birds wintering in the
Arabian Sea are expected to move between several distant areas during the
wintering period (‘ i tinerancy’) , reflecting large seasonal and spatia l variation in
primary productivity (Longhurst 2006). In addition to the above, individual
consistency between years and the potentia l effect of sex on migration timing and
strategies are explored. We expect females to arrive earl ier than males to maximize
their potentia l of obtaining males (Oring and Lank 1982, Reynolds et al . 1986).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Catching and geolocator deployments

Red-necked phalaropes were captured and fitted with geolocators from 2012 to
2017 in Greenland (Constable Pynt: 70°45′N–22°38′W), two sites in Iceland (Flói :
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63°56′N–21°15′W and Aðaldalur: 65°51′N–17°04′W), Scotland (Fetlar:
60°36'N–0°52'W), Sweden (Ammarnäs: 65°59′N–16°01′E), Finland (Enontekiö:
68°58′N–21°16′E), Norway (Slettnes: 71°05′N–28°13′E) and two sites in Russia
(Tobseda: 68°36′N–52°19′E; Erkuta: 68°14′N–69°9′E), see figure 3.1 . Adults were
captured whi le foraging in tundra ponds using mist nets or on their nests using
walk-in traps or spring traps. Different geolocator types and deployment methods
were appl ied because studies in Scotland, Finland and Iceland each began as
independent projects before joining the project covering Greenland, Sweden,
Norway and Russia. Geolocators were either leg-mounted using a modified darvic
ring with flag (Greenland and the first year at Flói , Iceland) or back-mounted using
leg-loop harnesses (al l other sites and years, Rappole and Tipton 1991). Leg-loops
were constructed from 1 mm si lastic tubing (WMQ 60) with an elasticated core (only
first study year in Scotland and in Finland) or 1 mm wide flat braided shelf-string
(British Trust for Ornithology, UK). Geolocator models used were the Mk10 model
(British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, UK), (a modified version of) the Intigeo P65A
(Migrate Technology Ltd, Cambridge, UK) and the SOI-GDL2 v1.3 in Finland and v2.3
in Scotland (Swiss Ornithological Institute, Sempach, Switzerland), weighing
respectively 1.0 g, 1.0 g and 0.7 g. At a mean body mass of 38.3 g for females
(n=170) and 33.4 g for males (n=468), a geolocator mass of 1 g represents about
2.6% of mean body mass in females and 3.0% in males, or 1.7% and 2.0% in case
of a geolocator weight of 0.7 g. We are not aware of biases in position estimations
inherent to specific geolocator types. The fol lowing biometrics were col lected: wing
length (to the nearest 1.0 mm), bi l l length (to the nearest 0.1 mm), total head
length (head + bi l l ; to the nearest 1.0 mm), tarsus length (to the nearest 1.0 mm)
and body mass (to the nearest 0.1 g). In addition to col lecting biometrics for the
birds equipped with geolocators, biometrics were obtained from other individuals at
the study sites, and also from individuals captured in Iceland (Mývatn:
65°36′N–16°60′W and Flatey Island: 65°22′N–22°55′W) and Russia (Medusa Bay:
73°04′N–80°30′E). Using annual encounter data from 212 individuals with
geolocators, we estimated apparent survival φ and resighting probabi l i ty p using
Cormack- Jol ly-Seber (CJS) models for l ive encounter data in the ‘Rmark’ package in
R, an interface to the program Mark (Laake 2013). AICc was used to select the best
model from a range of CJS models fitted with parameters for φ, p and study site
either fixed or varying per year. Four CJS models had ΔAICc values < 2, including
the simplest model (ΔAICc=0.64), which estimated p at 0.52 (CI=0.31-0.71) and φ
at 0.32 (CI=0.23-0.43). An apparent survival rate of 0.32 is notably low for a wader
species (Méndez et al . 2018) but is within the range of 0.17 to 0.56 reported from
sites in Alaska (Colwel l et al . 1988, Schamel and Tracy 1991, Sandercock 1997) and
l ikely reflects a low site fidel ity rather than survival . Nevertheless, a weak effect of
geolocator deployment cannot be ruled out, considering we could not compare
against a control group without a geolocator, and knowing that a geolocator
attached to a leg flag and weighing >2.5% of the body mass led to lower return
rates in other smal l wader species (Weiser et al . 2016). Trapping and tagging Red-
necked Phalaropes in Greenland has been approved by the Ministry of Fisheries,
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Hunting and Agriculture (Government of Greenland); in Scotland by the Special
Methods Technical Panel of the British Trust for Ornithology and Scottish Natural
Heritage; in Finland by the Lapland Centre for Economic Development, Transport
and the Environment; in Norway by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority (FOTS ID
6328, 7421, 8538) and in Sweden by the Malmö-Lunds djurförsöksetiska nämnd
(M160-11, M470-12).

Geolocator data analysis

Data were downloaded from retrieved loggers and processed using BASTrack
software (BAS, UK) and time was adjusted for clock drift. Twi l ights events were
determined using the ‘twi l ightCalc’ function in GeoLight package version 2.0
(Lisovski and Hahn 2012), in R version 3.4 (R Core Team 2017) using a l ight
threshold of two and subsequently checked for errors by plotting the date against
time of sunrise or sunset. For a range of potentia l sun angles (-7 to 2°), we plotted
(for each track) the position estimates and selected the sun angle that (1)
minimized the ampl ification of latitudinal error close to the equinoxes whi le (2)
resulting in simi lar latitudes at both sides of the equinox and (3) where positions
fitted the shape and position of the oceans and inland seas. Final sun angles were
between -5.5 to -5.0° for BAS loggers, -5.0 to -3.5° for Migrate Technology loggers
without stalks, -5.5 to -4.5° for Migrate Technology loggers with stalks, and 0° for
the Swiss Ornithological Institute loggers.

Stationary periods were del ineated based on patterns in time of sunset and sunrise,
using the function ‘changeLight’ from the ‘GeoLight’ package in R, with a minimum
staging duration of 2 days. For each stationary period, the geographical centroid
was calculated. For stationary periods with latitudes greatly affected by proximity to
the equinox (e.g. resulting in positions in the central Indian Ocean), a latitude was
assumed at the coastl ine north of the original position estimate, which was always
in close proximity to other staging locations. Subsequently, stationary periods with
geographical centroids closer than 200 km were joined. Stationary areas with
centroids in the Arabian Sea, Persian Gulf or Pacific were defined as the wintering
period. Staging areas preceding the wintering period were assigned to the autumn
migration and those fol lowing the wintering period to spring migration. Departure
from and arrival at the breeding area were calculated as the time needed to cover
the great-circle distance to the first or last position estimate, respectively, at a
speed of 13.3 m s-1 (Alerstam and Gudmundsson 1999). Migration distance was
measured using the sum of great-circle distances, using the ‘rdist.earth’ function in
the ‘fields’ package in R, covered from the breeding site via the centroids of each
staging site to the centroid of the first (autumn migration) or last (spring migration)
wintering area. Simi larly, distance travel led during winter was calculated as the
great circle distance between staging areas assigned to the winter period. The fat
load needed for the initia l migratory movement in sti l l a ir was estimated using the
software package Fl ight v. 1.25 (Pennycuick 2008). For each potentia l body mass
(at increments of 1 g), the fat fraction in which the migration simulation finished
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with a lean body mass was estimated by an iterative process. Pennycuick (2008)
defined lean body mass as the ‘body mass of a bird with zero fat reserves, but not
actual ly starving’ . Here, lean body mass was taken to be the minimum weight for
each sex in our database, excluding one male of 24 g and one female of 28.0 g:
26.0 g for males (n=440) and 29.3 g for females (n=164). Note that taking a lower
lean body mass results in higher fat fractions and thus larger potentia l fl ight ranges.
After estimating the body mass required to cover the distance to the first stopover,
the time required to fuel for this fl ight was calculated assuming a fat deposition rate
(FDR) of 3.2% of lean body mass (Sikora and Ziel ińksi 2000, Lindström 2003). As no
FDR values are known for Red-necked Phalaropes at the wintering areas, the
sensitivity of migration speed was explored by plotting migration speed for a range
of possible FDR values at each wintering ground (figure 3.S1) . In two individuals
migrating in spring from the Pacific to the north-eastern North Atlantic, no
stopovers of 2 or more days were identified. In these cases, the first leg was taken
as the distance to the centroid of three clustered position estimates off Florida,
which is near the first staging area of other individuals fol lowing the western route
(figure 3.1) . Migration duration was taken as the number of days in transit
between the breeding and the wintering area, plus the estimated time needed to
fuel for the initia l leg. Migration speed was calculated as the total migration
distance divided by the migration duration.

The fol lowing parameters were derived for each track: migration distance, total
migration duration (including stopovers and fuel l ing time for the first leg, see
above), distance to the first staging area, length of the longest stopover, number of
stopovers, migration speed, and timing of departure from and arrival at both the
breeding and wintering area. First, t-tests were used to test whether any of the
aforementioned parameters differed between sexes among Swedish birds, the only
area with sufficient females to compare sexes (see Results) . ANOVAs were then
constructed comparing each of the parameters between four ‘regions’ : ‘Atlantic’
(Greenland, Iceland and Scotland), ‘Sweden’ (Ammarnäs), ‘Norway’ (Slettnes), and
‘Russia’ (Tobseda and Erkuta). A contrast between ‘Atlantic’ (hereafter referred to
as ‘western’ birds, populations or migration route) and the three other regions
(hereafter referred to as ‘eastern’ birds, populations or migration route) was used to
test for differences in migration strategy parameters between the two flyways. The
number of stopovers was compared between the flyways using the same contrast
structure in a Poisson General ized Linear Model (GLM). The number of stopovers per
unit distance was tested using the same Poisson GLM with the log of the migration
distance included as an offset. In addition to the analysis of the geolocator data,
body mass measurements from breeding sites were compared in a Linear Mixed-
effect Model (LMM) with flyway as the only main effect and site as a random effect,
using the nlme package in R (Pinheiro et al . 2018). From these body mass
measurements, maximum fl ight ranges were estimated using the relationship as
derived from Pennycuick’s model (see above). For comparison of fuel loads at
staging sites, we obtained body mass measurements at the Bay of Fundy, Canada,
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along the western migration route, from Mercier (1985) and from sal ine lakes in
Kazakhstan, along the eastern migration route, from Gavri lov et al . (1983).

To compare winter movement strategies between the two wintering areas, the
number of staging areas was compared using a Poisson GLM and the duration of
the longest stationary period and the total distance covered within the winter
period were compared using ANOVAs with the same contrast structure as used in
the analysis of migration characteristics. In addition, we l inked phalarope
movements to spatio-temporal patterns in food avai labi l i ty. First, net ocean primary
productivity for 8-day periods, based on the Vertical ly General ized Production Model
(VGPM) algorithm (Behrenfeld and Falkowski 1997), were obtained from (O’Mal ley
2016). Second, a 300 km wide polygon paral lel to the coast was drawn and spl it
into four main areas: 1) northern Humboldt Current to the Pacific coast off Central
America, 2) Red Sea via the Gulf of Aden and Oman to Pakistan, 3) Persian Gulf to
the Gulf of Oman and 4) East coast of Somal ia. Areas were subdivided bins
perpendicular to the coast, thus in longitude bins (Arabian Sea) or latitude bins
(Pacific) , each 100 km in width. Final ly, to test whether tagged individual Red-
necked Phalaropes were associated with areas of high primary productivity, for
each 8-day period and longitude/latitude bin, the loge of the 95% quanti le of
primary productivity values was correlated with the number of staging Red-necked
Phalaropes, using Poisson LMMs, with ‘area’ and ‘ longitude/latitude bin’ as random
effects to account for spatia l correlation. To test whether wintering movements are
directed towards areas with higher primary productivity, or a steeper decl ine in
primary productivity (which could be due to higher grazing intensity by
zooplankton), we calculated the difference in primary productivity and its slope
between departure from one site and arrival at the next site and tested whether
this differed from zero using an intercept-only LMM, with individual as a random
effect.

In the Greenlandic bird, the logger was mounted to a leg flag and also recorded
submersion in sal ine water every 3 seconds and summed the number of ‘wets’
every 10 minutes. This ‘wet/dry’ data was used to del ineate migration fl ights
(Battley and Conkl in 2017). Other loggers were back-mounted and only occasional ly
recorded submersion, and were unsuitable for del ineating long fl ights.

Biometrics

We tested for differences in morphology between the two populations using
biometric data from eleven breeding locations from Greenland to Taymyr, Russia. As
females are larger than males (Cramp and Simmons 1983), we bui lt separate LMMs
for each sex, comparing wing length, bi l l length and tarsus length between western
and eastern birds, and with ‘breeding site’ as a random effect. Wings can be longer
either due to more pointedness of wings or due to larger body size. In absence of
data on pointedness, we took tarsus length as a measure of body size and fitted a
model of wing length by flyway and tarsus length.
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RESULTS

Sample size

In total , 34 geolocator tracks (each track referring to one year of data between two
breeding periods) of 26 individuals were obtained from eastern populations. From
the western population, 10 tracks of 8 individuals were obtained. Nine tracks (1
from a western bird and 8 from eastern birds) were incomplete due to premature
fai lure or a flat battery of the logger at the wintering areas; 5 of these fai lures
happened in the second year of tracking. Repeated tracks were obtained for 2
western and 7 eastern individuals (see below). To compare movement strategy
variables between western and eastern birds, only the first track of each individual
was included. Also, the single Finnish bird was excluded as it had much higher
variation in estimates of twi l ights and positions than the other loggers. The final
dataset for comparisons of movement strategies thus included 8 ful l tracks from
western birds (1 female, 7 males) and 22 ful l tracks plus 3 autumn migrations from
eastern birds (6 females, 19 males).

Migration routes

The data show two distinct migration routes from Western Palearctic Red-
necked Phalaropes (figure 3.1) . Al l Fennoscandian-Russian birds migrated
to the Arabian Sea (n=26, including the Finnish bird), whereas those
breeding at North Atlantic islands wintered in the Pacific; either in the
northern Humboldt Current (n=6) or off the westcoast of Central America
(n=2).

Sex differences in migration strategy

Only the Swedish sample contained sufficient females (n=5) and males
(n=7) to compare sexes. Between Swedish males and females, no
migration strategy variables were significantly different, either during
autumn or spring migration. Although the trends in our data comply with
the expectation of earl ier migration in females, overlap between sexes in
timing rendered them non-significant (p>0.1), but females arrived near-
significantly earl ier than males at the breeding area (t1,9=-2.0, p=0.078).
Like the Swedish birds, the single female from Norway fel l within the range
of values for al l migratory strategy variables. She was earl ier than most
males in the timing of departure from the breeding area, arrival at and
departure from the wintering area. However, she arrived later than most
Norwegian males at the breeding area. Among the western birds, the single
female departed from the Icelandic breeding area and arrived at and
departed from the wintering area at the same time as the males, but
arrived earl ier at the breeding area. She performed the migration faster
than most but not al l males, using four stopovers in autumn and none in
spring, resulting in a relatively short autumn migration and the shortest
spring migration. Considering that no significant sex-differences in
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TABLE 3.1 | Characteristics of autumn and spring migration of Red-necked Phalaropes migrating

between north-eastern North Atlantic breeding areas and the Pacific (‘West’) and between

Fennoscandian-Russian breeding areas and the Arabian Sea (‘East’) . For the number of

stopover/staging sites and the longest stopover/staging period, median and range are given

instead of mean ± sd and range. Statistical significance of difference between western and eastern

birds is indicated as N.S. not significant, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and *** p<0.001.

FIGURE 3.1 | Autumn and spring migration stopovers and wintering areas of individual Red-

necked Phalaropes derived from l ight-level geolocator tracks. Coloured squares show the nine

breeding sites (with corresponding sample sizes, i .e. , tracked individuals) . Dot size represents

staging duration. Staging dots are connected by great-circle l ines, which do not necessari ly

represent the exact routes taken.
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FIGURE 3.2 | Characteristics of autumn and spring migration of Red-necked Phalaropes migrating

from breeding sites in Greenland, Iceland and Scotland to the Pacific (‘West’ , white boxplots) or

migrating from Fennoscandian-Russian breeding sites to the Arabian Sea (‘East’ , grey boxplots).

migration strategies were detected and the smal l overal l sample size
(especial ly for western birds), no sex-effect was considered in the results
we present for subsequent tests comparing western and eastern
populations. Nevertheless, analyses were repeated with females excluded
to see if the results would change qual itatively.

Autumn migration strategy

Mean departure time from the breeding grounds was sl ightly earl ier for western
than eastern birds (meanwest=9 July, meaneast= 19 July, t3,29=-2.7, p=0.012, table
3.1) . However, mean arrival at the wintering grounds did not differ between the
two flyways (meanwest=10 September, meaneast=31 August, t3,29=0.9, p=0.400).
Migration duration was sl ightly longer among western birds (meanwest=73.5 d,
meaneast= 52.9 d, t3,29=3.3, p=0.002, figure 3.2) , whi le autumn migration distance
was 1.5 times longer in western than in eastern birds (meanwest=9 238 km,
meaneast=6 069 km, t3,29=12.1, p<0.001). The initia l migration leg from the
breeding area to the first stopover site was simi lar in length in western and eastern
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birds (meanwest=2 916 km, meaneast=2 638 km, t3,29=1.3, p=0.218). During autumn
migration of both western and eastern birds, the longest stopover occurred at about
45°N; western birds staged in (the vicinity of) the Bay of Fundy, Canada, whereas
eastern birds used areas near the Black Sea, NW and NE of the Caspian Sea, the
Aral Sea, and areas in the vicinity of these seas. The longest stopover was shorter
in western than in eastern birds (meanwest=12.4 d, xeast=22.2 d, t3,29=-2.8,
p=0.008). I t should be noted, however, that some birds had several stopovers
around 45°N. If the duration of the stopovers between 40-50°N is summed for each
bird, western birds stage significantly shorter between these latitudes than eastern
birds (meanwest=16.2 d, xeast=24.2 d, t3,29=-2.2 , p=0.037). In addition to these long
stopovers at around 45°N, shorter stops were made both before and after the main
stopover. Significantly more stopovers were made by western birds than eastern

FIGURE 3.3 | Mean body mass obtained from (a) female and male Red-necked Phalaropes at

autumn staging areas along the western (white squares, Bay of Fundy, Canada, Mercier 1985), and

unsexed birds from the eastern migration route (grey squares, various sites in Kazakhstan,

Gavri lov 1983). Thick vertical l ines represent ±sd, thin l ines are ranges. Body mass of males (b)

and females (c) at breeding sites. Western (white boxes) and eastern (grey boxes) populations are

divided by a vertical grey dotted l ine. Whiskers extent to minimum and maximum values. Lean

body mass of each sex, as inferred from our sample, are shown by the red horizontal sol id (males)

and dotted (females) l ines. The right axis shows the potentia l maximum fl ight range for males and

females (see main text). Breeding sites are ordered from West to East, and are abbreviated as

fol lows: CON = Constable Pynt, Greenland, FLA = Flatey Island, Iceland, FRI = Fridland, Iceland,

ADD = Aðaldalur, Iceland, MYV = Myvatn, Iceland, FET = Fetlar, Scotland, AMM = Ammarnäs,

Sweden, ENO = Enontekiö, Finland, SLE = Slettnes, Norway, TOB = Tobseda, Russia, ERK = Erkuta,

Russia and MED = Medusa Bay, Russia. Numbers below box-plots represent sample sizes.
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(meanwest=3.9, meaneast=2.0, t3,29=2.6, p=0.010), but this difference disappeared
when correcting for the migration distance (t3,29=0.7, p=0.468), indicating that
mean migration distance between staging sites was simi lar between the flyways.
The number of days on migration, not classified as staging, was higher among
western than eastern birds (meanwest=37.3 d, meaneast=15.5 d, z3,29=5.0, p<0.001).
Overal l migration speed was simi lar between western and eastern birds
(meanwest=132 km d-1, meaneast=120 km d-1, t3,29=1.4, p=0.165). FDR before
departure from the breeding grounds effected slower migration speeds, but this
effect level led off at higher migration speeds. In addition, FDR had l ittle effect on
differences in migration speed between the two populations: only when FDR would
be much lower in eastern breeding areas than in western breeding areas, would the
populations differ in migration speed (figure 3.S1) . Qual itatively identical results
were found when excluding females from the autumn migration analysis, except
that both breeding departure timing (t3,20=-2.0, p=0.062) and number of stopovers
were near-significantly different between eastern and western birds (z3,20=1.7,
p=0.096).

FIGURE 3.4 | (a-d) Characteristics of winter movements of Red-necked Phalaropes wintering in

the Pacific (‘West’ , white boxes) and the Arabian Sea (‘East’ , grey boxes).
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Maximum range of first autumn leg

The distance from the breeding area to the first stopover was simi lar in western and
eastern birds (see above) and consistent with body mass measurements from the
breeding grounds, which were not significantly different between the areas for both
males (t10,455=1.4, p=0.195) and females (t5,162=-0.5, p=0.644). Predicted fl ight
range for model-based averages of body mass are 2532 km for western and 2642
km for eastern males and 4260 km for western and 3928 km for eastern females.
Repeating this for the 75% quanti le body mass per flyway translates into 3214 km
for western and 2675 km for eastern males, and 3033 km for western and 3300 km
for eastern females. Simi larly, fl ight range for individuals with maximum body mass
was predicted to be 4573 km for western and 5036 km for eastern males, and 4646
km for western and 5036 km for eastern females (figure 3.3) . Fl ight ranges
predicted for mean and 75% quanti le body mass were simi lar to the ranges inferred
from our geolocator data, but fl ight range estimates based on maximum body mass
were higher than our longest recorded first legs (figure 3.2) .

Spring migration strategy

Departure time from the wintering grounds did not differ between the two wintering
areas (meanwest= 8 May, meaneast=8 May1, t3,26=0.7, p=0.511), and arrival at the
breeding grounds was also simi lar between western and eastern birds (meanwest=1
June, meaneast=3 June, t3,26=-1.1, p=0.293, table 3.1) . Like in autumn, spring
migration distance was ca 1.7 times longer in western birds as compared to eastern
birds (meanwest=9,103 km, meaneast=5,366 km, t3,26=15.3, p<0.001, figure 3.2) ,
but migration duration did not differ (meanwest=37 d, xeast=32 d, t3,26=1.5,
p=0.147). The migration strategy in spring was simi lar to the autumn migration
strategy, with a main stopover at about 45°N (using the same or nearby areas as in
autumn). At the main stopovers, western birds staged about as long as eastern
birds (meanwest=4.8 d, meaneast= 8.0 d, t3,26=-1.3, p=0.191). The number of
stopovers was not different between western and eastern birds (meanwest=2.0,
meaneast=2.0, z3,26=-0.1, p=0.900), but when corrected for migration distance, a
near-significant difference emerged (z3,26=-1.9, p=0.063). Interestingly, two
western birds (including the single female) and one eastern male from Slettnes did
not stage for as many as 2 or more days anywhere along the spring migration
route. Visual inspection of their tracks suggest they staged once (western male),
twice (western female) or thrice (eastern male) for 1.5 days, i .e. under the
threshold of 2 days used in del ineation of staging periods. Nevertheless, no more
days between staging areas (i .e. , days that were not classified as staging periods)
were spent by western birds than eastern birds (meanwest=19.6 d, meaneast=19.4 d,
z3,26=0.1, p=0.883), but this became significant when correcting for migration
distance (z3,26=-2.8, p=0.005). Thus, western birds covered more distance without
stopovers than eastern birds. In spring, their first leg from the wintering grounds
was significantly longer than that of eastern birds (meanwest=3304 km,
meaneast=1052 km, t3,26=5.9, p<0.001). Their overal l migration speed was also
significantly higher (meanwest=255 km d-1, meaneast=172 km d-1, t3,26=4.3,
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p<0.001). Particularly the migration speed of western birds was affected by FDR
before departure from the wintering grounds (figure 3.S1) . FDR had l ittle effect on
the difference in migration speed: the difference in migration speed would become
non-significant only if FDR would be low in the Pacific wintering area (figure 3.S1) .
Excluding females from the spring migration analysis led to qual itatively identical
results.

Wet/dry data from the Greenlandic bird with the geolocator attached to a leg flag
showed that long (>3 hrs) dry periods, assumed to reflect periods in fl ight, usual ly
started within an hour of sunset and lasted into the morning of the next day (figure
3.S2) . Hence, this individual migrated mainly at night, but also performed a non-
stop fl ight of 48h when crossing the Caribbean in spring. In this individual , the
number of fl ights was much greater than the number of stopovers of two or more
days recorded for its migration using the methods outl ined above (21 fl ights versus
6 staging periods in autumn 2013, 10 fl ights versus 2 staging periods in spring
2014 and 21 fl ights versus 3 staging periods in autumn 2014). Our results suggest
that distances between main staging areas were covered by migrating only by
night.

Winter movement strategies

Winter movement strategies differed markedly between birds in the two wintering
areas (figures 3.1 and 3.4, table 3.1) . Birds wintering in the Pacific used fewer
sites than those wintering in the Arabian Sea (meanwest=2.9, meaneast=8.8, z3,26=-
4.926, p<0.001). Among western birds, the longest staging period was longer
(meanwest=240 d, meaneast=251 d, t3,26=4.5, p<0.001). Their summed great-circle
distances between staging areas were shorter (meanwest=1549 km, meaneast=4934
km, t3,26=-3.8, p<0.001). Excluding females led to qual itatively identical results.
Winter movements of western birds mainly occurred at the start and end of the
wintering period, when birds moved between the northern Humboldt Current and
areas off central America. In the Arabian Sea, itinerant individuals often arrived at
the winter quarters off Oman before moving to either off Pakistan or off Somal ia (in
particular the Gulf of Aden). Such itinerant individuals shifted location up to several
times (4-13), before moving to stage in the Persian Gulf or the Gulf of Oman in early
spring. More or less resident individuals in the Arabian Sea staged in the Gulf of
Aden, Gulf of Oman or off the coast of Pakistan during the entire winter. In
summary, individuals wintering in the Pacific mostly stayed in the same area
(residency), whereas individuals wintering in the Arabian Sea showed a larger range
of behaviours, from using only a smal l area to multiple, widely separated areas
(itinerancy). Wintering movements appear to correspond to spatio-temporal
patterns in ocean primary productivity (figure 3.6) . Primary productivity correlated
significantly with number of phalaropes both in the Arabian Sea (z=6.0, p<0.001)
and in the Pacific (z=3.0, p=0.003). However, we did not find evidence for higher
primary productivity at arrival at a new site relative to departure from the previous
site (z=0.9, p=0.369), or for higher primary productivity during staging at a new
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site compared to the same period at the previous site (z=0.5, p=0.607).

Repeated tracks

Data from two years were obtained for one individual from Greenland (male), one
from Iceland (male), three from Sweden (females) and three from Norway (one
female, two males). In addition, data for three years were obtained for one male
from Norway. Halfway along the final track, four loggers fai led prematurely: one in
late January and three in February. Locations of and time spent at staging and
wintering sites appear fairly consistent between years (figure 3.7) . Individuals
wintering in the Arabian Sea mostly had very simi lar routes between the same main
sites within the wintering period, although some exceptions occurred (for example,
figure 3.7f) . The number of individuals with repeated tracks was too smal l for
statistical tests of repeatabi l i ty.

Biometrics

In both sexes, wings were longer in western populations (females: meanwest=116.6
mm, meaneast=112.9, t4,152=4.4, p=0.013; males: meanwest=111.8, meaneast=109.0,
t9,415=5.1, p<0.001, figure 3.5) . In males, tarsi were longer in western populations;
in females, this was only near-significant (females: meanwest=21.5, meaneast=20.4,
t3,111=3.0, p=0.056; males: meanwest=21.4, meaneast=20.2, t7,297=9.7, p<0.001).
Wings remained significantly longer in western populations in each sex when
including tarsus length in the model (females: flyway t3,109=3.6, p=0.037; tarsus
t3,109=2.8, p=0.006; males: flyway t7,294=4.0, p=0.005; tarsus: t7,294=3.2, p=0.002).
Bi l l lengths were not different (females: meanwest=21.9, meaneast=21.4, t3,137=0.7,
p=0.511; males: meanwest=21.1, meaneast=21.0, t7,316=-0.1, p=0.914).

DISCUSSION

Our study demonstrates the existence of two distinct populations of Red-necked
Phalaropes within the Western Palearctic: one that breeds in Fennoscandia and
Russia and winters in the Arabian Sea (Indian Ocean) and another that breeds on
islands in the north-eastern North Atlantic (Greenland, Iceland and Scotland) and
winters in the Pacific. The migration route across the Atlantic and into the Pacific
was already suggested in part or whol ly by earl ier authors (Alerstam 1990, Smith et
al . 2014), but is now confirmed for birds breeding in Greenland and Iceland. The
eastern route to the Arabian Sea was already shown for Swedish males (van
Bemmelen et al . 2016), but is now also shown for other Fennoscandian and Russian
populations. The contrast in the avai labi l i ty of suitable sal ine stopover habitat along
the two routes and the contrast in spatio-temporal variabi l i ty in ocean productivity
between the two wintering areas provided the rare opportunity to study the effect
of non-breeding habitat on large-scale movement strategies within a species. Both
autumn and spring migration strategies differed between the oversea route to the
Pacific and the overland route to the Arabian Sea. Red-necked phalaropes wintering
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in the strongly seasonal Arabian Sea moved between several areas whereas those
wintering in the non-seasonal eastern Pacific remained roughly in a single area.

The migration of Red-necked Phalaropes migrating oversea to the Pacific was more
evenly spread over staging periods along the migration route than those heading
overland to the Arabian Sea, which showed a prolonged staging period at about
45°N. According to optimal migration theory, whenever suitable stopover habitat is
abundant, short fl ights and refuel l ing periods should be alternated as this
minimizes the costs of carrying fuel loads (Alerstam and Lindström 1990). Thus,
when habitat is uniformly distributed and of equal qual ity along the migration route,
regular spacing of many stopovers, each visited for a simi lar time period, is
expected. However, variation in qual ity between potentia l staging sites can induce
skipping behaviour and unequal staging durations (Gudmundsson et al . 1991,
Klaassen et al . 2011). In Red-necked Phalaropes fol lowing the western migration
route, variation in qual ity of habitat is indicated by the non-uniform distribution of
staging periods. Whereas no staging areas were identified in the early and late
parts, a prolonged stopover was identified at or near the Bay of Fundy, a wel l -
known staging site where our tagged birds remained for about 12 days, somewhat
less than the 15 or 20 days estimated using other methods (Mercier 1985,
Hunnewel l et al . 2016). Here, staging Red-necked Phalaropes fatten up considerably

FIGURE 3.5 | Number of tracked Red-necked Phalaropes (a , b) and mean net primary productivity

(c , d) in each of two sectors in the Pacific (a , c) and six sectors in the Arabian Sea and adjacent

areas (b, d) ; see (e) for configuration of the sectors.
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more than what would be expected for a strategy of making short fl ights with
several short stops along the western Atlantic coast (figure 3.3 , Mercier 1985),
indicating a strategy of overloading (Gudmundsson et al . 1991). Despite the high
cost of transporting fuel loads, overloading seems a common strategy among
waders (Dick et al . 1987, Gudmundsson et al . 1991, Alves et al . 2012) and can be

FIGURE 3.6 | Migration stopovers and wintering areas of five males and four female Red-necked

Phalaropes tracked over two years from breeding sites in Greenland (a) , Iceland (b) , Norway (c-e,

i) and Sweden (f-h) , with breeding sites indicated by red stars. Shaded circles show staging areas

in the first (red), second (blue) or third (orange) year of tracking, with circle size proportional to

staging duration and staging areas connected by great-circle l ines (which do not necessari ly

represent routes taken) for autumn and early winter (sol id l ines) and late winter and spring (dotted

l ines).
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expected in time-minimized migrations when fuel l ing rates at successive stopovers
are lower. Overloading at the Bay of Fundy would enable Red-necked Phalaropes to
stop and refuel shortly at sites south to Florida and then to rapidly traverse the
relatively unproductive waters of the Caribbean Sea, an area where we identified
only two short autumn stopovers among al l individuals (figure 3.1) . In contrast to
the western route in autumn, overloading does not seem to occur at the main
staging areas along the eastern route, as indicated by body masses obtained in
Kazakhstan and the Caspian Sea (figure 3.3 , Gavri lov et al . 1983) that seem
enough to cover the last stretch to the Arabian Sea. Field observations on fuel l ing
rates at al l potentia l staging sites along the migration route are needed to
ultimately understand the migration behaviour in the Red-necked Phalarope.

Migration strategies also differed between the two flyways in spring. A two-day non-
stop fl ight al lowed western birds to quickly traverse the unproductive waters of the
Caribbean Sea (figure 3.S2) , after which migration was continued in shorter,
mainly nocturnal , fl ights (Rubega et al . 2000). In contrast, a strategy with several
stopovers at scattered wetlands was adopted by eastern individuals to reach the
main stopover areas around 45°N. Spring migrations were also notably fast among
Red-necked Phalaropes migrating from the Pacific to the north-eastern North
Atlantic, with few or no stops longer than 2 days. A rapid spring migration is usual ly
explained by selection acting at the breeding grounds, e.g. timely arrival at the
breeding grounds to compete for mates or territories, or to achieve optimal timing
of reproduction relative to seasonal peaks in food abundance (Ni lsson et al . 2013).
However, as both populations have simi lar advantages of timely arrival at the
breeding grounds, the difference in spring migration speeds is more l ikely to be
explained by differences along the migration route or at the wintering grounds.
Explanations for faster speeds may include the occurrence of favourable winds,
such as the westerl ies prevai l ing north of the Tropic of Cancer, and potentia l ly
higher fuel l ing rates along the western route between Florida and the Bay of Fundy,
than at simi lar latitudes along the eastern route.

The differences in migration strategies between Red-necked Phalarope populations
suggest flexible adjustment of migration strategies within species. In contrast, the
migration strategies of thrushes, swal lows and raptors showed consistent autumn
migration strategies among populations fol lowing different routes (Delmore et al .
2012, Fraser et al . 2013, Trierwei ler et al . 2014), demonstrating rigid migration
strategies, as has been suggested in several other studies on passerines (Irwin and
Irwin 2004, Bensch 2009). The effect size of habitat distribution on movement
strategies l ikely depends on the flexibi l i ty of habitat requirements for a given
species, the absolute degree to which the distribution of suitable habitat differs
between compared routes or sites, and the relative qual ity (fuel rate and predation
risk) between sites along each route. Thus, differences in movement strategies are
more l ikely to be detected in diet or habitat special ists, such as the Red Knot
Calidris canutus (Buehler and Piersma 2008) or the Red-necked Phalarope, than for
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general ist species for which habitat is more widespread, and more evenly
distributed along the migration route. As special ists wi l l have less alternative
migration routes and strategies when habitat qual ity changes, they are required to
make larger behavioural adjustments than general ist species, rendering special ists
particularly vulnerable. Large-scale tracking studies l ike ours – in particular of
special ist species – is thus critical to understand the potentia l effect of threats to
migrants (Sutherland et al . 2012).

The westward migration route to the Pacific is surprising considering that the
migration distance to the Pacific is longer than to the Arabian Sea. The longer
migration distance and different migration strategy employed by the western birds
may explain why the wings of Red-necked Phalaropes breeding at Greenland,
Iceland and Scotland are longer than those of birds breeding in Fennoscandia and
Russia. Assuming longer wings are also more pointed, an association between
migration distance and wing length is consistent with other studies (Alerstam 1990,
Leisler and Winkler 2003, Fiedler 2005, Altizer and Davis 2010), and would be
explained by selection for aerodynamical ly more efficient pointed wings for longer
migration. As shown by Minias et al . (2015), wing pointedness is a better predictor
for migration strategy among wader species than wing length, but only wing length
was measured in our study. That variation in wing length of Red-necked Phalaropes
is associated with migration distance is additional ly supported by the wing lengths
of Canadian populations, which are shorter than our samples from Greenland,
Iceland and Scotland and simi lar to Fennoscandian/Russian Red-necked Phalaropes.
The Canadian populations presumably winter in the eastern Pacific and do not have
to cross the Atlantic (Reynolds 1987).

Red-necked phalaropes wintering in the Pacific showed only minor movements,
whereas most individuals wintering in the Arabian Sea moved around considerably
throughout winter (van Bemmelen et al . 2016). Wintering movements have
received growing attention in recent years, especial ly in species wintering in the
Neotropics and in Africa (Fraser et al . 2012, Heckscher et al . 2015, Norevik et al .
2019). Also in seabirds, wintering movements occur (Phi l l ips et al . 2005, Hedd et al .
2012, Orben et al . 2015). Although we are not aware of studies contrasting
wintering movement strategies between distinct wintering areas in a single species,
differences in wintering movement strategies between populations of the same
species with overlapping wintering areas have been reported in terrestria l species
(Stutchbury et al . 2016, Koleček et al . 2018). I tinerant strategies occurred among
Great Reed Warblers Acrocephalus arundinaceus wintering in sub-Saharan non-
breeding sites; with translocations over larger distances by those breeding and
wintering further eastwards (Koleček et al . 2018). Wintering movement strategy of
Common Swifts Apus apus wintering in Africa appears to correlate with breeding
origin, with both Swedish and Dutch birds sharing a major wintering area in the
Congo basin, but only Dutch birds vacating this area midwinter to make a round trip
to south-east Africa (Åkesson et al . 2012, Klaassen et al . 2014). In Red-necked
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Phalaropes, the occurrence of different wintering movement strategies within the
same species suggests flexibi l i ty of movement behaviour within the species.

The difference in movement strategies between Red-necked Phalaropes wintering
in the Pacific and in the Arabian Sea is consistent with our expectation of how birds
should respond to differences in spatio-temporal variation in primary productivity
between the two wintering areas. Primary productivity shows only minor seasonal
variation in the Pacific (Chavez and Messié 2009), but large spatio-temporal
variabi l i ty driven by monsoon winds in the Arabian Sea (Longhurst 2006). Although
phalaropes mainly occupied areas with high primary productivity, movements did
not appear to result in higher experienced primary productivity. In Great Reed
Warblers and Pal l id Swifts Apus pallidus, intra-tropical movement of individuals is
explained by improved conditions (inferred from remotely sensed indices of food
avai labi l i ty) at destinations in comparison to where they initia l ly staged (Koleček et
al . 2018, Norevik et al . 2019). For Red-necked Phalaropes, however, remotely
sensed primary productivity may not be a rel iable proxy of food avai labi l i ty, as Red-
necked Phalaropes feed on zooplankton which may not be directly related to
primary productivity (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Brown and Gaskin 1988). Data on
distribution and abundance of zooplankton is however scant and scattered in both
time and space. A further compl ication when l inking movement to food avai labi l i ty
in our study species is the spatia l resolution of both the tracking data (which in the
case of geolocators deployed on seabirds is ca 185 km; Phi l l ips et al . 2004) and the
remotely sensed productivity (cel l size of 1/6 a degree, approximately 8 km in the
Arabian Sea). Both spatia l resolutions are coarser than the smal l -scale ephemeral
phenomena, such as thermal oceanic fronts, that may be targeted by Red-necked
Phalaropes at sea (Haney 1985, Brown and Gaskin 1988).

The large variation between individuals in the number of movements within the
Arabian Sea suggests that itinerancy is facultative, as has been shown for several
other species wintering in the Neotropics or Africa (Stutchbury et al . 2016, Koleček
et al . 2018). At the same time, wintering movement patterns seem consistent
within individual Red-necked Phalaropes between years (figure 3.7) . H igh
individual consistency in non-breeding movement patterns appears to be
widespread among seabirds (Dias et al . 2011, McFarlane Tranqui l la et al . 2014, Van
Bemmelen et al . 2017) and is hypothesized to develop during an explorative phase
in the pre-breeding years (Pul ido 2007, Gui lford et al . 2011, Senner et al . 2015). I f
this is the case, then given that the pre-breeding period lasts several years in most
seabirds (Weimerskirch 2002), but only one year in Red-necked Phalaropes (Colwel l
et al . 1988), individual ity in itineraries may arise in a single non-breeding season.

Migratory divides can co-occur in areas where multiple species have secondary
contact zones after recolonization of northern breeding areas from southern ice age
refugia, or in areas that are at simi lar migration distances from suitable wintering
areas or at locations that present a barrier to migration (Alerstam and
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Gudmundsson 1999, Newton 2010, Møl ler et al . 2011). For example, a migratory
divide at a longitude of about 100°E is shared among many Palearctic birds
breeding in the Arctic (Alerstam and Gudmundsson 1999) and central Europe or
Scandinavia among European passerines (Møl ler et al . 2011). Among Nearctic birds,
no area with co-occurring migratory divides has been identified, but several species
with a circumpolar breeding distribution have a migratory divide in Arctic Canada
and/or have evolved into different (sub)species that migrate either within the New
World or to the Old World. However, the position of the migratory divide among
Western Palearctic Red-necked Phalaropes is not shared with other species. The
south-eastward migration of Scandinavian and Russian populations of phalaropes is
shared with a smal l number of species, such as Broad-bi l led Sandpiper Calidris
falcinellus, Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius and Red-spotted Bluethroat
Luscinia svecica svecica (Verkui l et al . 2006, Hedenström et al . 2013, Lislevand et
al . 2015), but the westward migration of populations from the north-eastern North

FIGURE 3.7 | Biometrics (wing, tarsus and bi l l length) for female (a , b, c) and male (d , e, f) Red-

necked Phalaropes for western (white boxes) and eastern (grey boxes) breeding sites. Boxes

represent 50% of the values with the median as a horizontal l ine, and vertical bars extend to 95%

quanti les. For abbreviations of sampl ing sites, see figure 3.3 . Numbers below boxplots show

sample sizes.
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Atlantic to the Pacific is unique. The migration route to the Pacific is highly
suggestive of a biogeographic legacy, wherein the Nearctic breeding population
expanded eastwards whi le retaining the migration route to the Pacific wintering
area. Considering no geographic plumage or biometry variation has been described
for the Red-necked Phalarope (Cramp and Simmons 1983), this hypothesis can best
be tested in a future population genetic study. Migratory divides del ineating the
breeding populations migrating to the East Indies are sti l l unknown (Mu et al . 2018)
but could be revealed by tracking Red-necked Phalaropes from breeding areas in
Siberia and the Nearctic. The divide between birds wintering in the East Indies and
eastern Pacific wi l l indicate what part of the Canadian population, besides the
populations from the north-eastern North Atlantic, may have been affected by the
huge but unexplained population crash observed in the Bay of Fundy in the 1980s
(Nisbet and Veit 2015). Siberian and Nearctic breeding populations may migrate
oversea as wel l as overland to the wintering areas in the East Indies and eastern
Pacific (Jehl Jr. 1986, Rubega et al . 2000, Mu et al . 2018), providing further
opportunities to test the effect of habitat on migration strategies. The observed
migration pattern of Western Palearctic birds also raises the question of why Red-
necked Phalaropes apparently do not winter in substantia l numbers in productive
waters in the tropical Atlantic, such as the Canary Current (Camphuysen and van
der Meer 2005). Potentia l explanations for their absence in the Atlantic include a
lack of suitable stopover sites along the route to reach these areas, or competition
with the larger but ecological ly simi lar Grey Phalarope Phalaropus fulicarius, with
which no overlap in wintering area occurs in the Pacific (Cramp and Simmons
1983). Despite being absent from the tropical Atlantic, the differences in both
migration strategies and wintering movement strategies between populations
indicate adjustment of movement strategies to habitat distribution within the
species.

By tracking individual migratory birds from two distinct populations and capital izing
on international col laboration, our study provides a rare demonstration of how
habitat distribution shapes large-scale movement strategies over the entire non-
breeding period. The added value to previous studies is that we (1) demonstrate
population differences in movement strategies within a species, (2) base our results
on tracking data at the individual level , and (3) show that movement strategies are
largely consistent within individuals. The individual consistency of movement
strategies in adults suggests variation between individuals may best be regarded as
the result of developmental plasticity (Drent et al . 2003, Gi l l et al . 2014).
Developmental plasticity may be an important mechanism for population-level
adjustments of movement strategies to habitat distribution in the Red-necked
Phalarope. Thus, mapping the ontogeny of movement strategies and how individual
strategies affect fitness wi l l be key to understanding the origin of flexibi l i ty in
movement strategies. Understanding flexibi l i ty wi l l be important when considering
a species’ abi l i ty to respond to (cl imate induced) environmental change (Parmesan
and Yohe 2003, Chen et al . 2011). Given the decl ine of many populations of long-
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distance migratory species (Mol ler et al . 2008, Both et al . 2010), more studies l ike
ours are needed to understand how species characteristics affect the flexible
adjustment of movement strategies to habitat avai labi l i ty at individual and
population-levels.
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SUPPLEMENT

FIGURE 3.S1 | Mean migration speed (±SD) by Red-necked Phalaropes migrating to the northern

Humboldt Current (red) and to the Arabian Sea (grey) in autumn (left) and spring (right), as a

function of fuel deposition rate (FDR). Vertical dotted l ines represent the FDR value of 3.2% of lean

body mass reported by Sikora & Ziel inski (2000).
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FIGURE 3.S2 | Long fl ights (>3hrs) by a Red-necked Phalarope during three migrations

(del ineated by red horizontal l ines) between Greenland and the northern Humboldt Current as

inferred from wet/dry data. Grey shaded areas represent periods of darkness, based on geolocator

l ight measurements. Staging periods are not excluded. The migration marked with an asterisk

lasted for 48h, thus covering another night.
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Female Red-necked Phalaropes competing for males: two females (left) , one carrying a

geolocator, chasing a male. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 18 June 2018.
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CHAPTER IV

Even in harsh weather, Grey Phalaropes are able to locate and forage at a front.

Rocks off Sci l ly Islands, UK, 14 October 2016.
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ABSTRACT

The Grey Phalarope Phalaropus fulicarius is a smal l wader
with an oceanic l i festyle during the entire non-breeding
period, making it chal lenging to study its non-breeding
movements. In this study, the migration routes, stopovers,
and wintering areas of the Grey Phalaropes are described
based on 16 individuals tracked by l ight-level geolocation
from breeding sites in North-east Greenland and Svalbard.
Grey Phalaropes wintered in three distinct areas in the
northern and southern hemisphere: across a wide longitudinal
range at 40°N in the North Atlantic, in the upwel l ing zone of
the Canary Current, and in a wide area in the Benguela
region. Migration routes and stopovers differed between
wintering areas. Within these wintering areas, individuals
remained in roughly the same area when wintering in the
Canary Current, but moved considerable distances within the
two other wintering areas. The amount of wintering
movements matches the spatio-temporal variabi l i ty of the
marine environment of these areas. From six individuals
tracked over two or three years, three were consistent in use
of stopover sites and wintering areas, one varied in
movements in the North Atlantic and Canary Current, and two
switched wintering sites between the Canary Current and the
Benguela region – areas that are approximately 6500 km
apart.
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CHAPTER V

Adult Pomarine Skua off Mauritania, 9 November 2016.
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ABSTRACT

We compared the primary molt of the four species of skuas
and jaegers (Stercorari idae) that breed in the northern
hemisphere: Long-tai led Stercorarius longicaudus, Parasitic S
parasiticus, and Pomarine S pomarinus Jaegers, and Great
Skua S skua . We analyzed primary molt data of 1573
individuals of multiple age classes, mostly col lected from
photographs taken at sea but also from museum specimen
and beached individuals. Whereas molt duration general ly
increased with species’ size, molt duration of Parasitic and
Pomarine Jaegers was surprisingly simi lar given their size
difference. Larger species were found to start primary molt
earl ier and show more overlap with post-breeding migration,
such that there was complete overlap in Great Skua but no
overlap in Long-tai led Jaeger. Within jaeger species, the first
primary molt cycle took longer than later molt cycles. We
suggest that, unl ike birds in their first primary molt cycle,
birds in their second or subsequent primary molt cycles are
time-constrained to complete primary molt before the onset
of pre-breeding long-distance migration. By contrast, molt
duration did not differ between age classes of Great Skuas.
Adult Great Skuas may have overcome the time constraint by
completely overlapping molt and post-breeding migration.
Molt-migration overlap is general ly rare in birds but may be
feasible for Great Skuas due to their shorter migration
distance and low migration speed.
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INTRODUCTION

Primary molt, the replacement of the large remiges attached to the ‘hand’ of the
wing, is one of the major events in the annual cycle of al l birds. Several strategies
have evolved to fit molt into a birds’ annual cycle, general ly avoiding temporal
overlap with other demanding activities such as breeding and migration
(Hedenström 2006). Non-overlap may be achieved by adjusting the timing of molt
(e.g. postponing molt unti l after the most intense period of chick care, or after
migration), or by shortening the duration of molt (usual ly by growing more feathers
simultaneously, (Rohwer and Rohwer 2013). Speeding up of molt can lead to
decreased fl ight performance (Hedenström and Sunada 1999) or a lower qual ity of
feathers (Dawson et al . 2000, Serra 2001).

Whereas most variation in molt duration between species is explained by body size,
larger species taking longer to molt (Rohwer et al . 2009), molt duration and timing
may vary between and within species according to breeding and migration behavior
(Lindström et al . 1993a, Serra et al . 1999, Pyle 2008, Dietz et al . 2013). Despite
this, few studies quantify differences in molt duration and timing in detai l for closely
related species or for different groups within species. In seabirds, this is partly due
to a lack of primary molt data for many species (Bridge 2006). Studying molt of
fl ight feathers in seabirds is compromised by the fact that the birds disperse over
vast expanses of ocean where col lection of adequate sample sizes can be difficult.
These chal lenges have been overcome in recent years, now that digital
photography has been shown to faci l i tate molt scoring of flying birds (Kei j l 2011,
Vieira et al . 2016) and increasing numbers of photos taken during offshore surveys
and opportunistic cruises are shared onl ine.

The fami ly of skuas and jaegers (Stercorari idae) comprises seven species. We
compared the primary molt of al l four species of skuas and jaegers that breed in the
northern hemisphere: Long-tai led Stercorarius longicaudus, Parasitic S parasiticus,
and Pomarine S pomarinus Jaegers, and Great Skua S skua . Parasitic and Long-
tai led Jaeger are sister-species, and evidence has been accumulating that Pomarine
Jaeger is a sister group of the great skuas (Janssen and Mundy 2017). These species
range in body mass from ~300g in Long-tai led, ~400g in Parasitic and ~700g in
Pomarine Jaeger to ~1400g in Great Skua (Cramp and Simmons 1983). Breeding in
the (sub)Arctic and spending the non-breeding period on the oceans, al l skuas are
migratory, but the distances covered vary considerably between species and
individuals. Non-breeding areas vary between 50°S-20°N in the smal lest species,
the Long-tai led Jaeger (Gi lg et al . 2013, Van Bemmelen et al . 2017), to 10°N-50°N in
the largest species, the Great Skua (Furness 1987, Magnusdottir et al . 2012).
Migration of Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers is less wel l studied, and whi le
Pomarines are thought to winter mainly around 0-20°N (albeit with regular
occurrence to ~36°S off Austral ia and elsewhere), most Parasitics would mainly
migrate to 10°S-50°S (Olsen and Larsson 1997, Menkhorst et al . 2017). The timing
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and extent of migration is thought to vary with age and breeding success (Furness
1987). Individuals initia l ly stay out at sea during the boreal summer of their second
calendar year and may return to the breeding grounds in their third or fourth
calendar years, where they arrive later in the season and remain for a shorter
duration than adults (de Korte 1984, Furness 1987). Recruitment to the breeding
population occurs after three or more years in the Long-tai led Jaeger (de Korte
1985) and may take even longer in the other species (Furness 1987). The contrasts
in body size and migration distance between species, and the contrast in the
degree of migratory and breeding behavior between ages within species, al low us
to explore the effect of these factors on timing and duration of primary molt. Our
expectations can be summarised as fol lows: (1) larger species wi l l require more
time to renew al l primaries than smal ler species; (2) by starting earl ier they wi l l
require larger overlap with migration; (3) within a species, populations wintering
further south wi l l have a shorter molt duration; and (4) molt duration wi l l decrease
with age as time constraints imposed by migration and breeding set in.

METHODS

Primary molt scores were obtained from several sources. Most were scored from
photographs, which were either sourced from the Internet (in particular from onl ine
sighting portals) , suppl ied by photographers or taken by the authors. A dataset
obtained in the same way and publ ished previously by Newel l et al . (2013) was also
included, but al l molt scores were reassessed by the first author to ascertain
uniformity. Only the best visible wing was scored. Photographic records were
fi l tered for dupl icates, which could be identified by date and location, molt status,
and by individual plumage characters such as the length and shape of the central
tai l feathers, the amount of barring on the underparts, and the color of the head
cap. Additional primary molt data were obtained from tidel ine corpses on Dutch
beaches (Nederlandse Stookol ieslachtoffer Onderzoek database), as wel l as from
museum specimens from the Cal ifornia Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA
(CAS), Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, CA (MVZ) and Western Foundation
of Vertebrate Zoology, Camari l lo, CA (WFVZ). Final ly, we included publ ished molt
scores of museum specimen from Stresemann and Stresemann (1966), Lambert
(1980), Melvi l le (1983) and de Korte (1985). Individual jaegers were assigned to
four age classes (first-cycle, second-cycle, third-cycle or adult) representing primary
molt cycles, based on plumage characters and colouration of tarsi as outl ined by
Howel l (2007) and Pyle (2008). In Great Skuas, we only distinguished between first-
cycle birds and older birds, as no rel iable ageing characters are establ ished to
distinguish second-cycle and third-cycle birds from older individuals. Note that the
‘adult’ class wi l l include an unknown proportion of individuals that did not (yet)
recruit to the breeding population, or that skipped or fai led breeding in any given
year.
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In al l four species, primary molt starts at the innermost primary and completes at
the outermost primary (Pyle 2008). Molt scores were assigned 0 (old), 1-4 (growing
and in pin or 10-33%, 33-67% or 67-99% grown, respectively) or 5 (new and ful ly
grown) (Ashmole 1962). Feather molt scores of 1 and 2 are usual ly indistinguishable
in photographs (for example, see figure 5.S1) , as these feathers are clearly
dropped but the new feathers are not yet visible beyond the primary coverts. In the
case of a single invisible feather, this was scored as 1, whereas two invisible
feathers were scored as 1 (outermost) and 2 (innermost). Ful ly grown primaries
col lected from birds found dead were cleaned, dried and weighed to the nearest
0.001 g. Using the mean relative mass for each of the ten primary feathers (table
5.1) , primary scores were converted into proportion of feather mass grown (PFMG),
a molt index that increases approximately l inearly over time (Summers et al . 1980).
The mean relative mass of each primary reflects the shape of the wing, which
shows l ittle variation between individuals or age classes within species, but large
differences between species (Dawson 2005). Indeed, the inclusion of several
juveni les in our sample (1 Parasitic Jaeger, 2 Pomarine Jaegers and 4 Great Skuas)
did not affect our results. Moreover, as relative mass of each primary (numbered p1
to p10) varied on average only 2.5-4.9% within Parasitic Jaeger, Pomarine Jaeger
and Great Skua we consider our single Long-tai led Skua sample to be
representative for that species’ wing shape.

Mean start date and duration of molt were estimated by model l ing PFMG values
against day since 1 July (this date fal ls wel l outside the primary molt period in most
age classes). This was done using l ikel ihood models, referred to as UZ models
(Underhi l l and Zucchini 1988) and implemented in the package 'molt' , version 2.0.0
(Erni et al . 2012), within the statistical package R, version 3.4.0 (R Core Team
2017). In contrast to other methods, UZ models have specifical ly been designed to
analyse molt data, e.g. , deal ing with the heteroscedasticity of molt data and biases
inherent to regression methods (Summers et al . 1983, Underhi l l and Zucchini
1988). Only individuals in active primary molt were considered (type 3 data:
Underhi l l and Zucchini 1988). R2-values were obtained from l inear models of
observed versus fitted values. Age was included in the models as a covariate for
molt duration, starting date and standard deviation in starting date. Due to the
smal ler sample sizes of second-cycle and third-cycle jaegers (table 5.2) , we
combined these into a single age class (referred to as second/third-cycle). The adult
age class was taken as the basel ine level , as this class held the largest sample size.
Optimization procedures for UZ models are sensitive to starting values (Erni et al .
2012). Therefore, convergence problems for the model of Parasitic Jaeger were
solved by providing starting values, based on separate models for each molt cycle,
and a standard deviation parameter of 5 days. To estimate the mean feather growth
rate of adults, we divided the mean total feather mass by the estimated molt
duration.

Considering the effect of non-breeding area latitude on molt timing and duration
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shown in other species (Serra et al . 1999, 2006, Underhi l l 2003, Pyle 2008), we also
explored this by adding the covariate ‘ latitudinal zone’ for onset and duration of
molt and comparing their AIC values against models without covariates. We defined
three latitudinal zones to investigate the potentia l effect of (non-breeding area)
latitude on molt parameters: North of 35°N in the Atlantic (mainly from the North
Sea or US east coast) or North of 40°N in the Pacific (mainly off the US west coast),
from these latitudes south to the equator (mainly Cal ifornia Current and Canary
Current), and south of the equator (mainly Austral ia and the Benguela Current).
These latitudinal zones reflect areas where jaegers normal ly do not spend winter,
areas that can be regarded as regular ‘northern’ non-breeding areas, and regular
‘southern’ non-breeding areas, respectively (Olsen and Larsson 1997).

The critical assumption of UZ models of a constant rate of change in molt index can
be violated by birds that suspend molt (Underhi l l and Zucchini 1988, Erni et al .
2012). In molt suspension, molt is temporari ly halted, to be resumed later. I t results
when a newer, ful l -grown feather fal ls distal to a substantia l ly older feather, with no
feathers missing (Pyle 2008, Pyle and Reid 2016, for an example see figure 5.S2) .
We expect primary molt suspension to mainly take place in birds that start molt
when sti l l wel l north of their non-breeding area, suspend molt during migration and
resume after arrival at the main non-breeding area. We therefore explored the
effect of exclusion of individuals that – after being ‘sampled’ – may have suspended
primary molt: those that were molting when (sti l l ) in the northern latitudinal zone
on model parameters.

In order to relate timing and duration of primary molt to migration timing,
individual-level timing of departure from the breeding area, arrival at and departure
from the non-breeding area and southbound overal l migration speed were derived
from l ight-based geolocation data for Parasitic Jaeger and Long-tai led Jaeger.
Parasitic Jaegers were captured at Slettnes, Norway (71.0819°N, 28.2102°E, van
Bemmelen et al . in prep), with data spanning three years (2014-2017), and Long-
tai led Jaegers at Ammarnäs, Sweden (66.0048°N, 16.1842°E, Van Bemmelen et al .
2017), with data spanning four years (2011-2015). Both datasets were analysed
using the same techniques; for detai ls see van Bemmelen et al . (2017). As both
datasets span multiple years, we assume year-effects are level led out. However,
mean timing of migration for the Swedish Long-tai led Jaegers may be up to a few
weeks earl ier than the overal l species’ average, considering breeding and migration
are timed later at higher latitudes (Conkl in et al . 2010), and this Swedish population
is closer to the southern border of the breeding distribution. The breeding
distribution of Parasitic Jaegers extends further south (Olsen and Larsson 1997),
with Slettnes taking a central position in the distribution range, and we expect that
our sample therefore corresponds reasonably wel l with the overal l species’ mean
migration timing. For Pomarine Jaeger and Great Skua, approximate migration
periods and distances were obtained from l iterature (Cramp and Simmons 1983,
Furness 1987, Higgins and Davies 1996, Olsen and Larsson 1997, Magnusdottir et
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al . 2012) and – with the exception of geolocator data for Great Skuas (Magnusdottir
et al . 2012) – are not specific to certain years or sites. We therefore assume they
are general izations over large areas and multiple years.

RESULTS

Sample size

A sample of 1573 individuals of Northern Hemisphere breeding Stercorari idae was
included in the UZ models, comprising 278 Long-tai led Jaegers, 251 Parasitic
Jaegers, 785 Pomarine Jaegers, and 259 Great Skuas. For al l species, the largest
sample size was represented by the adult age class (69-85%, table 5.2) . Most
records were obtained from photographs (98% in Long-tai led, 83% in Parasitic and
86% in Pomarine jaegers, and 94% in Great Skua), with the remainder originating
from museum specimens except for some beached Great Skuas (3%).

As UZ models are sensitive to outl iers (Erni et al . 2012), some records were
removed from the dataset (prior to the above tabulation) as they showed
combinations of date and molt score not compatible with any molt cycle. Excluded
records were as fol lows: 1) a first-cycle Long-tai led Jaeger on 9 August 2015 off the

TABLE 5.1 | Mean relative mass per primary (thus summing to 1), sample size and the total mass

of al l primaries for four species of Stercorari idae as measured from dead specimen. Primaries are

numbered distal ly, with p1 being the innermost.
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Sci l ly Islands, United Kingdom with growing p8-9 and old p10; 2) an adult Long-
tai led Jaeger sitting in poor condition on the beach in Mauritania on 7 May 2013
with p9 growing and p10 old; 3) a Long-tai led Jaeger, presumably an adult, reported
on 23 September 1981 in New Zealand, with p7 growing and p8-10 old; 4) Long-
tai led Jaegers picked up moribund in New Zealand during the 1982 ENSO event
appeared to have delayed molt (Melvi l le 1983), as has been shown in other
seabirds (Guerra et al . 1988, Howel l and Corben 2000); 5) an adult Pomarine Jaeger
col lected on 1 August 1967 at Barrow, Alaska, with p1-4 ful l -grown, p5 score 4, p6
score 2 and p7-10 old (CAS 68455); and 6) a Pomarine Jaeger on 31 March 2007
from New South Wales, Austral ia, showing delayed Staffelmauser (see below).

Staffelmauser

Five first- to second-cycle Pomarine Jaegers showed ‘Staffelmauser’ (Stresemann
and Stresemann 1966; table 5.S1) , in which the second molt cycle had
commenced before outer-primary replacement during the first molt was finished.
Four of these, al l col lected in Monterey Bay, Cal ifornia (CAS 10932, 10965, 10979,
and 11096), were dupl icated to be included as both first-cycle and second-cycle
birds in the models as their PFMG values were within the range of other first- and
second-cycle Pomarine Jaegers. However, a fifth Pomarine Jaeger showing
Staffelmauser, photographed off New South Wales, Austral ia, lagged several

TABLE 5.2 | Number of individuals in active primary molt per age class for four species of

Stercorari idae, as used in the UZ models. No rel iable plumage characteristics are known for ageing

second/third-cycle Great Skuas and these are consequently included in the ‘adult’ class.

FIGURE 5.1 | Progress of molt in adult (black), second/third-cycle (blue) and first-cycle (red)

jaegers and Great Skua, expressed as the proportion of feather mass grown (PFMG). Shaded areas

represent 95% CI . Boxplots above plots of Long-tai led and Parasitic Jaeger show (from left to right)

start of southbound migration, arrival at non-breeding grounds and departure from non-breeding

grounds as inferred from geolocator data. Approximate timing of migration based on l iterature is

shown by horizontal l ines above the plots of Pomarine Jaeger and Great Skua.
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months behind in both cycles, and was excluded from the UZ models as it caused
errors during model fitting. We did not find examples of Staffelmauser in the other
species.

Suspended molt

Several individuals showed suspended molt. These were three first-cycle (up to p7
or p8 new) and one adult Long-tai led Jaegers (up to p9 new), one adult Parasitic
Jaeger (only p1 new), three second-cycle (up to p2, p7 or p8 new) and two adult
Pomarine Jaegers (up to p1 and p2 new), and a single adult Great Skua (up to p9
new). We may have missed suspended molt in other records, as the detection
depends on the qual ity of the picture and the difference in age of old and new
feathers.

Model results

Al l four species display clear temporal patterns in molt timing. In adults, Great Skua
showed the longest molt duration and Long-tai led Jaeger the shortest (figures 5.1-
5.2 , table 5.3) . However, molt duration of Pomarine and Parasitic Jaegers were
virtual ly the same, despite the distinctly larger size of the Pomarine Jaeger.
Projected end-dates for adults were 13 February for Long-tai led Jaeger, 18 March for
Parasitic Jaeger, 23 February for Pomarine Jaeger and 18 February for Great Skua.
The molt of first-cycle birds was wel l separated in time from the adults, as wel l as
from second/third-cycle birds and this timing difference increased with species’
body weight. In the three jaeger species, molt in first-cycle birds took considerably
longer than in adults (longer by 50, 43 and 54 days) but was simi lar in Great Skua

TABLE 5.3 | Model estimates for mean start date and duration of primary molt of four species

Stercorari idae. Between brackets, SD values are indicated for the mean start date and SE values

for molt duration. See Table 2 for sample size per species and age class. Parameters are missing

for second/third-cycle Great Skuas, as no rel iable characters are known to distinguish these age

classes from older birds.
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( longer by 4 days). Duration of molt in second/third-cycle birds was more or less
simi lar to that of adults. The model outputs suggest that second/third-cycle Long-
tai led Jaeger start at the same time as adults, but have a 35 d longer molt duration,
whi le second/third-cycle Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers have a molt duration that is
shorter than adults by 17 and 20 d, respectively. Al l models had very high R2-
values.

Adults were the only age class with sufficient data from separate latitudinal zones
to test for the effect of latitude. The distribution of records of adults among the
three latitudinal zones were as fol lows, from North to South: 0, 65 and 144 for Long-
tai led Jaeger, 13, 43 and 119 for Parasitic Jaeger, 22, 275 and 243 for Pomarine
Jaeger and 213, 8 and 0 for Great Skua. For al l three jaeger species, adding
‘ latitudinal zone’ did not result in large decreases of AIC values (dAIC > 2)
compared to UZ models without covariates.

We found no apparent effects relating to Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers that may
have suspended molt after being sampled. Removal of samples from the northern
latitudinal zone only had a smal l effect on molt duration (<0.4 d) and on mean

FIGURE 5.2 | Parameter estimates for starting date (x-axis) and molt duration (y-axis, days) for

adults, second/third-cycle and first-cycle jaegers and Great Skua. Note that the upper standard

error of first-cycle Parasitic Jaeger extends beyond the bounds of the figure.
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starting date (<2 d) in both species. We could not perform this analysis for Long-
tai led Jaegers, due to the lack of molting adults in the northern latitudinal zone, or
for Great Skua, which largely remain within the latitudinal zone. In addition, we
could not repeat this analysis for first-cycle or second/third-cycle datasets, due to
smal ler sample size.

Migration

Timing of departure from the breeding areas, arrival at and departure from the non-
breeding areas are indicated for Parasitic and Long-tai led Jaeger by boxplots in
figure 5.1 . Parasitic and Long-tai led Jaegers travel led on average 273 km d-1 (n =
29) and 293 km d-1, respectively (n = 60). Based on l iterature, Great Skuas
breeding in Scotland complete a migration of 3000-3500 km to Iberia or NW Africa
(based on l ight-level geolocator data in Magnusdottir et al . 2012), in about two
months (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Furness 1987). This suggests they travel
approximately 50-60 km d-1.

DISCUSSION

Consistent with our expectations, we found that molt of primaries in the larger
Great Skua general ly took longer, started earl ier, and had a larger temporal overlap
with migration than in the three jaeger species. Within jaeger species, differences in
molt duration between age-classes suggest time constraints to finish molt before
northward migration. Whi lst these findings are largely in l ine with previous
publ ications (Olsen and Larsson 1997, Wi ley and Lee 1998, Howel l 2007, 2010, Pyle
2008, Pyle and Reid 2016), we provide more precise estimates of molt onset and
duration and a uniform data analysis for al l four species and identifiable age
classes, al lowing inter- and intraspecific comparisons.

Molt duration of adult Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers were surprisingly simi lar given
they differ significantly in body weight (335-470 g versus 542-917 g, respectively,
Cramp and Simmons 1983). A longer molt duration in Parasitic Jaeger, to
approximate that of Pomarine Jaeger, is difficult to explain. Molt suspension may
lead UZ models to overestimate duration of active molt, but models of both species
appeared robust to the inclusion of individuals that may have suspended molt after
being sampled. Another possible model l ing issue would be a poor model fit due to
covariance of molt parameters, which is a known problem for type 3 UZ models
(Underhi l l and Zucchini 1988, Erni et al . 2012). Although this was the case in
models for both Parasitic (r = -0.897) and Pomarine Jaegers (r = -0.912), we can
see no reason why this would affect the models for the two species differently.

Alternatively, model results could reflect a true simi larity in molt duration between
Parasitic and Pomarine Jaeger. Molt duration is determined by both the number of
simultaneously growing feathers (molt intensity) and the time required to grow
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individual feathers (growth rate). Whi le total feather mass is clearly larger in
Pomarine Jaeger (table 5.1) , molt intensity was not different between the two
species at any time during primary molt (figure 5.3) , suggesting feather growth
rate (g d-1) could explain the simi lar molt durations. Given that feather growth rate
increases with body mass among bird species (Rohwer and Rohwer 2013), feather
growth rate of Parasitic Jaeger would be expected to be intermediate between
Long-tai led and Pomarine Jaeger, but was in fact surprisingly simi lar to Long-tai led
and lower than Pomarine Jaeger (figure 5.3) . Thus, Parasitic Jaeger may arrive at a
molt duration simi lar to Pomarine Jaeger by a relatively low feather growth rate.
This would be remarkable, given that the predominant strategy for adjusting molt
durations among birds is by modifying molt intensity rather than feather growth
rate (Rohwer and Rohwer 2013). The benefit of decreasing feather growth rate
could be higher feather qual ity, as shortening molt duration has been shown to
decrease feather qual ity (Dawson et al . 2000, Serra 2001). High feather qual ity may
be especial ly important in Parasitic Jaeger to avoid feather damage when
performing frantic aerial pursuits of terns and other seabirds.

In addition to the effect of body size on molt duration (Rohwer et al . 2009), time
costs of migration may have an additive effect leading to shorter molts (De La Hera
et al . 2009). This may result from squeezing the molt between breeding and post-
breeding migration, but when molt is postponed to the wintering period – as in our
study species – shorter molts may result from less time spent at the wintering
grounds due to longer migration durations. Although Great Skua indeed has the
shortest migration distance and the longest molt duration, the pattern does not
hold for jaegers, where the Pomarine Jaeger has the shortest winter period and
Long-tai led Jaeger the longest, but molt duration is shorter for the latter. Moreover,
we expected any effect of migration distance on molt duration also to be reflected
within species, but this was not the case: molt duration in al l three jaegers did not
differ significantly between areas north and south of the equator.

Previous studies indicated that shorebirds and Procel lari i form seabirds that migrate
to the tropics or Southern Hemisphere display longer molt durations than in related
migratory species or populations of the same species that remain in the Northern
Hemisphere (Serra et al . 1999, 2006, Underhi l l 2003, Pyle 2008). Birds that remain
in the Northern Hemisphere appear to be under greater time constraints to
complete molt before the onset of winter conditions, with fewer resources, less
favorable weather and reduced dayl ight in which to forage. Our results did not
reveal such a latitudinal difference between subtropical areas north and subtropical
to temperate areas south of the equator, despite differences in for example day
length. Jaegers that remain in northern temperate waters during the non-breeding
period (which is uncommon in Pomarine, rare in Parasitic, and extremely rare in
Long-tai led Jaeger; Olsen and Larsson 1997), may face time constraints, but our
samples from this region were too smal l to robustly estimate timing and duration of
primary molt in these waters. Simi larly, i t would be interesting to test for a
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difference in molt duration between Great Skuas from this study that probably
wintered off Africa and Iberia, with those wintering in the Grand Banks area near
Newfoundland, Canada (Magnusdottir et al . 2012).

Among our study species, larger species started molt earl ier, thereby creating a
temporal overlap of primary molt and southbound migration. Migratory bird species
usual ly molt before or after migration, or divide molt between these periods. In the
latter case, molt can be suspended during active migration, meaning no wing
surface gap is present. In the smal lest Stercorari idae species, the Long-tai led
Jaeger, we found neither adults that suspended molt in the inner primaries nor birds
of any age class that started primary molt wel l north of the non-breeding areas that
could have suspended molt later on. In Parasitic Jaeger, starting primary molt in
northern temperate regions seems an uncommon strategy: only a few of the
molting adults in our data were from this region. These were al l photographed in
September-October and in early molt; one adult from Monterey Bay, Cal ifornia, USA
had suspended molt after growing the innermost primary (MVZ 101196). In l ine
with this, Olsen and Larsson (1997) state that 5% of the Parasitic Jaegers start
primary molt in temperate waters. Some of these adults may stay throughout the
non-breeding area in northern temperate waters instead of the usual tropical or to
southern temperate non-breeding areas. Pomarine Jaegers start post-breeding
migration later than Parasitic Jaegers and are commonly encountered in early
primary molt off central Cal ifornia. Here, they become much scarcer later in the
boreal winter (Briggs et al . 1987), suggesting that birds that have commenced molt
move southwards later on. Individuals may then suspend molt at p1 or p2 during
migration, as indicated by two adult specimens from Monterey Bay, Cal ifornia, USA
(MVZ 17765 and 17800). Thus, both Parasitic and Pomarine Jaeger can suspend
molt during southbound migration but whether some individuals migrate with molt
gaps remains unknown.

In contrast, our results indicate a complete overlap of migration with primary molt
in Great Skuas. Great Skuas start primary molt at or directly after departure from
the breeding grounds (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Furness 1987). Data col lected at
Jan Mayen and included in our study, indicates that, in pairs with chicks close to
fledgl ing, at least one of the partners had dropped the inner primary. Molt then
continues during southbound migration. In November/December, when adult Great
Skuas are virtual ly absent from the North Sea (Camphuysen and Leopold 1994,
Furness et al . 2006) and have moved further south and west, molt has progressed
only halfway. Such an extensive overlap of molt and migration is usual ly considered
to be rare among migratory birds, but less rare among short-distance migrants and
species that feed on the wing, such as terns and hirundines (Yuri and Rohwer 1997,
Zenatel lo et al . 2002). I t is not clear to what extent other seabird species molt
primaries during migration, but at least some albatross species may cover huge
distances whi le actively molting (Croxal l et al . 2005). In albatrosses, this may be
faci l i tated by a low molt intensity, thereby minimizing the molt gap and negative
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effects on fl ight performance (Prince et al . 1993). Great Skuas, however, can have
substantia l molt gaps. Rather, molt-migration overlap in Great Skuas may be
faci l i tated by a short migration distance and low travel speeds. Indeed, whereas
Parasitic and Long-tai led Jaegers travel nearly 300 km d-1, Great Skuas breeding in
Scotland travel at only about 50 km d-1. In fact, travel speed in Great Skuas is so
low that one could argue they are more or less stationary for most of the time. In
addition to travel speeds, high food avai labi l i ty en route may faci l i tate molt-
migration overlap in Great Skuas migrating through productive waters of the North
Sea and Gulf of Biscay. In contrast, whi le migrating between staging in productive
areas, jaegers move fast over unproductive subtropical and tropical waters from the
central North to the South Atlantic (Van Bemmelen et al . 2017), where molt may
need to be postponed or suspended not only due to food l imitation. Time

FIGURE 5.3 | (A) Molt intensity

(number of primaries growing

simultaneously) throughout the

molt (upper panel) and (B)

deduced mean feather growth

rate (lower panel) in adults of

four species of Stercorari idae.
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constraints and the need for waterbird species that remain in the Northern
Hemisphere for the non-breeding season to complete molt quicker than species
occupying more southerly non-breeding areas might also be affecting the degree to
which jaegers and skuas undergo active primary molt during migrations (Pyle
2008).

Although mean starting dates of adults differed by two months, Long-tai led Jaeger,
Pomarine Jaeger and Great Skua finished within 10 days of each other, whereas
Parasitic Jaeger finished 23 days later. These mean end dates, from late January
through early March, are just before the onset of northbound migration as inferred
from geolocator data and l iterature. We found no evidence for molt-migration
overlap in the period January-May, in contrast to individuals in active molt during
southbound migration at northern temperate latitudes. Our interpretation is
therefore that individuals only start northbound migrating once they have finished
primary molt. Among migratory birds breeding in the northern hemisphere,
migration speed is usual ly higher during northbound than during southbound
migration, indicating a high selection pressure for timely and fast migration (Ni lsson
et al . 2013). Conceivably, overlap of molt with northbound (pre-breeding) migration
entai ls larger costs than overlap with southbound (post-breeding) migration. For
example, the elevated energy requirements (Lindström et al . 1993b) and decreased
fl ight performance (Hedenström and Sunada 1999) of molt may constrain migration
speed and lead to later arrival in the breeding area (Gorney and Tov 2001), which
can affect breeding performance (Harrison et al . 2011).

The absence of molt-migration overlap during northbound and the (near-)coinciding
dates of molt completion and departure from the non-breeding areas (figure 5.1) ,
suggest molt in adults is timed to finish just prior to northbound migration. That this
reflects a time constraint is suggested by the ca 50 d longer molt duration and
larger variation in starting dates of first-cycle jaegers compared to adults (Pyle
2008, Howel l 2010). Contrary to adults, first-cycle jaegers are not constrained by
breeding duties or migration back to the breeding areas. Shorter primary molt
duration of adults compared to first-cycle individuals has also been reported in
other Arctic breeding long-distance migrant Black-bel l ied Plovers (Pluvialis
sqatarola) and Red Knots (Calidris canutus) , in which second-calendar-year
individuals do not breed and usual ly remain on the non-breeding grounds during
the boreal summer (Serra et al . 1999, Dietz et al . 2013). In contrast, most second-
calendar year Wood Sandpipers Tringa glareola migrate north directly after an
incomplete primary molt on the non-breeding grounds, and this molt takes as long
as that of adults (Remisiewicz et al . 2010). An alternative or additional reason for a
longer molt duration in first-cycle jaegers may be primary molt suspension, which
was observed in some first-cycle Long-tai led Jaegers (Pyle and Reid 2016) and also
may explain first-cycle Long-tai led Jaegers in active primary molt in the (late) boreal
summer (Wi ley and Lee 1998) or even Pomarine Jaegers showing Staffelmauser.
Potentia l ly, first-cycle jaegers might suspend primary molt during a – poorly known
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FIGURE 5.S1 | Adult

Pomarine Jaeger

Stercorarius pomarinus

in active primary molt,

off Mauritania on 11

November 2016.

Primary molt was

scored as

5542100000, resulting

in a PFMG of 0.171.

Note that p4-5 are

invisible and scores for

these feathers were

inferred.

FIGURE 5.S2 Second-

cycle Pomarine Jaeger

Stercorarius pomarinus

that suspended molt

after growing p1-2, off

Wol longong NSW,

Austral ia, 23 October

2010.
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– northbound migration. Their rarity at the breeding areas during the boreal
summer suggest that they usual ly do not migrate al l the way to the Arctic (de Korte
1984, van Bemmelen 2010), whi le during the same period, first-cycle birds appear
absent from the Benguela non-breeding areas (Lambert 1980), suggesting most
stay in tropical or temperate waters (Howel l 2010). Final ly, first-cycle jaegers might
be constrained by lower foraging success due to lower experience or exclusion from
high-qual ity habitats. However, these options remain speculative unti l the
movements of younger jaegers are uncovered. In contrast to the three jaeger
species, molt duration and variation in starting date were virtual ly equal in first-
cycle and older Great Skuas, despite simi lar contrasts between age classes in
breeding and migration as in the jaegers. Adult Great Skuas may have
compensated for the time constraint by a greater overlap of molt with southbound
migration.

We also expected a longer molt duration for second/third-cycle jaegers than for
adults, but our results were inconclusive. We found a longer duration of
second/third-cycle birds compared to adults for Long-tai led Jaeger and shorter
durations for Parasitic and Pomarine Jaeger. Again, covariance between the
parameters for duration and onset of molt may have led to underestimated
durations for Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers. Alternatively, second/third-cycle
Parasitic and Pomarine jaegers already face simi lar time constraints as adults if
they are migrating to the northern hemisphere breeding area. However, this should
have also been reflected in Long-tai led Jaegers: thrid-calendar-year birds (thus
between second- and third-cycle) of this species are regularly recorded at the
breeding grounds (de Korte 1984, van Bemmelen 2010).

The molt parameters presented here can inform on when specific primaries are
molted, which is critical information for study design and data interpretation when
sampl ing biomarkers from primaries. This appl ies not only to future studies, but
also to re-interpretation of publ ished results. For example, Furness et al . (2006)
reported a gradual change through p1 to p10 in both δ15N and δ13C stable isotopes
in Great Skuas and suggested that this reflected a gradual change in diet to lower
trophic levels. However, as Great Skuas actively molt during migration, an
alternative explanation is that this merely reflects the environmental gradients in
stable isotope ratios over which Great Skuas traverse. Indeed, isoscapes publ ished
after Furness et al . (2006) show gradients in stable isotope ratios of both elements
in near-surface plankton along the Great Skuas’ migration route (Graham et al .
2010), which is expected to be reflected in higher trophic levels, including within
the growing feathers of top predators such as Great Skuas. As also the smal ler
species may move during primary molt (Van Bemmelen et al . 2017), we suggest
sampl ing several primaries to obtain biomarker signals along molting locations.

This study is one of only a few that have used digital photographs to obtain avian
molt data (Kei j l 2011, Conkl in and Battley 2012, Vieira et al . 2016). We gathered
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these largely from the Internet. With the increase in popularity of (pelagic) birding,
digital photographing, and the ever increasing capacity to share large numbers of
observations and images on the Internet, we bel ieve this approach has great
potentia l for the study of molt in other seabird species. There is a clear need for
such studies, given the increasing use of biomarkers sampled from fl ight feathers
and other feather tracts, whi le adequate molt data remain lacking for many species
(Bridge 2006, 2011).
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TABLE 5.S1 Detai ls of Pomarine Jaegers Stercorarius pomarinus showing Staffelmauser. PFMG

values for the first-cycle (the molt wave that has advanced further towards the outer primaries)

are calculated by setting new of growing feathers of the second molt cycle (inner primaries) to 5

(ful ly grown), whereas those grown or growing in the first-cycle are set to 0 (old) to calculate PFMG

values for the second-cycle.

SUPPLEMENT
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Adult Pomarine Skua in early primary moult, off Mauritania, 9 November 2016.
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CHAPTER VI

Adult Long-tai led Skua that already moulted scapulars, mantle and head into winter plumage

and recently started primary moult, off Mauritania, 9 November 2016.

"On a bright day the Long-tai led Jaeger is a graceful sight, buoyed along on l ight wings

with its ten-inch 'Marl inspike' fluttering aft l ike a pennon in the breeze, and the yel low-

tinged col lar and white bel ly gleaming in the sunl ight. Often in clear weather it sai ls at

a great height, and occasional ly soars in wide circles l ike a buzzard; at other times it

wi l l chase and scrap with its companions or any bird at hand, swooping and swerving

and turning on its back as if it had no joints at al l . "

Wynne-Edwards (1935)
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ABSTRACT

Quantifying within- and between-individual variation in animal
migration strategies is a first step to our understanding of the
abi l i ty of migrants to adjust to changes in the environment.
We studied consistency (or, conversely, flexibi l i ty) in
movement patterns at large (>1000 km) to meso scale (100-
1000 km) during the non-breeding season of the Long-tai led
Skua Stercorarius longicaudus, a long-distance migratory
Arctic seabird, using l ight-based geolocation. We obtained 97
annual tracks of 38 individuals and quantied simi larity
between routes. Overal l , tracks of the same individual were
general ly within about 200-300 km of their previous years'
route, and more simi lar than tracks of different individuals.
Some flexibi l i ty was observed during migration, but
individuals were faithful to their staging areas in the North
Atlantic and in Benguela Current off Namibia and South
Africa. Over the course of the winter, an increasing number of
individuals started to deviate – up to 5200 km – from
previous' years route. Intriguingly, individuals could be highly
consistent between two consecutive years and flexible
between other years. Site-shifts in late winter seem to reflect
responses to local conditions, but what promotes this larger
flexibi l i ty remains unclear and requires further study. Our
results show that individual Long-tai led Skuas are general ly
consistent in their itineraries, but can show considerable
flexibi l i ty in some years. The flexibi l i ty in itineraries suggests
that Long-tai led Skuas are able to adjust to environmental
change, but the mechanisms leading to the observed within-
and between-individual variation in movement patterns are
sti l l poorly understood.
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INTRODUCTION

The abi l i ty to track the movements of individual birds throughout multiple annual
cycles has fuel led the interest in individual variation in migration and wintering
patterns (Phi l l ips et al . 2005, Gui lford et al . 2011, Dias et al . 2011, Vardanis et al .
2011). Quantifying variation in movement patterns within- and between-individuals
is a critical first step to ultimately understand the abi l i ty of populations to adjust
their movement patterns to changes in the environment, as selection acts on
phenotypic variation (Alerstam 2006, van Noordwi jk et al . 2006).

Intriguingly, species vary in their degree of individual consistency (or, conversely,
their flexibi l i ty) in movement patterns, i .e. , the degree to which individuals use the
same migration routes or staging areas between years (Gui lford et al . 2011, Dias et
al . 2011, McFarlane Tranqui l la et al . 2014, Vardanis et al . 2016). We are only
starting to understand what drives consistency in individual use of staging areas,
but it is general ly assumed that the spatio-temporal predictabi l i ty of resources is
important (Newton 2010, Trierwei ler et al . 2013). Seabirds are an interesting
species group in this respect as oceanic areas show large spatio-temporal
differences in both avai labi l i ty and predictabi l i ty of resources (Longhurst 2006,
Weimerskirch 2007). Whi le seabirds l ikely target areas with high productivity for
foraging (which can vary in predictabi l i ty; Weimerskirch 2007), migration routes
connecting staging areas are often strongly l inked to wind patterns that al low
efficient travel l ing (Fel icísimo et al . 2008), and often traverse large areas with low
avai labi l i ty and/or predictabi l i ty of resources. Thus, movement patterns of seabirds
during the non-breeding season might consist of a combination of consistent
itineraries in periods or areas with high resource avai labi l i ty, and more flexible,
nomadic movement patterns in periods or areas with low resource avai labi l i ty, such
as areas crossed during migration. A synthesis on how consistency in staging site
and migration routes use might vary throughout the non-breeding season is sti l l
lacking.

Using l ight-based geolocation to track individuals, we studied consistency in
movement patterns of the Long-tai led Skua Stercorarius longicaudus during the
non-breeding season at large (>1000 km) to meso (100-1000 km) scales. This long-
distance migratory seabird breeds in the sub- to high Arctic. Detai ls of migration
routes, stopovers and movements during winter in the southern Atlantic have only
recently been revealed (Sittler et al . 2011, Gi lg et al . 2013). Gi lg et al . (2013)
showed that Long-tai led Skuas have a strategy of itinerancy, i .e. visiting multiple
places throughout the winter (Moreau 1972). This behaviour is not uncommon
among seabirds (Croxal l et al . 2005, Hedd et al . 2012, Fi jn et al . 2013, van der
Winden et al . 2014, Orben et al . 2015) but notably different than a strategy of
residency where only a single wintering site is used (Yamamoto et al . 2014,
McFarlane Tranqui l la et al . 2014). I tinerancy is an interesting strategy in the context
of consistency versus flexibi l i ty in site use, as it, at least intuitively, leaves more
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possibi l i ty for flexibi l i ty, even during the winter period.

We quantified variation in individual movement patterns throughout the entire non-
breeding season, thus including migration and winter periods. In particular, we
investigated if, where and when movement patterns differ between and within
individuals. As Long-tai led Skuas seem to exploit areas with predictable high
productivity, e.g. the Benguela Current and the central North Atlantic (Gi lg et al .
2013), we expect individuals to revisit the same staging areas, and thus to exhibit
high levels of consistency in their itineraries.

Most earl ier studies on the consistency of bird migration was based on individuals
tracked over two consecutive years (Gui lford et al . 2011, Dias et al . 2011,
McFarlane Tranqui l la et al . 2014). Although this al lows partitioning of within- and
between-individual variation in behaviour, three or more years of tracking data are
needed to study whether individuals vary in their behavioural flexibi l i ty (i .e. not the
level , but the 'width' of their behavioural response; Dingemanse and Wolf 2013).
This idea has, to our best knowledge, not been explored to date, but is needed to
understand if and how migrants may cope with environmental change. We tracked
individual Long-tai led Skuas for three or more years and investigated whether
individual skuas display the same level of consistency or flexibi l i ty across years, or
can be consistent between some years but flexible between other years.

Our study provides a unique overview of consistency versus flexibi l i ty in movement
patterns of Long-tai led Skuas at different scales, i .e. from between to within
individuals, as measured over multiple years. In addition, we quantified to what
extent consistency and flexibi l i ty co-occur within the same individual . The idea that
an individual may be consistent between some years but flexible between other
years has to date, to our best knowledge, not been explored, but is needed to
understand if and how migrants may cope with environmental change.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study species, study areas, catching techniques and geolocator

deployment

Two subspecies are recognized in the Long-tai led Skua: the nominate subspecies
Stercorarius longicaudus longicaudus breeds from Scandinavia eastwards and is
replaced by the white-bel l ied subspecies S. l. pallescens from eastern Siberia to
Svalbard (Manning 1964). Gi lg et al . (2013) showed that Long-tai led Skuas breeding
in Greenland and Svalbard (S. l. pallescens) depart from the breeding areas in late
August, migrate via a stopover in the central North Atlantic towards West Africa and
arrive at the main wintering grounds off southern Africa between late September
and late November. Spring migration commences in March or Apri l , and birds arrive
on the breeding grounds in late May/early June.
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TABLE 6.1 | Number of individual Long-tai led Skuas (subspecies S l longicaudus and S l

pallescens) tracked over different number of years.

Adult Long-tai led Skuas of the nominate subspecies S. l. longicaudus were captured
during 2011-2015 in the Vindelfjä l len Nature Reserve near Ammarnäs, Sweden
(65°59'N-16°01'E). Adults from the Nearctic subspecies S. l. pallescens were
captured during 2010-2015 at Kongsfjorden, Svalbard (79°57'N-12°6'E) and three
sites in Greenland: Zackenberg (74°28'N-20°34'W), Karupelv (72°50'N-24°00'W)
and Hochstetter Forland (75°09'N-19°40'W). Birds were captured on the nest using
bow nets or remote-triggered nooses, and away from the nest using hand-held net
guns or noose carpets (in a few cases birds were lured by a decoy and playback of
the ‘ long cal l ’ - a cal l used in courtship and territoria l disputes). Geolocators of
three types (Mk-18L and Mk-18H, produced by British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge,
UK, and C65, produced by Migrate Technology Ltd, Cambridge, UK) were leg-
mounted using a darvic ring. The total added weight (geolocator, darvic ring, cable
tie, self-amalgamating tape and super glue) amounted ca 2.2 g, 2 .6g, and 1.8g for
the Mk-18L, Mk-18H and C65 types, respectively, which is 0.5-1.2% of the mean
body mass of adult Long-tai led Skuas (n=129). In addition, biometry and a blood
sample for DNA sexing were taken. Individuals were sexed using molecular
techniques (Fridolfsson and El legren 1999). Single tracks from 8 individuals from
Greenland and Svalbard have been publ ished earl ier (Gi lg et al . 2013). The period
between two subsequent breeding seasons is referred to as a year; the obtained
data in this period is referred to as a track. References to seasons are from a
northern hemisphere perspective.

Geolocator data analyses

After recapture of tagged birds, geolocators were removed and data were
downloaded from the geolocators and decompressed using BASTrak (British
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FIGURE 6.1 | Movements of the two subspecies of Long-tai led Skuas, (a , c) S l longicaudus and (b,

d) S l pallescens, in (a , b) in Ju ly-December and (c , d) January- June. Red dots indicate staging

periods (three or more consecutive days with <200km between dai ly positions). Black stars

indicate the sampled breeding sites for each subspecies. The black outl ined polygons indicate 95%

uti l ization distribution kernels for staging positions of al l birds combined. Inaccuracy of geolocator

position estimates is general ly ±185km, but is typical ly larger close to the equinoxes (Phi l l ips et al .

2004).

Antarctic Survey) or IntigeoIF software (Migrate Technology Ltd. ) . The subsequent
analysis was entirely carried out using R 3.1.2 (R Core Team 2017) and a set of
packages, in particular the R package 'GeoLight' (Lisovski and Hahn 2012).
Geolocators recorded ambient l ight level in arbitrary units (Mk-18L, Mk-18H) or lux
(C65) in 1-minute intervals and saved the maximum of these values every 5
minutes. Sun events were calculated unsupervised from l ight measurements, using
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FIGURE 6.2 | Nine examples of geolocator tracks of individual Long-tai led Skuas tracked over

multiple years, with July-December shown in blue and January- June in orange. Numbers on the

right are ring numbers, cf figure 6.6, and number of years tracked. Black stars indicate the

breeding site of each individual . Examples include individuals with high route consistency (a-e) and

individuals with more flexibi l i ty in their recorded routes (f-i) . The individual shown in h took a

detour along the Falkland Current in one year, whi le the individual in i went to the Benguela

Current in al l four years, but switched mid-winter to the Falkland Current in its second and fourth

year of tracking. Inaccuracy of geolocator position estimates is general ly ±185km, but is typical ly

larger close to the equinoxes (Phi l l ips et al . 2004).
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the function 'twi l ightCalc' and a l ight threshold value of 10 (Mk-18H) or 2 (C65).
Spending the non-breeding season entirely at open sea, l ight measurement data
from the Long-tai led Skuas was general ly 'clean' , that is, most sun events could
automatical ly be assigned with a relatively low amount of misclassification (due to
e.g. , shading events). This was checked by visual inspection of plots of date against
time of sunrise or sunset, from which unl ikely twi l ight events were identified and
removed. For a sequence of potentia l sun angles, locations were calculated for each
noon and midnight. We selected the sun angle resulting in a good fit of location
estimates to the shape of the continents and a close match in latitude estimates
before and after the equinoxes. Final sun angles for individual loggers ranged from
-1° to -3° for the Mk-18H model and -4.5° to -6.0° for the C65 model . Position
estimates from l ight-based geolocation typical ly have a mean error of ±185 km for
flying seabirds (Phi l l ips et al . 2004), and these errors are especial ly large in close
proximity to the equinoxes. Therefore, positions within 14 days from either side of
the equinoxes (20 March and 22 September) were removed. Remaining positions
were smoothed by calculating the three-day running mean, using equations in Gi lg
et al . (2013). Al l further analyses were based on smoothed positions, with no data
around the equinoxes.

Staging areas

We fol lowed Gi lg et al . (2013) in defining staging periods when distance between
smoothed positions were smal ler than 200 km for at least three consecutive days.
Subsequently, staging areas were identified by creating a 95% uti l ization
distribution kernel based on staging positions of al l individuals, using the
'adehabitatHR' package for R (Calenge 2011). For this, a Lambert azimuthal equal-
area projection was used with a grid cel l size of 50 km and a smoothing factor of
200 km. Kernels were estimated for four space/time segments of the data: 1) before
1 January, between 25°-60°N, 2) before 1 January, south of 25°N, 3) after 31
December, south of 25°N and 4) after 31 December, between 25°-60°N. The spl it at
1 January is wel l after arrival to the main wintering areas but before long-distance
northward movements (Gi lg et al . 2013). The area between 25°-60°N encompasses
the large stopover area in the North Atlantic used by many seabirds, including
Long-tai led Skua (Sittler et al . 2011, Gi lg et al . 2013). Few positions were obtained
north of 60°NB, in particular for birds breeding at Svalbard or Greenland as they
travel led here at times with more or less constant dayl ight. The area south of 25°N
contains al l wintering areas.

Consistency in movement patterns

Within- and between-individual consistency was mapped over entire recorded
tracks, applying the method used by Gui lford et al . (2011) and Dias et al . (2013) to
calculate distances between tracks, based on nearest neighbour analysis. For each
position estimate in a focal track, we calculated the great-circle distance to the
nearest position estimate in another track. The nearest neighbour was selected
from the comparison track within a time window. Using a short time window wil l
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retain effects of different timing (hence can be used to test for route and timing
consistency, which is not the topic of the current contribution), whereas a longer
time window removes the effect of timing (thus tests for route consistency only).
We quantified median within-individual intertrack distances for a range of time
windows (7 to 121 days, with steps of 6 days) to investigate when the gradual
removal of a timing effect on the intertrack distance fades. Next, one time window
was selected visual ly (figure 6.S2) and used for the analysis and figures of route
consistency. If two tracks fol low the same route, intertrack distances from the first
track wi l l be biased in the part where the comparison track has missing values due
to the equinox. Therefore, if the nearest neighbour of the comparison track is a first
or last position on either side of the equinox, this measurement is excluded. In this
way, only more or less paral lel parts of the tracks are compared, reducing bias due
to missing positions during equinoxes. For reasons of interpretabi l i ty, we only
included comparisons of each track with tracks from the previous year.

We studied the resulting intertrack distances in two ways. First, we calculated the
overal l median intertrack distance per comparison to get an overal l measure of
track simi larity. To al low for greater spatio-temporal resolution and inference of
fidel ity to staging areas, we also calculated the median intertrack distance per
comparison for six 'segments' . Then, median intertrack distances were calculated
within the four staging kernels mentioned above. In addition, median intertrack
distance was calculated for the southbound (before 1 January) and northbound
migration (at or after 1 January) based on al l locations that fel l outside the staging
kernels and south of 50°N. The resulting values were continuous, non-negative, and
right-skewed. Although such data can be model led using e.g. gamma or inverse-
gaussian error distributions, we log-transformed the data (a variance-stabi l izing
transformation) to al low the use of a gaussian error distribution, for which routines
to calculate Intra-class Correlation Coefficients (ICC or r, repeatabi l i ty) are readi ly
avai lable (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010). Bayesian General ized Linear Mixed
Models (GLMMs) were fitted using the package MCMCglmm for R (Hadfield 2010),
with 130000 iterations, a burn-in of 30000 iterations and a thinning rate of 100. As
an indication of significance, we provide PMCMC values, which are twice the
probabi l i ty that the parameter value is above or below zero. Focal individual in each
comparison was included as a random effect to account for pseudo-repl ication and
to assess within- and between-individual variance components. I f populations differ
in migration routes and destinations, they may inflate between-individual intertrack
distances. We therefore first explored whether between-individual and within-
individual intertrack distances differed between subspecies, then compared within-
individual intertrack distances with between-individual intertrack distances of each
subspecies.

Second, in order to more precisely i l lustrate spatio-temporal patterns in within- and
between-individual route consistency, we bootstrapped median of intertrack
distances 10000 times for each calendar day and, separately, in each 5° Latitude x
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5° Longitude grid cel l , with only one track per individual selected in each iteration.
We performed this bootstrapping procedure for within-individual and between-
individual intertrack distances. To i l lustrate how the spatia l pattern in intertrack
distances relates to staging areas, we overlaid it with the staging area kernels (see
above). With median intertrack distances visual ized on a continuous scale, we
aided the eye by using a red outl ine for grid cel ls with a median intertrack distance
of <500 km.

Individual variation in route flexibility

To test whether individuals differ between consecutive years in their route
flexibi l i ty, e.g. , whether some individuals are repeatedly flexible and others are
repeatedly consistent in their routes or if individuals may be consistent between
some years and flexible between others, we calculated Intra-class Correlation
Coefficients for within-individual median intertrack distances between tracks from
subsequent years (i .e. with only one year difference) using the 'rpt.mcmcLMM'
function from the 'rptR' package (Schielzeth and Nakagawa 2013). Note that the
term ‘repeatabi l i ty’ is used here only to refer to ICC values.

RESULTS

Sample size

In Ammarnäs, Sweden, out of 46 geolocators deployed in 2011-2014, 27 (59%)
were retrieved up to 2015. Numbers of retrievals and deployments are 20 out of 30
(67%) for Svalbard, 5 out of 14 (36%) for Zackenberg, 2 out of 6 (33%) for Karupelv
and 1 out of 3 (33%) for Hochstetter Forland. Note that some individuals were
refitted and recaptured multiple times and that recapturing birds in Sweden and
Greenland is hampered by non-breeding years. In total , 97 tracks were obtained
from 38 individual Long-tai led Skuas Stercorarius longicaudus, of which 24
individuals were tracked over a period of 2 to 5 years. See table 6.1 for further
specification of samples relative to subspecies. Due to logger fai lure or empty
batteries, 14 tracks stopped prematurely between 28 December and 1 May; these
were included in the analysis.

General movement patterns

Al l tracks are i l lustrated in figure 6.1 , and in an animation in figure 6.S1 , whi le
some examples of individual tracks are shown in figure 6.2 . No systematic
differences in non-breeding movements were detected between the two
subspecies. After departure from the breeding areas, Long-tai led Skuas proceeded
south-west to stage in the central North Atlantic off Newfoundland. Subsequently,
they went south in a relatively narrow corridor to the Canary Current off West
Africa. From here, most birds migrated directly to the staging area in the Benguela
Current off Namibia and South Africa, whereas 6 individuals (9 tracks) took a
westerly loop to approach the Benguela Current from the west. A few proceeded
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further south-east into the Agulhas Current and the Southern Subtropical
Convergence. A single individual (S l longicaudus) went straight west from the
Benguela to the Falkland Current in its second and fourth year of tracking (figure
6.2i) . Other individuals l ingered along the west side of Africa, in particular off
Angola. The most northerly winterer was a S l longicaudus wintering in the Canary
Current. Northward movements commenced in January-March, and occurred over a
broad front, covering a large part of the Atlantic, and included stopovers of varying
length off Angola, in the Gulf of Guinea and the Canary Current. After crossing the
equator, virtual ly al l birds staged in a large area in the central North Atlantic in
Apri l -May (mostly within the North Atlantic Drift Province), which they usual ly slowly
crossed from west to east. Some birds staged for a few days west of Ireland before
returning to the breeding grounds.

Route consistency

Intertrack distances showed a strong seasonal pattern when using a narrow time
window for nearest neighbour selection, with large distances in autumn and late
winter, and much smal ler distances in early winter and spring. Broadening the time
window greatly reduced intertrack distances, in particular in autumn (figure 6.S2) .
For example, median within-individual intertrack distance at 15 August was ca 3000
km for a time window of 7 days, ca 2000 km for a time window of 30 days and ca
800 km for a time window of 61 days (figure 6.S2) . This was mainly caused by the
fact that Swedish birds during non-breeding years had earl ier autumn migration
schedules, but not different migration routes. As the effect of differentia l timing was
largely removed at a time window of 61 days, intertrack distances obtained using
this time window were therefore used in subsequent analyses.

Dai ly median intertrack distances were smal ler within individuals than between
individuals during almost the entire year (figure 6.3) . Between-individual
intertrack distances differed between the subspecies and therefore 'subspecies'
was included as factor in the models. Note that this does not necessari ly indicate
different routes and site use between the subspecies – it only reflects a difference
in the spread in routes and site use (cf figure 6.1) . Overal l median intertrack
distances were significantly smal ler within (model-based, back-transformed
posterior mean (μ) and 95% credible intervals: mean = 274 km, 95% CI = 217-351
km, pMCMC<0.001) than between individuals (figure 6.4; longicaudus: mean = 535
km, 95% CI = 347-835 km, pMCMC<0.001, pallescens: mean = 928 km, 95% CI =
569-1484 km, pMCMC<0.001). This was true also in a model testing the median
intertrack distance per segment (figure 6.4; a l l pMCMC < 0.001), except for the
North Atlantic staging area during southbound migration (for pallescens only; pMCMC
= 0.370) and northbound migration (for both longicaudus: pMCMC = 0.536, and
pallescens: pMCMC = 0.020).

Within-individual intertrack distances did not differ between the subspecies and
therefore 'subspecies' was not included in the models (pMCMC = 0.448). Within-
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FIGURE 6.3 | Dai ly route consistency per month. (a) Distribution of bootstrapped median

intertrack distances for comparisons within (red) and between (blue) individuals. Shaded areas

represent 90% CI of bootstrapped median intertrack distances (red and blue); including their

overlap (darker red/blue). (b) Within-individual intertrack distances (orange), highl ighting examples

of large deviations from previous years' track (blue). The red l ine shows the bootstrapped median

within-individual intertrack distance also shown in a . (c) Graction of tracks with a certain range of

intertrack distances. White represents high route consistency (<200 km); purple reflects large

route deviations (>1000 km).
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individual intertrack distance was largest outside staging area kernels during
northbound (figure 6.4; μ = 702 km, 95% CI= 500-1026 km) and southbound
migration (mean = 689 km, 95% CI= 524-871 km), which were not significantly
different (pMCMC = 0.944). Within-individual intertrack distances outside staging area
kernels were larger than within-individual distances within the staging area kernels
(figure 6.4; pMCMC < 0.05), except for the comparison between southbound
migration and the North Atlantic staging area in autumn (pMCMC = 0.084).
Considering staging kernels, intertrack distances were larger in the North Atlantic
staging area during autumn (mean = 414 km, 95% CI= 299-610 km) than in the
staging areas south of 25°N during early winter (mean = 278 km, CI = 160-323 km,
pMCMC < 0.001) and in the North Atlantic staging area during northbound migration
(mean = 255 km, CI = 175-362 km, pMCMC = 0.018), but not different in the staging

FIGURE 6.4 | Median intertrack distance within individuals Long-tai led Skuas, and between

individuals of each subspecies (l ight/dark grey), calculated for the entire track comparison (left)

and six segments (see main text). Note the log-scale of the y-axis. Bold horizontal l ines represent

medians, boxes encompass 50% of the values and whiskers extend to the most extreme values.

Above the figure, only non-significant comparisons are indicated; al l other comparisons are

significant (pMCMC<0.05).
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areas south of 25°N in late winter (mean = 347 km, 95% CI = 248-479 km, pMCMC =
0.324). Intertrack distances in staging areas were smal ler during early winter than
during late winter (pMCMC = 0.016). In figure 6.3a , intertrack distances plotted per
day over the entire year (irrespective of location) show that within-individual
intertrack distances are smal lest and individuals thus especial ly consistent in space
and time in August (medians range from 200-340 km) and late Apri l /early May
(when in the North Atlantic staging area; medians range from 170-270 km), and in
November (when in the winter quarters; medians range from 160-210 km). In the
months after November, an increasing part of the individuals diverted from their
previous years' route; for example in February, about 40% deviated more than 500
km and 20% more than 1000 km. Within-individual intertrack distance did not differ
between years (included as a factor).

Spatia l patterns in between-individual intertrack distance reflect largely where
individuals aggregate at staging areas, for example in the central North Atlantic and
in the Benguela Current, and where migration routes converge, such as for example
in the East Atlantic during autumn migration (figure 6.5) . In Ju ly-December,
median intertrack distance was smal ler within- than between-individuals in 77% of
the grid cel ls, with some exceptions scattered mainly in the East Atlantic and west
of the Benguela Current. Within-individual intertrack distances in this period were
general ly smal ler than 500 km in the North Atlantic staging area, in the Benguela
and Agulhas Currents, but also in between. Outside these areas, individuals showed
lower route consistency. In January- June, 85% of the grid cel ls had lower within-
than between-individual median intertrack distance. Uninterrupted areas of within-
individual intertrack distances below 500 km were apparent again in the same main
staging areas (albeit somewhat more restricted). With a few exceptions, intertrack
distances were larger outside these areas, in particular between 0°-40°N.

Of those individuals with at least three years of data (thus having two or more sets
of intertrack distances), many repeatedly showed intertrack distances around 300
km (figure 6.6) . However, several individuals showed smal l intertrack distances
(high consistency) between one or two pairs of years and large intertrack distances
(flexibi l i ty) between other set(s) of years. Thereby, within-individual variance of
overal l median intertrack distances was inflated, causing low ICC values (r = 0.286,
95% CI = 0.048-0.545). The same was found for the parts outside the staging
kernels (southbound migration: r = 0.041, 95% CI = 0.010-0.209; northbound
migration: r = 0.248, 95% CI = 0.029-0.491) and within the staging kernels
(southbound, North Atlantic staging area: r = 0.073, 95% CI = 0.011-0.318, early
winter/south: r = 0.225, 95% CI = 0.025-0.508; late winter/south: r = 0.178, 95% CI
= 0.011-0.430; spring/north: r = 0.205, 95% CI = 0.025-0.427).
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DISCUSSION

We studied consistency of movement patterns at large to meso scales outside the
breeding season in a long-distance migratory seabird, the Long-tai led Skua
Stercorarius longicaudus, and general ly found large between-individual differences
and relatively smal l within-individual variation. As expected, individuals were
faithful to main staging areas in southbound and northbound migration (off
Newfoundland in the central North Atlantic) and winter destination (the Benguela
Current off Namibia and South Africa), where they general ly fol lowed their previous
years' route within about 200-300 km, whi le being more flexible during southbound
and northbound migration when crossing large areas with low productivity.
Surprisingly, over the course of the winter, a minor but increasing part of the
individuals started to deviate from their previous' years route. This shows an
intriguing combination of general site fidel ity and flexibi l i ty in subsequent winter
movements.

High winter area fidel ity has been shown in several seabird species from several
fami l ies, using both GPS and l ight-based tracking devices (Phi l l ips et al . 2005,
Gui lford et al . 2011, Mul ler et al . 2013, Fifield et al . 2014, Yamamoto et al . 2014,
McFarlane Tranqui l la et al . 2014). With general ly high route consistency within
staging areas throughout the winter months, Long-tai led Skuas fit to this pattern,
although their movements are often not restricted to a single, wel l -defined area (i .e.
strategy of itinerancy). The general ly high route consistency indicates that despite
a strategy of itinerancy, simi lar itineraries are fol lowed from one year to the next,
thus although individuals use different staging sites throughout the winter they use
the same staging sites in different years. These staging sites are wel l -known for
their high productivity: the Benguela current system, offshore Angola, the Gulf of
Guinea, the Canary Current and the recently discovered hotspot for seabirds in the
central North Atlantic (Longhurst 2006, Chavez and Messié 2009, Stenhouse et al .
2012, Grecian et al . 2016). This is in l ine with our expectation that area fidel ity is
favoured when individuals target areas with predictably high productivity.

However, from late December, an increasing number of individuals deviated from
previous' year routes (figure 6.3, 6.6) . Much of this variation was due to
differences in timing (figure 6.S1-S2) , but even when control l ing for this, about ca
20% of the tracks deviated more than 1000 km from the previous route in January
(figure 6.3c) . In extreme cases, the deviations included a transoceanic fl ight from
the Benguela Current to the Falkland Current (ca 5200 km). The abi l i ty to switch
wintering areas, sometimes at huge spatia l scales, has been reported for a smal l
number of seabird species (e.g. up to 7000 km in Cory's Shearwater Calonectris
borealis and 1300 km in Streaked Shearwater C. leucomelas) (Dias et al . 2011,
Yamamoto et al . 2014). One of the Long-tai led Skuas repeated the transoceanic
switch even twice (in its second and fourth year of tracking; figure 6.2i, 6.6) using
simi lar routes and destination, indicating this leap was not just an accidental
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displacement by severe weather conditions, but l ikely based on previous
experience. In both years, it made the shift after arrival to its usual winter range,
the Benguela Current. The same pattern was observed in other individuals, in which
deviations increasingly occurred from late December onwards, i .e. after arrival to
the wintering areas. This suggests that individual Long-tai led Skuas check local
conditions at a fami l iar wintering site before deciding where to go during the
fol lowing months. In contrast, some Cory's Shearwaters directly travel led to a
different wintering area than in the previous year, apparently without knowing the
conditions at either wintering site (Dias et al . 2011).

Based on individuals with three to five years of tracking data, we conclude that
individuals do not show the same degree of consistency between each set of
subsequent years. Instead, individuals with dissimi lar tracks between two years
could have very simi lar tracks between other years (figure 6.6) . This was already
hinted at by Dias et al . (2011), who suggested that “each individual may have one
(or maybe several) 'preferred' migratory strategies (in terms of route and wintering
site), but maintains the capacity to choose alternatives.” We can now confirm the
intriguing idea of co-occurrence of site fidel ity and site-switching within the same
individual . In conjunction with the increase in route deviations after arrival at the
wintering grounds, this l ikely indicates that deviations from earl ier routes represent
individuals' rapid responses to local conditions, for example weather or foraging
conditions (including competition) when arriving in the main wintering area.

What determines whether individuals are faithful to their wintering site or shift over
smal l or large distances? Whi le possibly modulated or constrained by intrinsic
factors (genetic background, sex, experience, fat reserves), high variation in
individual movement patterns l ikely resultss from decl ining avai labi l i ty, increased
patchiness and decreased predictabi l i ty of resources (Muel ler and Fagan 2008), or
deteriorating weather conditions preventing efficient foraging. Dias et al . (2011)
explored whether site switches of a smal l number of individuals could be explained
by sex, age, or reproductive success, or by changes in sea surface temperature and
chlorophyl l a, but found no clear l inks. Also what exactly caused the movement
deviations that we observed in the Long-tai led Skuas in this study remains unclear.
At-sea foraging behaviour of Long-tai led Skuas is poorly known, but most authors
agree that they probably mostly feed by themselves (e.g. , by surface pecking), only
rarely kleptoparasitizing other seabirds, as is common in other skua species
(Lambert 1980, Cramp and Simmons 1983, Veit 1985, Wi ley and Lee 1998). As
skuas are unable to dive deep, Long-tai led Skuas l ikely depend on mechanisms
bringing zooplankton or fish at or very close to the surface. Many individuals
aggregated in early winter in the southern Benguela current. Here, edges of
Agulhas rings (bodies of warm water ‘ leaking’ from the Agulhas retroflection)
provide feeding opportunities for seabirds (Camphuysen and van der Meer 2001,
Camphuysen 2007), possibly including Long-tai led Skuas (cf Ryan 1989). Whereas
the occurrence of Agulhas rings within this large area seems predictable, they
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FIGURE 6.5 | Median intertrack distance within individuals (upper panels) and between individuals

(lower panels) . Emphasis is put on grid cel ls (5° Latitude x 5° Longitude) with median intertrack

distance of less than 500km by red outl ines. Black stars indicate the breeding locations and blue

outl ined polygons are 95% uti l ization distribution kernels (see figure 6.1) . H igh route consistency

is especial ly achieved in southbound migration both within and outside staging area kernels.

provide local ized, slowly moving foraging areas, resulting in irregular patterns in
inter-annual variation of ocean productivity (Chavez and Messié 2009)(Chavez &
Messié 2009). In addition, sea surface temperature increases and primary
productivity of the western part of the Benguela decl ines during winter (Hardman-
Mountford et al . 2003, Longhurst 2006, O’Mal ley 2016). The skuas seem to respond
to this by moving south- or eastwards within the Benguela, into the Agulhas or
Angola current, or to the Canary Current. Particularly these late-winter movements
are consistent between most, but differ between some years and cause the
observed increase in within-individual intertrack distance from mid-winter onwards.
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While the onset of these movements may be related to the decrease in
productivity, it is unclear what determines the (variation in) flexibi l i ty in subsequent
destinations. One might argue that flexibi l i ty in late-winter movements is promoted
by a lower predictabi l i ty of resources in late winter. Whether this is real ly the case
in our Long-tai led Skua example is questionable; targeted areas include both areas
where they may uti l ize wind-driven upwel l ing areas along shelf-edges (off Angola
and Namibia) and areas with eddies and thermal fronts (Agulhas Retroflection)
(Ryan 1989), and such habitats do not seem to be notably less predictable in
feeding conditions than for example the Benguela Current during early winter.
Future studies should aim to l ink positional data with (ephemeral) oceanographic
features (Tew Kai et al . 2009, Scales et al . 2014), backed up by field studies of at-
sea feeding behaviour and diet. Examining at what conditions individual movement
patterns start to deviate offers a promising opportunity to study movement
decisions of seabirds.

In l ine with our expectations, Long-tai led Skuas showed lower consistency in
migration route than in staging area itineraries. Like in many seabird species,
migratory routes of Long-tai led Skuas are closely l inked to large-scale oceanic wind
patterns. They fol lowed routes that provide tai l - or sidewinds, except in the second
half of southbound migration when using a narrow corridor hugging the contours of
western Africa – against the prevai l ing wind but avoiding an area with stronger
headwinds in the central South Atlantic. The same pattern is shown by Sabine’s
Gul ls Xema sabini and part of the Arctic Terns Sterna paradisaea originating from
the North Atlantic (Egevang et al . 2010, Stenhouse et al . 2012), but dissimi lar to
most Cory’s Shearwaters which take a westerly roundtrip offering more profitable
winds (Fel icísimo et al . 2008) - a route taken by only a smal l number of the Long-
tai led Skuas in this study. Northbound migration towards the North Atlantic staging
area occurred over a much broader front, in particular north of the equator, where
birds l ikely experienced easterly winds over a large area. Despite this difference in
longitudinal width of the south- and northbound migration, individuals showed a
simi lar degree of consistency, albeit with large variation, general ly staying within
300-1300 km of their previous years’ route. High consistency was observed in
particular after departure from the Benguela to the northwest, whi le more flexibi l i ty
was shown in the North Atlantic south of the North Atlantic stopover. Higher
consistency in northbound than in southbound migration route was also observed in
the much shorter migration of Streaked Shearwaters in the western Pacific
(Yamamoto et al . 2014).

Error of position estimates from l ight-based geolocation using the threshold method
(Ekstrom 2004) are typical ly some 100s of ki lometres, which precludes us from any
conclusions regarding consistency at smal ler scales. Inaccuracy of latitude
estimates are largest in proximity to the equinoxes (Phi l l ips et al . 2004, Lisovski and
Hahn 2012) and could lead to noise in derived measures. Indeed, figure 6.3a

shows increased variation in median intertrack distances just before and after each
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equinox, but we do not exclude the possibi l i ty of an effect of data gaps around
equinoxes. Nevertheless, two arguments suggest that the route consistencies as
presented here are conservative and therefore our conclusions robust. First,
considering intertrack distances of two identical routes would reflect the combined
error of the position estimates of both tracks, most within-individual intertrack
distances are remarkably close to the typical error of ± 185 km of single position
estimates (Phi l l ips et al . 2004). Second, intertrack distances were calculated as
point-to-point measurements. Measuring the distance from each position in a focal
track to the l ine between two closest positions in the comparison track would lead
to even smal ler distances, in particular if two positions of the comparison track are
far apart (e.g. when the bird was migrating).

This study highl ights that Long-tai led Skuas show consistency in non-breeding
movements, but, at the same time, a fair amount of flexibi l i ty during specific parts
of the annual cycle, in particular the late winter period. Variation in itineraries
between and within individuals suggest that Long-tai led Skuas have the abi l i ty to
adjust to environmental change. However, as we have a poor understanding about
how individual migration patterns arise in the first place, specifical ly the relative
roles of genetic and learning during the ontogeny of individual patterns, and, in
addition, to what extent individual migration patterns change over an individuals’
l i fetime (reversible state effects; Senner et al . 2015), i t remains unclear how flexible
Long-tai led Skuas real ly are, and thus how quickly they can respond to

FIGURE 6.6 | Within-individual median intertrack distance in staging areas south of 25°N in early

winter (left panel) and late winter (right panel) for individuals with at least three tracks, thus at

least two sets of intertrack distances (x-axis labels are individual ring numbers). Most individuals

stayed within 500 km of their previous’ year route in early winter. Particularly in late winter, some

individuals showed large deviations in some years, but not in others. Individual 6149574 (figure

6.2i) switched each year in late winter between two distinct strategies.
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environmental change. That an individual Long-tai led Skua fol lowed two distinct
itineraries that were both repeated in later years (figure 6.2i) , strongly suggests
extensive spatia l memory. This spatia l memory may have its origin in explorative
movements during early l i fe (Pul ido 2007, Gui lford et al . 2011, Senner et al . 2015),
which would enable Long-tai led Skuas to respond to changes in the distribution of
favourable areas relatively quickly, assuming that explorative movements al low for
discovery of novel areas. Crucial ly, the genetic background as wel l as the
occurrence and extent of exploration behaviour in the first years of l i fe and
subsequent l i fe stages need to be demonstrated for the far majority of seabirds
(but see Kooyman et al . 1996, Weimerskirch et al . 2006, Péron and Grémil let 2013),
including Long-tai led Skuas.

SUPPLEMENT

[https: //www. int-res.com/articles/suppl/m578p197_supp/]

FIGURE 5.S1 | Animation of al l tracks. Tracks from different years from the same individuals

have the same colour. Black stars indicate the three breeding sites. The top panel indicates

the date; grey blocks show where positional data is missing due to equinoxes.

FIGURE 6.S2 | Effect of widening the time window (from 7 to 121 days) on median within-

individual intertrack distances at four example dates. Shaded areas represent 90% CI of

bootstrapped medians. Intertrack distances using a time window of 61 days were selected for

further analyses.
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CHAPTER VI I

A Long-tai led Skua pair overlooking their territory in a non-breeding year. A few days later,

these birds wi l l have flocked with other skuas and returned to sea, Ammarnäs, Sweden, 16

June 2016.

"No bird is more tame and fearless than this skua during the time they have eggs; for

they come sai l ing close over your head when searching for the nest, performing the

most beautiful a iry gyrations, their long sharp wings and pointed tai l g iving them a

singular and pretty appearance when in the air. "

Dressers (1881)
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ABSTRACT

We studied how Long-tai led Skuas Stercorarius longicaudus, a
trans-equatoria l migratory seabird, use distantly-acquired
marine (endogenous) and local ly-acquired terrestria l
(exogenous) resources for self-maintenance and egg
formation in the face of annual ly varying prey densities on
their Arctic breeding grounds. Using l ight-based geolocation
and salt water immersion data, we show that Long-tai led
Skuas put on body stores during a 2-month period in the
North Atlantic between 40°N and 55°N, before using a ‘fly-
and-forage’ strategy to migrate 3000 km to their breeding
area. The rate of mass loss after arrival is related to the local
density of terrestria l prey (rodents), with eggs being produced
in years with high rodent densities only. Moreover, eggs and
clutches are larger in years with higher rodent density. Using
stable isotope data of adult, juveni le and chick down feathers,
we infer that the increase in egg size can be attributed to
larger contributions of local ly-acquired terrestria l resources
relative to a constant contribution of distantly-acquired
marine resources. Our study provides a rare insight into the
resource al location strategy for egg reproduction in a long-
distance migratory seabird that is unl ikely to be able to
predict food avai labi l i ty at the breeding grounds before
arrival .
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foraging strategies.

Although seabirds are wel l -represented amongst the most extreme long-distance
migrants (Hedd et al . 2012, Fi jn et al . 2013), they are poorly represented amongst
studies of resource al location and breeding strategies. Our study provides insights
into resource al location for self-maintenance and reproduction in a long-distance
migratory seabird facing extreme variation in its main food source during breeding.
Combining multi -year breeding ecology studies, geolocator tracking and analysis of
stable isotope ratios in feathers, we showed a strategy of investment of a constant
volume of distantly-acquired, marine resources (endogenous) and an increasing
volume of local ly-derived, terrestria l resources (exogenous) to egg production with
increasing local food abundance. In addition, our study reveals the l inks between
area use during the final stage of spring migration and the breeding strategy.
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In non-breeding years, flocks of Long-tai led Skuas start to form by mid- June, sometimes

amounting to more than 100 individuals, Ammarnäs, Sweden, 16 June 2018.
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CHAPTER VI I I

Arctic Skua adult fitted with a geolocator, Tobseda, Russia, 15 June 2015.
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ABSTRACT

Annual schedules of migratory birds are strongly driven by
breeding latitude, but the effect of wintering area as a driver
of annual schedules is poorly documented. This is due to the
rarity of systems with substantia l geographic variation in both
breeding and wintering areas and mixing of individuals
among breeding populations in wintering areas. In our study,
the effects of both breeding and wintering location on annual
schedules of the Arctic Skua Stercorarius parasiticus were
quantified by tracking individuals from multiple breeding sites
between East Greenland and Western Siberia to their widely
divergent wintering areas across the Atlantic, Mediterranean
Sea and Indian Ocean. Beside a strong effect of breeding site
on annual schedules, wintering area strongly affected the
timing and duration of migration and the duration of the
wintering period. Specifical ly, more distant wintering areas
were associated with a substantia l ly longer migration
duration and a shorter time at the wintering area.
Furthermore, individuals wintering in most distant areas
departed earl ier towards the breeding than individuals from
other wintering areas, but individuals from the farthest
wintering area sti l l arrived there with ca. five days delay.
Interestingly, higher breeding latitude not only shifted annual
schedules but also affected the duration of phases in the
annual cycle: spring migrations were faster and the time
between arrival at the breeding grounds and clutch initiation
shorter than at lower breeding latitudes. These shorter
migrations and pre-laying periods suggest that birds breeding
in the high Arctic carry body stores from the wintering areas
across 60 latitudinal degrees.
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CHAPTER IX

Two-week old Arctic Skua sibl ings - a common sight at Slettnes in 2014, but not in later years.

Slettnes, Norway, 19 July 2015.

"The Shooi is very far more numerous than its i l lustrious congener, and is the very

sauciest bird in al l the sky, not even excepting the Merl ins and the Piccatarries. I t is

not every bird that can enjoy a joke, and the Shooi real ly does seem to appreciate on

thoroughly. I t is as good as a comedy to witness his outbreak of high spirits, as he

suddenly sweeps up high into the air, with a taunting cry, half peacock, half tom-cat,

and leaves far behind him the bewi ldered stranger whom he has befooled hopelessly

of the track of the nests by his admirable simulation of broken leg, broken wing, and

broken prospects in general . "

Saxby (1874)
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ABSTRACT

Heavy decl ines of Arctic Skua Stercorarius parasiticus

populations have been reported from large parts of its
European breeding range. In this study, we document a
dramatic decl ine in number of breeding pairs of at least 50%
over two decades in the largest European Arctic Skua colony,
located at Slettnes in northern Norway. We provide evidence
of both bottom-up (food shortage) and top-down (predation)
effects on the reproductive investment and hatching success
in this colony. Food shortage for three out of five recent study
years was suggested by a high percentage of one-egg
clutches, smal l eggs and low adult female body mass. At the
same time, nest predation by Red Fox Vulpes vulpes

increased during the five-year study, leading to total breeding
fai lures for 2017-2018, despite the sufficient food avai labi l i ty
in 2018. Clearly, the reproductive output as observed in
recent years is too low to sustain a stable population, even
with a high adult survival probabi l i ty.
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CHAPTER X

Long-tai led Skua, metal-ringed in 2007, overseeing its territory. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 17 June

2011.
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Seabirds are wel l -represented among the species with the longest and most
spectacular migrations in the animal kingdom. Unti l a few decades ago, much of
what was known about seabird migrations and wintering movements was based on
land-based sightings or anecdotal at-sea observations. As a result, we had a
fragmentary and scattered picture of seabird distribution and migrations in space
and time, with no data on individual strategies. With the development of modern
tracking techniques, migrations and wintering movements of individual seabirds
can now be mapped in great detai l . The non-breeding movements of many species
are currently being revealed at a fast pace (Brooke 2018).

In chapters 2-4, 6 and 8 of my thesis, the non-breeding movements of four long-
distance migratory, Arctic-breeding seabird species are presented: Red-necked
Phalarope, Grey Phalarope, Long-tai led Skua and Arctic Skua. By tracking individual
birds across the ful l annual cycle from breeding sites between East Greenland and
Russia, a detai led view of the migration patterns of breeding populations across the
north-eastern North Atlantic is obtained. In this concluding chapter I wi l l set off by
assessing the representativeness of the tracking datasets for the studied
populations: did we track enough individuals to represent the tracked populations
or the species? Thereafter, potentia l evolutionary origins of the large-scale
migration patterns, simi larities and differences in migratory connectivity, individual
consistency and degree of itinerancy are discussed for the four study species and
compared to other species. Here, the effect of spatio-temporal patterns in primary
productivity on itinerancy and individual consistency in site use at the wintering
grounds is compared across wintering areas. Final ly, potentia l directions for future
studies, conservation of at-sea habitat and whether the studied seabirds wi l l be
able to cope with rapid environmental changes are discussed. A section deal ing
with methods used in additional analyses used in this chapter is included at the
end.

The tracking data presented in the thesis, including this final chapter, have been
col lected by many teams at a large number of field sites (table 1.2 , figure 1.4) .
Col lectively, they present a huge effort. Thus, these studies have only been able
thanks to the wi l l ingness of these teams to col laborate. In this synthesis, I refer to
‘we’ or ‘our’ with regard to our efforts and col lected tracking data, and to ‘ I ’ or ‘my’
when it comes to matters concerning the work presented.

DID WE TRACK ENOUGH INDIVIDUALS TO INFER THE
POPULATIONS’ WINTERING DISTRIBUTION?
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FIGURE 10.1 | Maps showing wintering areas of (a) Red-necked Phalarope, (b) Grey Phalarope, (c)

Long-tai led Skua and (d) Arctic Skua, with brown shades indicating 50% (darkest shade, outl ined),

75% (medium shade) and 95% (l ightest shade) UD kernels, based on geolocator positions in

December- January from the first track of each individual . Dark blue areas represent the unti l

recently assumed wintering areas by the IUCN (figure 1.3) . Green shading shows the breeding

distributions and stars indicate breeding locations from where individuals were tracked.
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The first aim of my study was to map the wintering areas of the different
populations of each study species. The number and distribution of the main
wintering areas differed between species (figure 10.1). These maps are based on
the avai lable tracking data, i .e. the number of recaptured individuals. The question
is then: are these maps representative for the wintering areas of the studied
populations, or should we have col lected more data? I present two measures of
representativeness of our datasets, using the shape of the relationship of the
number of tracked individuals with 1) the percentage of positions that fal ls within
the 50% UD kernel , the ‘ inclusion rate’ (figure 10.2a , Lascel les et al . 2016) and 2)
the surface area of their combined 50% UD kernels (figure 10.2b) . The shape of
these relationships depends on the extent of the true wintering distribution, the
variation between individuals and the degree to which individuals move during the
wintering period (here: November- January). The extent of the wintering distribution
is reflected by the asymptote of the curve in figure 10.2b, which is smal lest for
Red-necked Phalarope and largest for Arctic Skua. For al l study species except Grey
Phalarope, our tracking data covers ca 90% of the predicted main wintering
distribution, irrespective of methodology (table 10.1) . In the Grey Phalarope, our
smal l sample captured approximately one third of the wide wintering distribution
(table 10.1) .

Whereas these calculations of representativeness deal with meso-scale variation
(100s km) among (many) tens of tracked individuals, smal ler datasets suffice for
the identification of large-scale wintering areas (1000s km), such as the Benguela
region for Long-tai led Skuas or the Arabian Sea for Fennoscandian-Russian Red-
necked Phalaropes. At such large scales, our data l ikely completely or nearly
completely represent the wintering distribution of our study populations wel l . Even
for the most wide-ranging species, the Arctic Skua, additional tracking of individuals

TABLE 10.1 | Number of tracked individuals ntracked (including only the first track for each

individual and excluding tracks where the geolocator fai led before February), the percentage of

wintering area surface covered by these tracks Psurface relative to the predicted total wintering

area, the number of tracked individuals required nrequired to reveal 90% of the main wintering

distribution (figure 10.2b) and the representativeness percentage PLascel les according to the

method by Lascel les et al . (2016) (figure 10.2a).
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FIGURE 10.2 | Two measures of representativeness of the datasets for their respective

populations: (a) inclusion rate in 50% UD kernels as a function (Lascel les et al . 2016) and (b)

diminishing increase in area of the main wintering distribution (50% UD kernels across individuals)

as a function of the number of tracked individuals. In both figures, shaded areas represent 95%

quanti les, based on 100 random samples per potentia l number of tracked individuals. Dotted l ines

in b represent fitted functions of the form s = a·n/(b/n); dots at ntracked=200 show the asymptote

a for each curve, reflecting the estimated extent of the true wintering distribution. Arrows indicate

at what ntracked 75% of a is reached.

from our study populations is unl ikely to reveal additional wintering grounds within
the Atlantic: our tracking data already covers al l areas of medium or high primary
productivity.

Although our dataset had a good representativeness of the studied populations,
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wintering areas in the Atlantic that are used by other breeding populations may
have been missed or their usage underestimated. For Long-tai led Skua, for
example, the Falkland Current has been described as an important wintering area
(Veit 1985), whi le few individuals in our dataset used this area. From the
perspective of the wintering area, reveal ing the migratory divides between
breeding populations wintering in the Atlantic and those wintering in the Indian or
Pacific Oceans requires expanding our study to breeding areas west- and
eastwards.

That brings up the question how representative our datasets are at a global scale?
For Red-necked Phalarope, two out of three known wintering areas are covered by
our dataset, missing only the one in the East Indies (Cramp and Simmons 1983).
For Grey Phalarope, besides the wintering areas in the Atlantic described in
chapter 4, the Humboldt Current in the Pacific forms an important wintering area
(Hayman et al . 1986). The importance of more northern parts of the Pacific remains
to be demonstrated. Wintering areas in the Atlantic of Long-tai led and Arctic Skuas
have been described in chapter 6 and 8. For both skua species, the number, extent
and relative importance of wintering areas in the Indian and Pacific Oceans are
poorly known, as wel l as the migration routes to reach them, which may include
overland migrations (Higgins and Davies 1996). Indeed, our results for Arctic Skua
indicate overland migrations of Russian breeding populations wintering in the
Indian Ocean, but movements of individuals from breeding populations from further
east, which may winter either in the Indian or the Pacific Ocean, have yet to be
tracked.

ORIGIN OF LARGE-SCALE MIGRATION PATTERNS

In terrestria l bird species, migration patterns often appear to fol low routes of
breeding range expansion (Newton 2010). A wel l -known example is provided by
Northern Wheatears Oenanthe oenanthe that have expanded westwards to North-
east Canada and eastwards to Alaska whi le retaining migration routes to wintering
grounds in Africa (Bairlein et al . 2012). Among the study species and populations
featuring in this thesis, only the migration pattern of Red-necked Phalaropes
strongly suggests a biogeographic legacy, in which the westward migration by
populations breeding in Greenland, Iceland and Scotland would be explained by
eastward expansion of Nearctic breeding populations whi le retaining the migration
route to the eastern Pacific (van Bemmelen et al . 2019, chapter 3) . Likewise,
Fennoscandian-Russian populations may have retained the migration to the Arabian
Sea whi le expanding westwards into their current breeding distribution (van
Bemmelen et al . 2016, 2019, chapters 2-3) . This fits a pattern of colonization of
Arctic tundra breeding habitat from the western Nearctic and eastern Siberia
(‘Beringia’) upon retreat of ice sheets covering large parts of Arctic Canada,
Greenland, Fennoscandia and western Siberia in the last glacial maximum. Long-
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tai led Skuas may have expanded their breeding distribution in the same way, as
suggested by the existence of two subspecies of Long-tai led Skuas that reach their
extremes around the north-eastern North Atlantic (Manning 1964). In contrast to
Red-necked Phalaropes, however, the two Long-tai led Skua subspecies share their
main wintering area in the Atlantic, the Benguela region (chapter 6, van Bemmelen
et al . 2017), suggesting their migrations into the Atlantic originate from before the
last glacial maximum or have only recently evolved. In Arctic Skuas, the largely
overland migration of Russian populations to the Indian Ocean suggests a
biogeographic legacy from when breeding areas may have been as far south as the
Caspian Sea. To get a firmer grip on the role of historic events in shaping current
migration patterns in the four study species, a circumpolar expansion of our study
of migration patterns in combination with phylogeographic and population genetic
studies would be needed.

MIGRATORY CONNECTIVITY AND BETWEEN-INDIVIDUAL
VARIATION

Another aim of my study was to map the migratory connectivity of the studied
populations of the study species. Migratory connectivity measures the “extent to
which individuals and populations remain together between seasons of the annual
cycle” (Cohen et al . 2018), both from the perspective of the breeding areas as wel l
as from the wintering areas (chapter 1) . Migratory connectivity can be viewed at
several spatia l scales; including the entire distribution of a species, or only subsets
of it. Within the Western Palearctic, strong migratory connectivity was found in Red-
necked Phalaropes (high Rmantel) , whereas the other three species had weak
migratory connectivity (low Rmantel values, table 10.2) . The strong migratory
connectivity of Red-necked Phalarope corresponds to its migratory divide between
breeding populations from Greenland, Iceland and Scotland and those breeding in
Fennoscandia and Russia (van Bemmelen et al . 2019, chapter 3) . Within each
flyway, migratory connectivity is weak, as individuals from each flyway mix in their
corresponding wintering areas. Migratory connectivity of both Grey Phalarope and
Long-tai led Skua is characterized by large between-individual variation in wintering
area and no marked differences between populations (van Bemmelen et al . 2017,
chapters 4 and 6) . The migration pattern of Arctic Skua is more complex, with al l
birds from the smal l sample from the Russian breeding populations wintering in the
Indian Ocean, and many birds from Greenland and Svalbard wintering in the
Caribbean area or other areas between -10°S and 20°N, but not further south.
Despite this population structure, the tremendous between-individual variation in
wintering area, even within single breeding sites and the overlap between breeding
populations, results in a weak migratory connectivity as indicated by low Rmantel
values across the dataset as wel l as within each cluster of breeding sites (table
10.2 , chapter 8) .
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INDIVIDUAL CONSISTENCY IN WINTERING AREA CHOICE

In al l study species, individuals were general ly consistent between years in
wintering area selection, as indicated by high Bhattacharyya’s affinity values
(figure 10.3) and low intertrack distances (figure 10.4) . However, both Grey
Phalarope and Long-tai led Skua were more prone to diverge from the previous
years’ areas and routes than their sister species Red-necked Phalarope and Arctic
Skua (chapter 3 , 4, 6 and 8) . In Grey Phalarope, two out of six individuals switched
between wintering sites approximately 6500 km apart (chapter 4) whereas in
Long-tai led Skuas, individuals diverted several 1000 km from previous routes,
mainly after they had arrived at wintering areas that they visited in previous years.

With a growing number of studies reporting on individual consistency, high fidel ity
to wintering areas appears to be the rule among seabirds (Gui lford et al . 2011,
Mul ler et al . 2013, McFarlane Tranqui l la et al . 2014, Krietsch et al . 2017), a lthough
in some species, a minority of the individuals switch between wintering area from
one year to the next (Dias et al . 2011, Yamamoto et al . 2014, Orben et al . 2015).
Also among terrestria l bird species, consistency in wintering area selection is
usual ly high (Hjernquist et al . 2009, Vardanis et al . 2011, 2016, Stanley et al . 2012)
and examples of terrestria l species site-switching at the spatia l scale of what is
reported here for Grey Phalarope and Long-tai led Skua are rare (Berthold et al .
2002).

TABLE 10.2 | Migratory connectivity summary statistics: the mean and 95% CI of the Mantel

correlation Rm for the entire dataset of each species as wel l as for clusters within each species.
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How individuals’ preference for a wintering area arises, as wel l as the abi l i ty of
some individuals to switch between wintering areas, is poorly understood. One
possibi l i ty is that wintering area preference is inherited. Migration direction and
distance have been shown to be under genetic control in passerines and brood
parasites such as the Common Cuckoo Cuculus canorus, but simi lar evidence is
lacking for other species groups (Pul ido 2007). Alternatively or additional ly,
migration routes and wintering areas may be learned. Individuals may learn
through cultural transmission from parents to offspring, such as in geese and
cranes (Newton 2010). They may also learn through an associate process, by
exploration of potentia l wintering areas during the first years of l i fe and subsequent
settlement in areas where they encountered suitable conditions, as proposed by the
‘exploration-refinement’ hypothesis (Gui lford et al . 2011). Genetic and learning
mechanisms are not mutual ly exclusive; the first migration of juveni les may be
partly or largely genetical ly determined, with individuals improving subsequent
migrations through learning (Pul ido 2007, Sergio et al . 2014, de Grissac et al .
2016). The relative contributions of inherited versus acquired ski l ls in the first and
later migrations may also differ between species (de Grissac et al . 2016). Learning
through large-scale explorations by immatures may result in a large spatia l
memory, al lowing individuals to switch between alternative areas depending on
local conditions (Phi l l ips et al . 2005, Dias et al . 2011, de Grissac et al . 2016). In the
results presented in chapter 6, a large spatia l memory was strongly suggested by
a Long-tai led Skua that switched between two alternative but each consistently
repeated itineraries (van Bemmelen et al . 2017). There is growing empirical
evidence of exploratory behaviour in early l i fe, and how this may translate in
wintering area preferences among seabirds (Weimerskirch et al . 2006, Dias et al .
2011, Péron and Grémil let 2013, de Grissac et al . 2016), but the degree of genetic
control of migration remains to be shown for any long-l ived seabirds species.

WINTERING MOVEMENTS: RESIDENCY VERSUS
ITINERANCY

After arrival to the wintering area, migrants either stay in a single area (residency)
unti l spring migration, or move between multiple areas within the wintering area
(itinerancy, Moreau 1972). Here, itinerancy is taken to be spatia l ly repeatable
across years, and thus distinct from seasonal nomadism, in which individual
movements patterns differ between years (Teitelbaum and Muel ler 2019).
Quantifying itinerancy requires del ineating the wintering period, but the distinction
between wintering movements and migratory movements is not always clear-cut,
for example when individuals slow down during the final part of migration. Such
slowing down before arrival may be faci l i tated when suitable stopover habitat is
avai lable – which may be especial ly l ikely in seabirds. One possible distinction is to
use duration of staging, wherein migratory stopovers are only used for fuel l ing the
next fl ight and staging periods longer than strictly needed for refuel l ing would be
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regarded as part of the wintering period (Jones 1995). This mechanistic definition is
difficult to implement as it requires knowledge of fuel l ing rates, which are rarely
known. A simpl istic but practical approach is to distinguish migration and wintering
based on location. For example, al l sub-Saharan staging sites are usual ly regarded
as part of the wintering period among Palearctic-African migrants (Moreau 1972).
Likewise, staging in marine areas of the Arabian Sea and adjacent waters was taken
as the wintering period for Red-necked Phalaropes in chapters 3-4 (van Bemmelen
et al . 2016, 2019).

I tinerancy, also referred to as intra-tropical movements in species wintering in the
tropics, is increasingly receiving attention, in particular among Nearctic land birds
wintering in the Neotropics (Fraser et al . 2012, Stanley et al . 2015) and Palearctic
migrants wintering in sub-Saharan Africa (Stach et al . 2012, Kristensen et al . 2013,
Trierwei ler et al . 2013, Koleček et al . 2018). I tinerancy also occurs among seabird
species, such as Sooty Shearwaters Ardenna griseus and Black-legged Kittiwakes

FIGURE 10.3 | (a-d) Histograms of Bhattacharyya’s affinity between 95% UD kernels of the same

individual (black) and different individuals (grey). Higher values represent larger overlap or closer

proximity between kernels. Thus, individual consistency in wintering area sites is high in Red-

necked Phalaropes, whereas Arctic Skua show some flexibi l i ty, and Grey Phalarope and Long-tai led

Skua considerable flexibi l i ty.
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Rissa tridactyla, but is rarely acknowledged as such (Hedd et al . 2012, Orben et al .
2015). For both seabirds and landbirds, a review of itinerancy, with a quantitative
analysis of the occurrence of itinerancy and the associated distances within and
between species, as wel l as the drivers behind itinerancy, is sti l l lacking.

Among the study species, itinerancy occurred in al l species but to sl ightly different
degrees. Restricting the staging period to sites where individuals stayed at least 14
d, usual ly 2-4 and up to 7 areas were visited, with smal l and non-significant
differences between species (χ2=3.4, df=3, p=0.330, figure 10.5). The cumulative
distance travel led between these sites differed between species (χ2=99.9, df=6,
p<0.001), with greater distances between sites in Long-tai led Skua (β=0.8, t=2.8,
p=0.005) and Grey Phalarope (β=0.7, t=2.2, p=0.026, figure 10.5).

What factors shape itinerancy and individual consistency in site use between years
during the wintering period? Within the wintering area, the most important driver of
movements is l ikely food avai labi l i ty, which usual ly varies in space and time

FIGURE 10.4 | (a-d) Histograms of median intertrack distance (km) between tracks of the same

individual (black) and of different individuals (grey), showing high individual consistency in al l

species, with exceptions for Grey Phalarope and Long-tai led Skua.
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(Stephens and Krebs 1986). Food avai labi l i ty can differ in abundance, spatia l and
temporal heterogeneity and predictabi l i ty (Muel ler and Fagan 2008), which in turn
are l ikely to differ between wintering areas of a species. Indeed, the wintering areas
of my study species are composed of ocean habitats with different meso-scale
spatio-temporal dynamics. For example, wind-driven upwel l ing systems at shelf
edges are predictable in location, whereas bodies of warm water propel led from the
Agulhas current into the Atlantic (‘Agulhas rings’) change position continuously
(Longhurst 2006). Thus, species that occupy multiple wintering areas provide the
opportunity to study how productivity, spatia l and temporal heterogeneity and
predictabi l i ty drive itinerancy and individual consistency. As in chapters 3 and 4

(van Bemmelen et al . 2019), degree of itinerancy is hypothesized to increase with
the spatio-temporal variabi l i ty of the environment, when they track seasonal shifts
in the locations with highest food abundance. Individual consistency in site use
between years is hypothesized to increase with predictabi l i ty of the environment
across years (chapter 6, van Bemmelen et al . 2017). Larger inter-annual
differences, i .e. unpredictabi l i ty, in food distribution would lead to non-repeatable
itineraries, or ‘seasonal nomadism’, as site-fidel ity would in that case result in
individuals ending up in areas with suboptimal food abundance (Teitelbaum and
Muel ler 2019). Final ly, with higher food abundance, birds are expected to move
around less and show higher site-fidel ity within their wintering area, considering
intra- or inter-annual fluctuations in food abundance may stay at profitable levels in
areas with high overal l productivity. Below, I present an analysis of itinerancy and
individual consistency in site use across study species and wintering areas.

Among wintering areas/species combinations, primary productivity correlated with
spatia l clustering of intra-annual variabi l i ty (Pearson’s product-moment correlation;
r=0.78, df=15, p<0.001) and with the inter-annual variance (r=0.77, df=15,
p<0.001). Spatia l clustering of intra-annual variabi l i ty also correlated with the inter-
annual variance (r=0.79, df=15, 0<0.001). Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) for these
variables were between 2.2 and 2.5, below levels which are usual ly regarded as
‘severe’ amounts of multicol l inearity (VIF>10). Yet also moderate VIF levels can
impact model output and interpretation in multiple regression (Graham 2003), and
the col l inearity between the three habitat characteristics means that their relative
contributions to explaining variation in itinerancy and site fidel ity should therefore
be interpreted with caution.

The number of wintering sites, a measure of itinerancy, decl ined with increasing
primary productivity and inter-annual variabi l i ty of primary productivity (figure
10.6) ; both were retained in the top-ranked model (table 10.3a) . Moreover, the
number of wintering sites decreased with spatia l clustering of intra-annual
variabi l i ty (figure 10.6) , suggesting birds moved less when areas of relatively high
productivity remained in the same position. However, spatia l clustering of intra-
annual variabi l i ty was dropped in the top-ranked model but retained in the second-
best model , which had a marginal ly lower AIC (table 10.3a) . Bhattacharyya’s
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affinities, a measure of individual consistency in site use between years, increased
with primary productivity, spatia l clustering of intra-annual variabi l i ty and with
inter-annual variabi l i ty (figure 10.6) ; a l l were retained in the top-ranked model
(table 10.3b) . In summary, in l ine with my expectations, skuas and phalaropes
moved around less and were more consistent in their space use form year to year
in areas with high and stable primary productivity.

FIGURE 10.5 | I tinerancy in skuas and phalaropes. (a) Cumulative distance travel led within the

wintering grounds as a function of the number of wintering sites; b and c show the distribution of

values at the individual level . In al l four species, individuals may use several wintering areas.

Whereas the number of sites was simi lar between species, the distances between sites was larger

in Long-tai led Skua compared to the other study species.
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How animals should move in a resource landscape as a function of internal state,
time and safety has been studied extensively, for example in the field of foraging
theory (Stephens and Krebs 1986). Because of the difficulties of tracking individual
foragers and mapping resource distribution at large spatia l scales (100-1000s km),
as wel l as the fact that most tracking studies are site- and species-specific,
comparisons of itinerancy and individual consistency in site use between wintering
areas of the same species, or across species, have not – as far as I am aware of -
been carried out in migratory bird species (see also the discussion of chapter 3) . In
mammals, however, several studies show how movement types in different species
(e.g. , nomadism and migration) are driven by differences between areas in
environmental seasonal ity and predictabi l i ty (Muel ler et al . 2011) or within species
experiencing large-scale gradients of environmental seasonal ity and predictabi l i ty
across its range (Singh et al . 2012, Yurkowski et al . 2016). My analysis supports the
general ity of the l inks between movement patterns and spatio-temporal dynamics
in productivity between species and areas. Therefore, change in productivity and

TABLE 10.3 | Model selection results (showing the five best models) of a) number of sites (a

measure of itinerancy) and b) Bhattacharyya’s affinity (a measure of individual consistency in site

use between years), as a function of primary productivity, spatia l clustering of inter-annual

clustering and intra-annual variabi l i ty. Models are ranked by AICc.
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stabi l i ty of wintering areas due to cl imate change may wel l result in different
movement strategies.

The above analysis of itinerancy and individual consistency in relation to
environmental characteristics could be improved in several respects. First of al l ,
using primary productivity as a proxy for food abundance is obviously a gross
simpl ification, as al l study species feed on higher trophic levels; either zooplankton
or pelagic fish. Consequently, primary productivity and food abundance for the
study species possibly differs in space and time. In addition, sample sizes should
ideal ly be increased, in particular for the two phalarope species, for which only two
(Red-necked Phalarope) and three (Grey Phalarope) wintering areas could be
included in the analysis of itinerancy and only one area for each species in the
analysis of individual consistency. Also, itinerancy of Grey Phalaropes in the North
Atlantic was higher compared to other species/areas, whi le values for other areas
fitted fairly wel l in the general pattern (figure 10.6a-c) , suggesting other factors –
potentia l ly large-scale wind patterns – promote movements in the North Atlantic.
Besides wind patterns, another aspect not considered in my analysis is seasonal ity
in predictabi l i ty. For example, Long-tai led Skuas were shown in chapter 6 to be
more flexible between years in site use during the second half of the wintering

FIGURE 10.6 | Number of wintering sites (a-c) , reflecting degree of itinerancy, and

Bhattacharyya’s affinities (d-f) , reflecting individual consistency in site use, as a function of

primary productivity (a , d) , intra-annual spatia l clustering of high primary productivity (b, e) and

inter-annual variabi l i ty (c , f) . Only area-species combinations with three or more samples are

shown here. Black l ines show simple regression l ines for Arctic Skua.
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period than during the first half. Thus, individual consistency can fluctuate
seasonal ly, and the analysis presented above can be refined by including site
fidel ity and predictabi l i ty of the environment at smal ler temporal scales. Final ly,
future studies should ideal ly offset the evidence for environmental drivers of
itinerancy and individual consistency against alternative potentia l drivers, such as
competition or predation avoidance.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The development of tracking technologies is sti l l ongoing at a rapid pace. At the
start of our studies, geolocators were selected because of the benefits of low costs,
al lowing more individuals to be tracked with a smal l budget, smal l size and low
weight, al lowing even the smal lest species to be tagged. However, geolocators
have disadvantages compared to other tracking devices that l imit what questions
can be answered. For example, since geolocators need to be retrieved, results may
be biased because only surviving and site-faithful individuals wi l l be sampled. Real-
time tracking (e.g. through satel l i te transmitters) avoids such biases and wi l l a lso
reveal where and when mortal ity occurs, as wel l as the level of breeding dispersal
(changing of breeding location from year to year) and natal dispersal (from natal
area to area of recruitment). In addition, real-time tracking methods usual ly have
higher spatia l and temporal resolution, al lowing much more detai led study of
movements. Tracking devices that do not require recapturing of the individual
would be the preferred method to study the ontogeny of movement and of natal
dispersal . Natal dispersal distances can be substantia l , as shown by Great Skua
born in Scotland and breeding at Bear Island and Svalbard (Furness 1987). Real-
time tracking has not yet been used on the study species because device weight
(phalaropes) and attachment methods (harnesses on skuas, e.g. Thaxter et al .
2016) that were, at the onset of the study, deemed unsuitable for my study
species. With further miniaturization of devices and innovations in harness design,
real-time tracking wi l l l ikely be feasible in the near future.

There are large knowledge gaps in the at-sea ecology of the study species during
the non-breeding season. In particular, diet composition and the importance of
different foraging modes (e.g. , kleptoparasitism versus self-feeding in skuas) are
poorly known, although at-sea ecology of phalaropes has received l imited attention
at stopovers (Mercier and Gaskin 1985, Brown and Gaskin 1988, Rubega et al .
2000). Ship-based surveys are vital for our understanding of at-sea ecology of
seabirds, because only by direct observation at sea, important information on fine-
scale feeding aggregations, interactions with other species and foraging behaviour
can be gathered simultaneously (Camphuysen et al . 2013, chapter 5) .

With the non-breeding movements of my study species and populations described,
a basis for studying carry-over effects between phases of the annual cycle has been
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la id out. In studies of the effect of wintering area choice on breeding performance,
an alternative method to geolocators that avoids the need of and bias towards
returning individuals and increasing sample sizes, is to infer wintering area from
biomarkers such as stable isotope ratios or trace elements. This would of course
require a ‘training dataset’ with biomarker measurements of birds with known
wintering area, i .e. from tracking data. We have bui lt such a training dataset over
the past years for both Long-tai led and Arctic Skuas, and in a pi lot study using this
method on a subset of the Arctic Skua data, wintering area assignments based on
carbon and nitrogen stable isotope ratios were correct in ~80% of the cases (Rypdal
2018). As a next step, carry-over effects of non-breeding conditions on performance
in the breeding period can be investigated. Wintering area conditions can be
characterized by stress hormone levels in feathers grown in the wintering area
(corticosterone, e.g. , Bourgeon et al . 2014), by time-budgets (salt-water immersion
and movement data) and environmental conditions from geolocator data (sea
surface temperature), and from remote sensing (e.g. weather, primary
productivity).

Many tracking studies run for one or two years only, which hampers the analysis of
individual- or population-level inter-annual variabi l i ty in timing as a function of
environmental conditions. For example, timing of spring arrival at the breeding
grounds may be heavi ly affected by conditions encountered en route (Tøttrup et al .
2012), which only become apparent when individuals are tracked over multiple
years. In Arctic species, quantifying flexibi l i ty in spring arrival timing is of special
interest for predicting the response to effects of cl imate warming, such as
advancing dates of snow melt (Lameris et al . 2018). Insufficient adjustment of
timing of spring arrival may lead to a temporal mismatch between the phenology of
food avai labi l i ty and the peak in food requirement of offspring (Both and Visser
2001, Ramírez et al . 2016). Our datasets now span multiple years, but are sti l l
rather short for robust analyses of inter-annual variabi l i ty in relation to
environmental variables.

A major knowledge gap for al l four study species, in particular for conservation
studies, is the lack of population trend and demographic data for much of their
distribution ranges, notably in the vast Russian tundra areas. Due to this lack, there
is a poor understanding of the wel l -being of the species, even substantia l
reductions in population sizes may be missed, and the effects of potentia l threats
on population size or demographic rates cannot be assessed. Despite the increased
interest in long time series datasets for cl imate change studies, it remains difficult
to get long-term studies funded (Lindenmayer et al . 2012).

CONSERVATION OF SEABIRDS AT SEA

In Arctic Skuas, the most immediate and visible threats are faced during breeding,
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where low reproductive success is l ikely the main driver of population decl ines
(chapter 9, Perkins et al . 2018). Likewise, in Long-tai led Skuas, the strong
dependency of reproduction on rodent abundances makes them vulnerable to
dampening rodent population cycles in the face of cl imate warming (chapter 7 ,
Kausrud et al . 2008, Barraquand et al . 2014). Being K-selected species, the skuas’
l i fe histories combine slow reproduction with high survival rates. Hence, ensuring
high adult survival rates by protecting the oceanic non-breeding habitat is, in
addition to protecting their breeding habitats, critical to their conservation (Croxal l
et al . 2012, Runge et al . 2015).

Besides threats from cl imate change in the breeding areas, such as dampening
rodent population cycles that could affect Long-tai led Skuas (Kausrud et al . 2008,
Barraquand et al . 2014), changes in insect phenology that could affect phalaropes
(Tulp and Schekkerman 2008, van Gi ls et al . 2016), and changes in fish abundance
and distribution that would affect Arctic Skuas (Cury et al . 2011), many oceanic
non-breeding habitats have undergone massive changes over the past century,
with pol lution, overfishing and changing spatia l distributions of prey stocks (Cury
and Shannon 2004, Ri jnsdorp et al . 2009). Although fish stocks are stabi l izing in
some wel l -managed areas, stocks continue to decl ine in others, including areas that
are important to seabirds (Worm and Branch 2012). Rapid cl imate change poses an
additional threat, predicting rising ocean temperatures and a concomitant reduction
of primary productivity (Moore et al . 2018) which wi l l inevitably affect the food base
that seabirds depend on. Spatia l mismatch of non-breeding movements and food
abundance may mainly impact non-breeding survival , but may also carry-over to
reproductive success through lower body condition upon arrival or suboptimal
timing. Wi l l seabirds be able to respond to rapid environmental changes in their
non-breeding areas?

Migratory animals can respond to changing conditions through adaptive
behavioural flexibi l i ty or through evolutionary adaptation involving natural selection
(Lindström et al . 2014). Both mechanisms require phenotypic variation; either
within or between individuals. Variation between breeding populations (chapters 3
and 8) , variation between individuals (chapters 2-4, 6, 8) , and flexibi l i ty at the
individual level (chapters 3 , 4, 6, 8) in migration and wintering movement
strategies among my study species suggest there is scope for adjustments of
migration routes and wintering areas if the distribution of suitable areas changes,
but not necessari ly when overal l food abundance decreases. The relative
contributions of individuals and populations to the variation in movement strategies
differ between the four study species, with the least variation found in Red-necked
Phalarope, greatest between-individual variation in Arctic Skua and largest
individual flexibi l i ty in Grey Phalarope and Long-tai led Skua. Thus, relatively low
individual variation and strong migratory connectivity suggests Red-necked
Phalarope would be slowest in responding to rapid changes in the qual ity and
distribution of stopover and wintering habitats, whereas the larger individual
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variation in the other three species suggest more room for adjustment through
either developmental plasticity or individual flexibi l i ty. However, low individual
variation and flexibi l i ty, as observed in Red-necked Phalaropes, does not exclude
the possibi l i ty that they have the abi l i ty to can change their movement strategies
when pressed.

Also, variation in wintering area selection can potentia l ly buffer populations against
deteriorating conditions in part of the wintering areas. In an overview of
contemporary changes in migration routes, Sutherland (1998) l isted migration
routes that appear sub-optimal , suggesting that populations would benefit from
changing routes but are apparently hampered to do so. These were al l species in
which juveni les migrate independently from adults, suggesting a rel iance on an
innate, genetic programme, whereas no species with cultural ly transmitted
migration routes showed apparently sub-optimal migration routes. This suggests a
greater capacity to adjust migration routes to changing conditions among species
with cultural ly transmitted migrations routes.

Do these hypothesized vulnerabi l i ties to rapid cl imate change match with observed
population trends? Population decl ines have indeed been reported for Red-necked
Phalarope at least in Finland (Delany et al . 2009, Valkama et al . 2011). In contrast,
a lthough no systematic surveys have been conducted, populations of Grey
Phalaropes at Svalbard appear to have increased over the past few decades (Strøm
2006, Delany et al . 2009, Bangjord et al . 2015). No rel iable population trend
information is avai lable for the Long-tai led Skua. In contrast to the above
hypothesis, at least the Scottish and Norwegian populations of Arctic Skuas are
rapidly decl ining, which is thought to be caused by low reproductive output rather
than by low adult survival (Perkins et al . 2018, chapter 9) .

The huge scale at which seabirds roam and uti l ize oceans makes conservation of
their non-breeding habitats a daunting task (Harrison et al . 2018). The large scale
and the fact that foraging areas may shift in location within and between years (e.g.
Agulhas rings), cal l for measures at correspondingly large scales. This is especial ly
compl icated as it requires countries, in addition to protecting their own waters,
col laborate in protecting international waters (Harrison et al . 2018). By showing
which areas are important as stopovers or wintering areas for the study species,
this thesis provides important information to inform at-sea conservation plans.
Fraser et al . (2018) demonstrated that, if avai lable, the majority of tracking studies
are referenced in status assessment reports and recovery plans and may thus help
in conservation planning. Moreover, Hays et al . (2019) presented examples of
where and how tracking data has been successful ly used to inform pol icy in marine
systems. Obviously, the contribution of tracking studies to conservation depends on
multiple factors, such as the status of the species, the qual ity of the tracking data,
whether threats are mainly manifested in the breeding or non-breeding period, etc.
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The studies presented in this thesis have already contributed to concrete
conservation actions in two instances. First, the Long-tai led Skua tracking data has
been used in the del ineation of and subsequent proposal for a high-seas Marine
Protected Area (MPA) in the North Atlantic: the ‘North Atlantic Current and Evlanov
Seamount MPA’. Long-tai led Skuas use this area as a stopover in autumn before
migrating to the wintering grounds (chapter 6, van Bemmelen et al 2017), and in
spring to fuel up to arrive in the breeding area with large body stores (chapter 7) .
In addition to Long-tai led Skuas, Arctic Skuas and Grey Phalaropes, more than two
mil l ion seabirds, plus many marine mammals and other wi ld l i fe, use this area. The
proposal for this MPA was put together by Birdl ife International and submitted to
the Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East
Atlantic (OSPAR) committee, and is sti l l under consideration at the time of writing.

Second, the data col lected in the Arctic Skua colony at Slettnes (chapter 9)
demonstrated the severe effects of predation by Red Foxes, which has led to a
greater awareness among governmental and non-governmental organizations and
the local community. For example, people l iving in the nearby vi l lage of Gamvik
have been discouraged to feed foxes, in the hope that this wi l l decrease (winter)
survival rates of foxes. The effectiveness of this and future measures should be
demonstrated in the coming years.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Close to a century after the study of the distribution of seabirds across the North
Atlantic by Vero Copner Wynne-Edwards, despairing over the ‘almost
insurmountable difficulties to be overcome before completing the picture of the ebb
and flow of bird l i fe over so vast an area’ (Wynne-Edwards 1935), development of
miniature tracking devices has enabled us to study the migrations of four Arctic,
long-distance migratory seabirds. Understanding the causes and consequences of
their elusive and distant pelagic l i fe, and how that l i fe l inks with the brief time they
spent each year in the Arctic, is highly relevant in this era of rapid environmental
change and industria l exploitation of the seas. At the same time, their elusive way
of l ife, happening largely outside our field of vision, adds to the beauty and mystery
of seabirds.
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10
Long-tai led Skua carrying a colour ring ('KF') and geolocator. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 15 June

2018.
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METHODS

Migratory connectivity

As a measure of migratory connectivity, Mantel correlations (Rmantel) were
computed for each species using the MigConnectivity package in R
(Ambrosini et al . 2009, Cohen et al . 2018). The Mantel test calculates the
correlation between the distance matrix of breeding sites and the distance
matrix of wintering sites (or stopover sites).

Representativeness of the data

To quantify, for each species, the representativeness of our tracking data
for the studied populations, I fol lowed two simi lar approaches. First, I
appl ied the method of Lascel les et al . (2016) that bootstraps (N=100) the
percentage of position estimates included in 50% UD kernels as a function
of the number of tracks. Subsequently, a non-l inear regression l ine is fitted
to estimate the asymptote; the percentage of positions within the 50% UD
kernel with the ful l dataset divided by this asymptote is used as a measure
for representativeness. Second, I calculated how surface area of the main
wintering area saturated as a function of the number of tracked individuals.
Positions in December – January from the first track for each individual
were selected from complete tracks or tracks in which the logger fai led
after February. This resulted in 179 position estimates per track, for which
50% uti l ization density (UD) kernels were estimated using a fixed
smoothing parameter of 185 km, corresponding to the mean error of
geolocator position estimates (Phi l l ips et al . 2004). Note that surface area
of the 50% UDs is sensitive to selection of the smoothing parameter and
the percentage of UD kernels selected, but by selecting a wide smoothing
parameter, 50% kernels often cover more than 50% of the position
estimates. For each potentia l number of tracks, UD kernels were resampled
100 times without replacement, measuring the combined surface of the
sampled UD kernels. The surface area of the true wintering distribution a,
of each species-specific relation between number of tracked individuals n
and the cumulative surface area of the 50% UD kernels s was derived from
least-square parameter estimates of the model s = a·n/(b/n). As an
indication of how wel l our data represents the true wintering distribution,
combined UD kernel surfaces were divided by a. Final ly, the number of
tracked individuals required to cover 75% of a was calculated.

Itinerancy

Using twi l ight data from only the first track of each individual , staging
periods were del ineated using the ‘changeLight’ function from the
‘GeoLight’ package in R, which detects changes in the moment of sunrise
and sunset (Lisovski and Hahn 2012). Only staging periods of at least 14 d
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were considered. Great-circle distances between staging periods were
calculated, and subsequent staging periods with geographical centroids
within 200 km were joined and distances re-calculated.

Individual spatial consistency

To quantify the degree of spatia l consistency, Bhattacharyya’s affinity was
calculated as a measure of simi larity between the 95% UD kernels of al l
position estimates between November and February (Fieberg and Kochanny
2005). In addition, intertrack distances were calculated for each track-
comparison. Subsequently, both Bhattacharyya’s affinities and median
intertrack distances were compared between comparisons of the kernels of
the same individual in the two subsequent years against comparisons
between individuals from the same breeding site using a randomization
procedure with 10 000 permutations. In each permutation, al l track-
comparisons within individuals and a random selection of between-
individual comparisons of the same size as the within-individual
comparisons were compared. Subsequently, the ‘within-individual ’ and
‘between-individual ’ labels were randomized and the difference of the
means of each group calculated. Final ly, the number of times the mean
difference in the randomized distributions was smal ler (Bhattacharyya’s
affinities) or larger (median intertrack distances) than the observed
difference was calculated to assess the statistical significance.

Characterization ofwintering areas

As a proxy of food abundance, remotely sensed primary productivity
between 2005 and 2018, with a temporal resolution of 8 d (O’Mal ley 2016)
was extracted from combined 50% UD kernels of al l first tracks of
individuals for each species and wintering area. Primary productivity data
was first loge transformed and projected using the Eckert IV projection. For
each area, metrics for the abundance and inter- and intra-annual spatio-
temporal variabi l i ty were calculated, simi lar to the methods outl ined by
(Muel ler et al . 2011). For each area, mean productivity was calculated as
the average upper 95% quanti le per grid cel l (1/12°). As a measure of how
the most productive patches within a wintering area shift location within a
year, first the anomaly in primary productivity was calculated for al l grid
cel ls for each 8 d period and then averaged over al l 8 d periods within a
year. Final ly, the Getis-Ord G statistic was calculated using the ‘spdep’
package (Bivand et al . 2013). Getis-Ord G is a measure of spatia l clustering
of values; with a positive statistic indicating clustering of high values and
negative statistic indicating clustering of low values. Thus, when clusters of
grid cel ls have consistently higher primary productivity than other areas,
thus indicating low spatio-temporal variation, I expect this to be reflected
in high Getis-Ord G statistics. When areas of higher primary productivity
occur at different places throughout a season, no such clustering of high
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10Flocking Long-tai led Skuas in a non-breeding year. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 20 June 2016.

productivity cel ls would occur, and the Getis-Ord G would be negative.
Resulting Getis-Ord G values were al l positive but highly skewed and
therefore loge-transformed before analysis. Final ly, as a measure of
predictabi l i ty of primary productivity, the variance within each grid cel l was
calculated for each 8 d period across years. Subsequently, the spatia l
average was calculated. General ized Linear Models (GLMs) with either
number of sites (poisson GLMs) or Bhattacharyya’s affinities (binomial
GLMs) as response variables, and species, mean primary productivity,
intra-annual Getis-Ord G and inter-annual Getis-Ord G as response
variables. Model selection based on AICc was performed using the MuMIn
package (Bartoń 2018).
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Surface-dipping adult Long-tai led Skua off Mauritania, 3 November 2016. Long-tai led Skuas

are regularly seen foraging by themselves, suggesting kleptoparasitism is less important

compared with other skuas species.
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SUMMARY

Throughout their annual cycle, migratory animals depend on widely separated
areas for reproduction, fuel l ing migration, moulting and wintering. By migrating,
animals l ink these areas. As conditions in one area can affect the behaviour or state
of an individual in a next phase of the annual cycle, knowing the area use of
migrants is important for understanding potentia l drivers of individual performance
and population dynamics. For many species, however, basic information on their
migration route, stopovers and wintering areas is lacking.

Seabirds are wel l -represented among animals with the longest and most
spectacular migrations. Only a few decades ago much of what was known about
seabird migrations was based on land-based sightings or anecdotal at-sea
observations, providing only a fragmentary and incomplete picture. Since the
development and miniaturization of tracking devices, in particular l ight-based
geolocators, detai ls of seabird migrations are revealed at a fast pace. In this thesis,
the migrations of a group of long-distance migratory seabirds breeding in Arctic
tundra areas around the North-east Atlantic was studied. The main aims are to
describe the non-breeding movements of each study species, reveal variation
within individuals in migration routes, wintering areas and movement strategies
relative to variation between individuals and populations, and l ink non-breeding
movements with other activities in the annual cycle. In international col laborations,
individuals were tracked – in some cases over up to five years – using l ight level
geolocators from breeding sites between North-east Greenland and West Siberia.

In chapter 2-3 , Red-necked Phalaropes from Fennoscandian and Russian breeding
areas were confirmed to migrate to the Arabian Sea in the Indian Ocean – a more or
less two-step migration of ca 6000 km, involving a prolonged stopover at around
45°N during both autumn and spring migration. In contrast, Red-necked Phalaropes
breeding in Greenland, Iceland and Scotland migrated ca 9000 km westwards to the
northern Humboldt Current in the eastern Pacific. The longer migration to the
eastern Pacific was associated with longer wings; more pointed wings may reduce
fl ight costs on long migrations. Red-necked Phalaropes fol lowing these two flyways
face contrasts in avai labi l i ty of sal ine stopover habitat en route and also in the
spatio-temporal variabi l i ty in upwel l ing conditions at the two wintering areas, which
corresponded to differences in migration strategies as wel l as wintering movement
strategies. Birds wintering in the eastern Pacific migrated general ly in more steps
and – in spring – at higher speed than those wintering in the Arabian Sea. Moreover,
birds wintering in the eastern Pacific stayed at roughly a single site (residency),
whereas birds wintering in the Arabian Sea moved considerable distances between
sites (itinerancy).

In chapter 4, Grey Phalaropes from North-east Greenland and Iceland were shown
to migrate to three broad wintering areas across a wide latitudinal range in the
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Atlantic. These wintering areas were associated with different autumn and spring
migration routes and stopover sites, as wel l as different degrees of movements
within each wintering areas. Interestingly, two out of six individuals with more than
one year of data switched from one year to the next between wintering areas ca
6500 km apart, indicating considerable individual flexibi l i ty.

Moult (feather replacement) is important for maintaining the main functions of the
plumage: insulation and fl ight. Moult is also energetical ly demanding and therefore,
overlap with other demanding activities, such as breeding and migration, is usual ly
avoided. In chapter 5 , start date and duration of primary moult was studied in the
four skua species breeding in the northern hemisphere. Among the four skua
species, moult was finished at the start of spring migration. Therefore, longer moult
durations of the larger species required an earl ier start, resulting in temporal
overlap with autumn migration. In the most extreme, moult overlapped with the
entire autumn migration in Great Skuas. Excluding Great Skuas, the first moult
cycle (in 2nd calender-year birds) lasted longer than later moult cycles, which can be
attributed to migration l imiting the time avai lable for moult in 3rd calendar-year and
older birds, but not in 2nd calender-year birds.

Tracking individuals for multiple years al lows the investigation of individual
consistency in routes and area use. Using geolocator data of Long-tai led Skuas
breeding in Greenland and Svalbard (subspecies S l pallescens) and those breeding
in Scandinavia (subspecies S l longicaudus) , individual consistency in non-breeding
movements was quantified in chapter 6. Individuals of both subspecies migrated
via a stopover area in the central North Atlantic to winter mainly off South-west
Africa, with some individuals venturing into the Indian Ocean. Most individuals
closely fol lowed previous years’ movement patterns, but during the wintering
period, up to ca 20% of the individuals deviated from earl ier routes more than 1000
km. Remarkably, one individual switched mid-winter from the Benguela Current to
the Falkland Current in two out of four years, using two distinct itineraries that were
both repeated in later years. These results show flexibi l i ty in non-breeding
movements during a part of the annual cycle, and strongly suggests extensive
spatia l memory of individual Long-tai led Skuas.

Relying for reproduction on strongly cycl ic rodent population sizes, Long-tai led
Skuas face large annual variabi l i ty in feeding conditions upon arrival at the
breeding grounds. To survive unfavourable feeding conditions upon arrival at the
breeding grounds or to start egg laying soon after arrival , migrants can bring body
stores deposited on the wintering grounds or at staging areas along the migration
route. In chapter 7 , the contributions of distantly-acquired, marine resources
(‘capital ’ ) and local ly-acquired, terrestria l resources (‘ income’) in egg production
were investigated in Lapland, Sweden, during a ten-year period with varying rodent
densities, using stable isotope data of adult, juveni le and chick down feathers. With
higher rodent density, contributions of local ly-acquired terrestria l resources were
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larger whereas the contribution of distantly-acquired marine resources remained
constant. Long-tai led Skuas arrive in the breeding area with large body stores,
which they l ikely bui ld up during a prolonged stopover in the central North Atlantic.

Arctic Skuas breeding between East Greenland and the Yamal peninsula (Russia), as
shown in chapter 8, range across the entire Atlantic, and also the Mediterranean
and Arabian Seas. Within a single colony (Slettnes in northern Norway), the ful l
range of wintering areas occurred, making this species ideal to quantify the relative
effects of breeding and wintering area of the timing of migration and breeding.
Beside a strong effect of breeding site on annual schedules, wintering area strongly
affected the timing and duration of migration and the duration of the wintering
period. Specifical ly, more distant wintering areas were associated with a
substantia l ly longer migration duration, a shorter wintering period, and an earl ier
departure to arrive in time on the breeding area. Breeding latitude not only shifted
annual schedules but also affected the duration of phases in the annual cycle:
spring migrations were faster and the time between arrival at the breeding grounds
and clutch initiation shorter than at lower breeding latitudes. Whereas most Arctic
Skuas wintering in the Atlantic used a spring stopover area in the central North
Atlantic, time spent here was shorter for individuals that migrated later, with birds
migrating from the Canary Current to breed on Svalbard skipping this stopover
entirely. These shorter migrations and pre-laying periods suggest that birds
breeding in the high Arctic carry body stores from the wintering areas across 60
latitudinal degrees.

Among the four study species, data on population size and trends are lacking or
scant. For Arctic Skuas, population trends and their drivers are relatively wel l -
studied in Scotland, but potentia l causes of the decl ines of Arctic Skuas have
remained poorly studied elsewhere. In chapter 9, a population decl ine of ca 50%
over the past two decades is documented for the largest European colony at
Slettnes, northern Norway. During five recent study years (2014-2018), both
bottom-up (food shortage) and top-down (predation) effects negatively affected the
reproductive investment and hatching success in this colony. Food shortage in three
out of five recent study years was suggested by a high percentage of one-egg
clutches, smal l eggs and low adult female body mass. At the same time, nest
predation by Red Fox Vulpes vulpes increased, leading to total breeding fai lures in
recent years, even when food avai labi l i ty appeared good. Clearly, the reproductive
output in the study years was far below levels required to sustain a stable
population, even with a high adult survival probabi l i ty.

In the concluding chapter 10, migration patterns and movements within the
wintering areas are compared between the four study species. First, I show that the
representativeness of the tracking datasets for the studied populations is general ly
high. By comparing movement behaviour across species and wintering areas, I
show how the degree of itinerancy decrease and individual consistency increases
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with primary productivity and seasonal spatia l stabi l i ty of primary productivity of
wintering areas. In the final part of the general discussion, I suggest potentia l
directions for future studies and discuss threats and conservation of seabirds during
the non-breeding season, including the question whether the studied seabirds wi l l
be able to adjust their non-breeding movements to rapid environmental changes.
Considering differences between species in large scale-migration patterns, degree
of migratory connectivity and individual flexibi l i ty, I argue there is l i ttle scope for
adjustment in the Red-necked Phalarope, but more scope for adjustment of
migration routes and wintering areas to rapid environmental change via
developmental plasticity or individual flexibi l i ty in the Grey Phalarope, Long-tai led
Skua and Arctic Skua.

FIGURE 11.1 | Geographic areas referred to in this thesis.
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ZEEVOGELS VERBINDEN DE ARCTIS EN DE OCEAAN

Trekvogels die jaarl i jks migreren tussen broed- en overwinteringsgebieden zi jn
gedurende hun jaarcyclus afhankel i jk van ver uit elkaar l iggende gebieden, waar ze
broeden, ruien, overwinteren, of rusten en ‘bi jtanken’. Om een populatie op pei l te
houden, moeten in al deze gebieden de omstandigheden dusdanig gunstig zi jn dat
vogels in leven bl i jven en voldoende nageslacht op de wereld zetten. Wanneer er
ergens een kink in de kabel zit, bi jvoorbeeld doordat een doortrekgebied ongeschikt
wordt door mensel i jk ingri jpen, voedsel niet voldoende beschikbaar is door
kl imaatverandering of het broedgebied ongeschikt wordt door de komst van een
nieuwe predator, kan dat de populatie in gevaar brengen. Negatieve
omstandigheden in één gebied hebben niet alti jd directe gevolgen op overleving of
reproductie, maar kunnen ook pas later in het jaar voor problemen zorgen.
Bi jvoorbeeld, mocht een vogel ti jdens de trek opgehouden worden door slecht weer
of een te lage voedselopname, kan hi j te laat aankomen in het broedgebied om nog
een territorium of partner van hoge kwal iteit te bemachtigen.

Wanneer trekvogelsoorten bedreigd worden of zich juist uitbreiden, l igt er vaak een
sterke focus op mogel i jke oorzaken in het broedgebied. Veel trekvogels zi jn echter
maar drie tot vier maanden per jaar in het broedgebied, en zoals hierboven
uitgelegd kunnen oorzaken van voor- of achteruitgang ook buiten het broedgebied
l iggen. Wi l men de voor- of achteruitgang van soorten in het broedgebied begri jpen,
dan is het dus in de eerste plaats belangri jk te weten van welke gebieden
trekvogels afhankel i jk zi jn en wat daar mogel i jke bedreigingen zi jn.

In een ti jdsgewricht waarin de druk op de natuur door mensel i jk handelen enorm is,
denk bi jvoorbeeld aan kl imaatverandering, overbevissing, habitatverl ies, is het
extra belangri jk om de populatietrends van trekvogels te begri jpen en
kwetsbaarheden te signaleren. Of trekvogelsoorten zich kunnen handhaven bi j
veranderende omstandigheden in de gebieden die ze aandoen, zal grotendeels
afhangen van de variatie die ze vertonen in routes, pleisterplaatsen en
overwinteringsgebieden. Deze variatie kan op individueel niveau voorkomen,
waarbi j individuen bi j tegenval lende omstandigheden kunnen uitwi jken naar
plekken met betere omstandigheden. Ook kunnen individuen binnen een populatie
onderl ing verschi l len in route en winterbestemming, waardoor het risico binnen de
populatie gespreid is. Bi j het wegval len van één overwinteringsgebied zul len de
individuen uit andere overwinteringsgebieden nog steeds kunnen overleven.
Daarnaast levert variatie in trekroutes en -bestemmingen tussen populaties een
vergel i jkbare buffer op, hoewel de afzonderl i jke populaties juist kwetsbaarder zi jn.
Het kwantificeren van variatie op het niveau van individuen en populaties vereist
het in kaart brengen van individuele routes over meerdere jaren (variatie binnen
individuen), van meerdere individuen (variatie tussen individuen) en van meerdere
populaties (variatie tussen populaties). Nu studies waarin de trek van individuele
vogels in kaart wordt gebracht door middel van zender en loggers steeds langer
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lopen en op meerdere plekken worden geïnitieerd, is er een voorzichtige start
gemaakt in het ontrafelen van variatie in trekgedrag op de verschi l lende niveaus.

Van veel soorten zi jn de trekroutes, pleisterplaatsen en overwinteringsgebieden,
laat staan de variatie daarin binnen en tussen individuen en populaties, echter niet
of slecht bekend. Met name de trekroutes van zeevogels waren – in vergel i jking tot
veel landvogels – tot voor kort het minst goed onderzocht. Dat komt doordat het
leven van zeevogels zich grotendeels op zee afspeelt, ver weg van de bewoonde
wereld en dus buiten het zicht van de meeste mensen, in het bi jzonder biologen.
Tot slechts enkele decennia geleden was de kennis over zeevogeltrek
gefragmenteerd en onvol ledig doordat deze grotendeels gebaseerd was op
waarnemingen vanaf de kust en anekdotische waarnemingen op zee. Sinds de
ontwikkel ing van steeds kleinere en l ichtere zenders en loggers, waarmee
bewegingen van individuele dieren tot in detai l kunnen worden vastgelegd, worden
de geheimen van zeevogelmigraties nu in een hoog tempo blootgelegd.

Dit proefschrift maakt deel uit van deze golf van ontdekkingen. Het beschri jft de
trekroutes van vier zeevogelsoorten die broeden op de Arctische toendra rondom
de noordoostel i jke Atlantische Oceaan en lange afstanden afleggen naar hun
oceanische overwinteringsgebieden: de Grauwe en Rosse Franjepoot, en de Kleinste
en Kleine Jager. Franjepoten zi jn met zo'n 30-60 gram kleine zeevogels die met hun
dichte verenpak en gelobde tenen de enige steltlopers die zi jn aangepast aan het
leven op de de open oceaan. Hier brengen ze de meeste ti jd zwemmend door, op
zoek naar klein dierl i jk voedsel aan het oppervlak: zoöplankton. Jagers zi jn sierl i jke,
krachtige vl iegers en verwant aan meeuwen en sterns. Ze staan met name bekend
om hun pirateri j : ze stelen de door andere zeevogels gevangen vissen, die ze vaak
na een wi lde achtervolging bemachtigen. Toch bemachtigen Kleinste Jagers ook
veel voedsel zelf, zowel op zee als in de broedti jd, wanneer ze op land met name
knaagdieren eten, maar ook vogeleieren en -kuikens, insecten en besjes. De in dit
proefschrift onderzochte soorten behoren met de Middelste Jager, Vorkstaartmeeuw
en Noordse Stern tot een groep Arctische zeevogels met zeer lange migraties. Van
de laatste twee soorten waren die migraties recentel i jk – in ieder geval voor een
klein aantal populaties – in kaart gebracht, maar dat geldt niet voor Middelste Jager
(die vanwege logistieke redenen lastig te onderzoeken is) en de in dit proefschrift
behandelde soorten.

De belangri jkste doelen van het onderzoek waren 1) het beschri jven van de
trekroutes, pleisterplaatsen en overwinteringsgebieden, 2) het kwantificeren van
variatie in bewegingen buiten het broedseizoen binnen en tussen individuen en
populaties en 3) het leggen van verbanden tussen activiteiten in verschi l lende
seizoenen en gebieden. Om deze doelen te bereiken zi jn de bewegingen van
individuele zeevogels vastgelegd met kleine dataloggers (geolocators), vaak over
een periode van meerdere jaren, en vanuit een breed scala aan broedgebieden dat
een kwart van de Arctis omvat en begrensd wordt door Noordoost Groenland in het
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westen en Arctisch Rusland in het oosten. Dit was mogel i jk dankzi j internationale
samenwerking van 17 teams uit 10 landen en resulteerde in data van meer dan
224 individuen. Het gebruik van geolocators heeft als voordeel dat ze l icht zi jn,
waardoor ook kleine vogels die weinig gewicht kunnen meesjouwen onderzocht
kunnen worden, en dat ze relatief goedkoop zi jn, waardoor bi j eenzelfde budget
meer individuen gevolgd kunnen worden dan wanneer voor duurdere zenders of
loggers gekozen zou worden. Nadelen van geolocators zi jn dat ze lang niet zo
nauwkeurig zi jn als GPS zenders of loggers – ze hebben een foutmarge van
tiental len tot honderden ki lometers – en dat vogels moeten worden teruggevangen
om de data te bemachtigen. Of het lukt om ze terug te vangen hangt af van hun
overleving, of ze terugkeren naar dezelfde broedplaats, of ze zich nogmaals laten
vangen, en of ze broedseizoenen overslaan en onverrichter zake weer vertrekken
(zoals vaak gebeurt bi j Kleinste Jagers, zie hieronder). In bi jna al le hoofdstukken
van dit proefschrift staan data van geolocators centraal , aangevuld met gegevens
van bi jvoorbeeld l ichaamsgewicht, het aantal en formaat van eieren, als maat voor
de conditie van individuen en hun investering in reproductie. Hieronder bespreek ik
de belangri jkste resultaten en conclusies per hoofdstuk. Vaak genoemde gebieden
worden weergegeven op het kaartje in figuur 11.1 .

In hoofdstukken 2 en 3 worden de trekroutes van Grauwe Franjepoten onthuld.
De resultaten van hoofdstuk 2 bevestigen het vermoeden dat Grauwe Franjepoten
die broeden in Fennoscandinavië en Rusland naar de Arabische Zee trekken.
Grauwe Franjepoten van Schotland, I Jsland en Groenland trokken daarentegen naar
de Humboldtstroom in de oostel i jke Sti l le Oceaan. Deze duidel i jke scheiding tussen
de twee trekwegen l igt in vergel i jking met andere soorten op een ongebruikel i jke
plaats; veel van dergel i jke scheidingen l iggen op barrières (bi jvoorbeeld hoge
bergen) of op gel i jke afstanden van twee gescheiden overwinteringsgebieden.
Beide zi jn hier niet van toepassing: Grauwe Franjepoten kunnen gemakkel i jk zeeën
oversteken en de afstand tot de Sti l le Oceaan is met ca 9000 km een stuk groter
dan de 6000 km naar de Arabische Zee. Een aannemel i jk scenario van het ontstaan
de locatie van de gevonden scheiding tussen de twee Grauwe Franjepootpopulaties,
is dat een Nearctische populatie zich naar het oosten heeft uitgebreid, vasthoudend
aan het overwinteringsgebied in de Humboldtstroom, terwi j l een Euraziatische
populatie zich (noord)westwaarts heeft uitgebreid, vasthoudend aan het
overwinteringsgebied in de Arabische Zee. Interessant is ook dat de twee
trekroutes in een aantal aspecten verschi lt die naar verwachting aanpassingen in
het trekgedrag van de Grauwe Franjepoten zouden vergen. De westel i jke trekroute
loopt grotendeels over zee en biedt dus continu geschikt foerageergebied, terwi j l
de oostel i jke route grotendeels over land loopt, met maar een beperkt aantal
mogel i jke 'tankstations' . Zoals verwacht – omdat gewicht meeslepen kostbaar is –
maakten vogels op de route naar de Humboldtstroom vaker en korter gebruik van
de mogel i jkheid om te stoppen ti jdens hun najaarstrek en migreerden ze snel ler in
het voorjaar, dan vogels op de route naar de Arabische Zee die de tocht
volbrachten een paar grote ‘sprongen’. Ook ontdekten we dat vogels die naar de
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Sti l le Oceaan trokken langere vleugels hadden dan die naar de Arabische Zee
trokken; waarschi jnl i jk brengen de langere vleugels lagere vl iegkosten met zich
mee op de langere trektochten. Ook binnen de overwinteringsgebieden zien we
verschi l len. De voedselsituatie is constanter en voorspelbaarder in de
Humboldtstroom dan in de veel meer dynamische Arabische Zee, waar
moessonwinden door het jaar heen op steeds weer andere plekken voor
voedselri jke situaties zorgen. Na aankomst in de overwinteringsgebieden
verplaatsen vogels in de Arabische Zee zich in de loop van de winter dan ook
meerdere malen over enkele honderden ki lometers (‘ i tinerancy’) , waarschi jnl i jk in
een poging of uit een noodzaak om steeds die voedselri jke plekken op te zoeken en
voedselarme situaties te mi jden. In de veel stabielere Humboldtstroom was die
noodzaak er bl i jkbaar niet: daar waren vogels min of meer honkvast (‘residency’)
gedurende de winter.

In hoofdstuk 4 komt de migratie van Rosse Franjepoten aan bod. Rosse
Franjepoten uit broedgebieden in Noordoost Groenland en Spitsbergen bleken in
drie gebieden op de Atlantische Oceaan te overwinteren: de Benguelastroom, de
Canarische stroom en een uitgestrekt gebied in de Noord-Atlantische Oceaan,
grofweg op de breedtegraad van het Iberisch schierei land. Terwi j l de twee
Afrikaanse gebieden al bekend stonden als belangri jke overwinteringsgebieden,
was het belang van het gebied in de Noord-Atlantische Oceaan een nieuwe
ontdekking, waar maar l iefst een kwart van de onderzochte individuen
overwinterde. Van zes vogels zi jn meerdere jaren gegevens verzameld, waarvan er
drie verrassende flexibi l i teit l ieten zien in hun overwinteringsgebied: twee vogels
kozen in één jaar voor de Benguela stroom en in een ander jaar voor de Canarische
stroom – gebieden die ongeveer 6500 km van elkaar verwi jderd zi jn. Een derde
individu gebruikte achtereenvolgens een overwinteringsgebied in de Noord-
Atlantische Oceaan in de Canarische stroom. De andere drie vogels zochten wel elk
jaar hetzelfde overwinteringsgebied op.

Naast bi jvoorbeeld broeden en migreren, is de ruiperiode een belangri jke fase
ti jdens de jaarcyclus van elke (trek)vogel . Rui , het vervangen van oude veren door
nieuwe veren, is noodzakel i jk voor het behoud van isolatie en vl iegvermogen.
Omdat rui energetisch kostbaar is, wordt het meestal niet uitgevoerd ten ti jde van
andere veeleisende activiteiten, zoals migratie en broeden. Uitzonderingen op die
regel zi jn extra interessant, want waarom combineert de ene soort rui wél met
andere activiteiten, maar andere soorten niet? Zeevogels ruien doorgaans
grotendeels of geheel op zee, waardoor rui bi j zeevogels veel lastiger te bestuderen
is dan bi j landvogels. Voor veel zeevogelsoorten is er dan ook geen gedetai l leerde
kennis beschikbaar over de timing en de duur van handpenrui . In hoofdstuk 5

hebben we gebruik gemaakt van de vele foto’s die door veel verschi l lende
fotografen gemaakt worden van zeevogels op zee ti jdens zeevogeltochten voor
vogelaars (‘pelagic trips’) of vogeltel l ingen vanaf schepen. Op de foto’s is de
voortgang van de rui per individu te zien, en op grond van deze gegevens
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bepaalden we de startdatum en de duur van handpenrui voor de vier soorten jagers
die op het noordel i jk halfrond broeden: Grote, Middelste, Kleine en Kleinste Jager.
Hierbi j maakten we onderscheid tussen volwassen vogels en – voor zover mogel i jk –
vogels in hun eerste, tweede en derde ruicyclus. Over het algemeen duurt de
eerste handpenrui in het leven van een jonge jager beduidend langer dan de
volwassen vogels. Het eerste jaar hebben jonge vogels ook meer ti jd omdat ze dan
nog niet naar de broedgebieden trekken. Pas na de tweede ruicyclus, in hun derde
levensjaar, moeten ze op ti jd klaar zi jn met ruien voor hun eerste noordwaartse
trek. De tweede en derde ruicyclus, wanneer ze nog niet broeden maar wel al
trekken, loopt zo goed als gel i jk met volwassen vogels. Het einde van de rui van
volwassen vogels viel in al le vier de soorten samen met het begin van de
voorjaarstrek. Omdat grotere soorten langer over de handpenrui doen startten ze
eerder, met overlap van handpenrui en najaarsmigratie tot gevolg. Bi j de Grote
Jager is er zelfs complete overlap: de handpenrui start rond het verlaten van de
broedgebieden, gaat door ti jdens de trek en wordt in het overwinteringsgebied
voltooid. Met de informatie over de startdatum en duur van handpenrui kan
biochemische informatie uit handpennen beter worden geïnterpreteerd: nu kan veel
nauwkeuriger bepaald worden wanneer een veer is gevormd en, in combinatie met
kennis van migratieroutes en –timing, wáár een veer is gevormd. Het gebruik van
foto’s die grotendeels door vogelaars zi jn verzameld voor het bestuderen van rui is
een veelbelovende vorm van citizen science.

Door de trek van dezelfde individuen gedurende meerdere jaren te volgen, kan
worden bepaald in hoeverre individuen van jaar tot jaar consistent zi jn in hun keuze
van trekroutes en overwinteringsgebieden. In hoofdstuk 6 is onderzocht hoe
consistent individuele Kleinste Jagers zi jn die op Groenland en Spitsbergen broeden
(ondersoort S l pallescens) en die in Scandinavië broeden (ondersoort S l

longicaudus) . Individuen van beide ondersoorten trokken via een pleisterplaats in
de centrale Noord-Atlantische Oceaan naar overwinteringsgebieden voor de
westkust van zuidel i jke Afrika, de Benguelastroom. Terwi j l de meeste individuen in
opeenvolgende jaren dezelfde route volgden en dezelfde gebieden gebruikten,
week tot 20% van de individuen halverwege de overwinteringsperiode meer dan
1000 km af van de voorgaande route. Een sprekend voorbeeld hiervan is een vogel
die in vier jaren eerst steeds naar de Benguelastroom vloog. In het eerste en derde
jaar bleef de vogel daar overwinteren, maar in het tweede en vierde jaar verhuisde
hi j halverwege de overwinteringsperiode van de Benguelastroom naar de
Falklandstroom voor de oostkust van Zuid-Amerika. Deze vogel maakte gebruik van
twee routes die hi j beide herhaalde in latere jaren. Het feit dat er gewisseld wordt
tussen strategieën en dat vogels andere gebieden opzoeken in de loop van de
winter wi jst er op dat Kleinste Jagers een groot ruimtel i jk ‘geheugen’ hebben,
waardoor ze bi j tegenval lende omstandigheden op hun voorkeursroute gebruik
kunnen maken van een of meerdere alternatieven.

Trekvogels kunnen l ichaamsreserves voor of ti jdens hun migratie opbouwen en
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meenemen naar het broedgebied om na aankomst slechte voedselomstandigheden
te kunnen overleven of snel te kunnen beginnen met de ei leg. De voedselsituatie in
de Arctis kan van jaar op jaar erg variëren. Dat geldt voor Kleinste Jagers zeker,
omdat ze voor hun reproductie doorgaans afhankel i jk zi jn van de beschikbaarheid
van knaagdieren (in Scandinavië gaat het hierbi j met name Berglemming, Rosgri jze
Woelmuis en Aardmuis) die sterke populatiecycl i vertonen. Kleinste Jagers komen in
de broedgebieden aan met grote l ichaamsreserves, die ze in principe zouden
kunnen gebruiken om eieren mee aan te leggen, maar in de prakti jk gaan ze al leen
daadwerkel i jk broeden als de knaagdierdichtheden voldoende hoog zi jn. In
hoofdstuk 7 onderzochten we in hoeverre Kleinste Jagers in Zweeds Lapland de
eieren produceren van voedingsstoffen uit meegebrachte l ichaamsreserves
(‘kapitaal ’ ) of van in het broedgebied verkregen voedsel (‘ inkomen’) . Uit metingen
van ratio's tussen stabiele isotopen van koolstof en stikstof in veren van volwassen
vogels (aangelegd op zee), juvenielen (aangelegd op de toendra) en kuikendons
(een onbekende mix van opbouw op zee en op de toendra) bleek dat Kleinste
Jagers ongeacht de voedselsituatie in elk jaar evenveel van zee meegebrachte
voedingsstoffen investeren, maar dit in goede knaagdierjaren meer aanvul len met
op de toendra verzameld voedsel dan in slechte jaren. De eieren zi jn in die jaren
dan ook groter. De l ichaamsreserves en de in beginsel al aangelegde eieren
waarmee Kleinste Jagers arriveren in het broedgebied worden waarschi jnl i jk
opgebouwd op een pleisterplaats in de centrale Noord-Atlantische Oceaan en
dienen waarschi jnl i jk vooral voor het overleven van voedselschaarste. Het feit dat
de jagers een deel van de energie benodigd voor de aanleg van de eieren van
elders aanvoeren onderstreept het belang van goede voedselomstandigheden in
overwinteringsgebieden en pleisterplaatsen.

De timing van broeden en migratie hangt sterk af van de breedtegraad waarop
individuen broeden: hoe noordel i jker, hoe later er begonnen wordt met broeden.
Wat het optimale moment van ei leg is, kan bepaald worden door wanneer er een
piek in voedselbeschikbaarheid is, of wanneer een broedgebied beschikbaar is. Het
moment van broeden heeft vervolgens gevolgen voor wanneer de najaarstrek kan
beginnen, wanneer ze aankomen in het overwinteringsgebied, en vervolgens
wanneer ze hier weer moeten vertrekken om op ti jd aan te komen in het
broedgebied. Het is voorstelbaar dat naast de broedplek ook de overwinteringsplek
van belang is voor de timing in de jaarcyclus. In de l iteratuur is daar nog vri jwel
geen aandacht aan besteed. Dit komt doordat er weinig gegevens beschikbaar zi jn
van soorten waarbi j individuen uit eenzelfde broedgebied zich verspreiden over wi jd
verspreide overwinteringsgebieden. Hoofdstuk 8 beschri jft zo’n systeem voor
Kleine Jagers, waarbi j de variatie in overwinteringsgebieden enorm bleek. Dit maakt
deze soort uitzonderl i jk geschikt voor het onderzoeken van het effect van
overwinteringsgebied op de timing van de jaarcyclus. Door ook vanuit meerdere
broedgebieden (tussen Noordoost Groenland en Yamal , Rusland) de trek van
individuen te volgen, konden we zowel het effect van broed- als van
overwinteringsgebied onderzoeken. Overwinteringsgebieden van Kleine Jagers
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bleken verspreid over de gehele Atlantische Oceaan, maar ook de Middel landse Zee
en de noordwestel i jke Indische Oceaan; soms zelfs voor vogels die samen in één
kolonie broeden, en zelfs tussen partners van broedparen. Zoals verwacht broedden
vogels op hogere breedtegraden later. Met de latere ei legdatum schoof ook de rest
van de jaarcyclus op, hoewel het vertrek uit het broedgebied niet helemaal in de
pas l iep: vogels van de meest zuidel i jke (Finland) en noordel i jke (Spitsbergen)
broedplaatsen vertrokken later dan verwacht, mogel i jk als gevolg van een zeer
goede voedselsituatie in de herfst. Behalve de breedtegraad van het broedgebied,
had ook de breedtegraad van het overwinteringsgebied een sterk effect op
migratieschema’s: in vergel i jking met de meest noordel i jke overwinteringsgebieden
kostte het ongeveer een maand extra ti jd om de meest zuidel i jke gebieden te
bereiken, waar de vogels ook weer zo’n 20 dagen eerder vandaan vertrokken om op
ti jd in de broedgebieden te arriveren. De periode in de overwinteringsgebieden was
daarmee dus 50 dagen korter dan in de meest noordel i jke gebieden, maar nog
alti jd langer dan ongeveer 120 dagen die nodig zi jn voor de handpenrui (zie
hoofdstuk 4). De locatie van het broedgebied resulteerde niet al leen in een
verschuiving van de timing van het broeden en de trek, maar ook in verschi l len in
de duur van de tussenl iggende periodes. Zo legden de meer noordel i jk broedende
vogels de voorjaarsmigratie snel ler af en was de ti jd tussen aankomst in het
broedgebied en ei leg ook korter. De meeste individuen die in de Atlantische Oceaan
overwinterden gebruikten ti jdens de voorjaarsmigratie een pleisterplaats in de
centrale Noord-Atlantische Oceaan. Hoe later ze aan de voorjaarstrek begonnen,
hoe korter ze op deze of andere pleisterplaatsen verbleven. Gezien de snel lere,
non-stop voorjaarstrek zi jn de meest noordel i jke broedvogels mogel i jk in grotere
mate afhankel i jk van meegebrachte l ichaamsreserves dan vogels van meer
zuidel i jke broedplaatsen om in goede conditie in de broedgebieden aan te komen.
Mogel i jk moeten ze de reserves waarmee ze arriveren al (voor een groter deel) in
de overwinteringsgebieden opbouwen en meesjouwen ti jdens de trek.

Bovengeschetste bevindingen zi jn van direct of indirect belang voor populaties
omdat ze al lemaal consequenties hebben voor de overleving en voortplanting: de
timing van de trek, rui en ei leg, de reserves waarmee ze in de broedgebieden
aankomen. Al leen als individuen overleven en vervolgens voldoende jongen
produceren bl i j ft een populatie op pei l . Of populaties op pei l bl i jven, dan wel toe- of
afnemen, is onduidel i jk voor de meeste onderzochte populaties van de in dit
proefschrift behandelde soorten, laat staan dat bekend is wat de achterl iggende
oorzaak van een trend is. Al leen voor Schotse Kleine Jagers is de sterke
achteruitgang en de oorzaken daarvan relatief goed bestudeerd, maar in andere
broedgebieden, waar aantal len Kleine Jagers ook afnemen, is zowel van de precieze
omvang van de afname als van de mogel i jke oorzaken zo goed als niets bekend. In
hoofdstuk 9 documenteren we een afname van ca 50% broedparen Kleine Jagers
over de afgelopen twee decennia in de grootste kolonie van Europa, in Slettnes,
Noorwegen. Gedurende de laatste vi jf studiejaren (2014-2018) kwamen er al leen in
2014 jongen groot. De oorzaak daarvan lag in voedselschaarste en predatie.
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FIGURE 11.2 | (a-d) Per onderzochte soort, een vergel i jking van de tot voor kort veronderstelde

overwinteringsgebieden (donkerblauw) met de verspreiding op grond van geolocator data (bruin;

de drie tinten geven 50%, 75% en 95% home range kernels weer). Broedgebieden zi jn

weergegeven in groen; onderzoekslocaties zi jn aangegeven met sterretjes.
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Voedselschaarste in drie van de vi jf recente jaren werd gesuggereerd door een
hoog percentage nesten met slechts één ei ( in plaats van het maximum van twee),
kleinere eieren en lager l ichaamsgewicht van volwassen vrouwtjes dan in de andere
twee jaren. Predatie van eieren door Vossen nam gedurende de vi jf jaren toe, met
als gevolg dat in de laatste jaren geen enkel kuiken in het door ons onderzochte
gebied uit het ei kroop, laat staan uitvloog. Dit was zelfs het geval wanneer de
voedselsituatie voor de jagers gunstig was, wat mogel i jk te verklaren is door
Vossen die zich special iseren op het opsporen van eieren van Kleine Jagers. Het
broedsucces was duidel i jk véél te laag om de populatie Kleine Jagers op een stabiel
niveau te houden, ondanks dat de overleving van volwassen jagers hoog was.

In het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 10, worden migratiepatronen en bewegingen
binnen het overwinteringsgebied vergeleken tussen de vier bestudeerde soorten.
Voor elke soort geldt dat de met geolocators verkregen verspreidingskaarten naast
overeenkomsten ook grote verschi l len laten zien met tot dan toe veronderstelde
verspreiding (figuur 11.2) . Sommige gebieden werden niet of nauwel i jks erkend
als belangri jk overwinteringsgebied (bi jvoorbeeld: Rosse Franjepoten in de Noord-
Atlantische Oceaan en Kleine Jagers in de Golf van Guinea), terwi j l andere
overwinteringsgebieden niet werden bezocht (bi jvoorbeeld: Kleinste Jagers ten
zuiden van 40°S). Het is van belang dat duidel i jk is in hoeverre de steekproef van
geolocatordata groot genoeg is om gefundeerde uitspraken te kunnen doen over dè
trekroutes en hèt overwinteringsgebied van een soort. Daarom laat ik eerst zien dat
de datasets representatief zi jn voor de onderzochte populaties. Daarna behandel ik
twee in de hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift terugkerende thema’s: in hoeverre
individuen zich binnen de overwinteringsperiode verplaatsen en de mate waarin ze
van jaar op jaar dezelfde plekken binnen het overwinteringsgebied aandoen. De
verwachting was dat zowel het gebruik van meerdere gebieden als de individuele
consistentie daarin samenhing met de voedselbeschikbaarheid en in hoeverre deze
veranderde in ti jd en ruimte door het overwinteringsseizoen heen. We weten helaas
weinig over het wintervoedsel van de onderzochte soorten, en daarom gebruikte ik
de mate van primaire productie (in hoeverre koolstof wordt vastgelegd door middel
van fotosynthese) als maat voor voedselri jkheid, en relateerde deze aan de mate
van individuele consistentie en het aantal bezochte plekken binnen ieder
overwinteringsgebied per soort en per overwinteringsgebied. Deze vergel i jking laat
zien dat de mate waarin individuen meerdere gebieden aandoen afneemt en hun
consistentie in gebiedsgebruik toeneemt naarmate een overwinteringsgebied een
hogere en meer stabiele primaire productie heeft.

In hoeverre kunnen zeevogels hun migratiepatronen en –strategieën aanpassen aan
snel veranderende omstandigheden? Omdat de trekroutes van Grauwe Franjepoten
een sterke historische oorsprong l i jken te hebben, waarin trekroutes en
overwinteringsgebieden niet werden verlegd, l i jken zi j de minste mogel i jkheden te
hebben tot aanpassing. Rosse Franjepoot, Kleinste Jager en Kleine Jager l i jken meer
mogel i jkheden hebben tot aanpassing van de trekroutes en overwinterings-
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FIGURE 11.3 | Gebieden die in dit proefschrift worden genoemd. Zie figuur 11.1 voor een

Engelse versie.

gebieden, omdat bi j Rosse Franjepoten en Kleinste Jagers individuen in
verschi l lende jaren alternatieve routes en bestemmingen kozen, en al deze soorten
een enorme variatie tussen individuen l ieten zien.

De bescherming van zeevogels buiten het broedgebied staat nog in de
kinderschoenen. Het is complex doordat vanwege de enorme schaal waarop lange-
afstandstrekkende zeevogels de oceanen gebruiken, landen niet al leen bereid
moeten zi jn zeevogels in hun eigen wateren te beschermen, maar ook om
gezamenl i jk diezelfde zeevogels te beschermen in de wateren die buiten hun
jurisprudentie val len. Eerste stappen daarin worden wel genomen, zoals het
aanwi jzen van het beschermde gebieden op zee. Zo l igt er een voorstel , deels
gebaseerd op geolocator data uit dit proefschrift van Kleinste Jagers, voor een
beschermd gebied in de Noord-Atlantische Oceaan waar enkele mi l joenen
zeevogels gebruik van maken.

In 1935 schreef Vero Copner Wynne-Edwards over acht systematische tel l ingen van
zeevogels, die hi j u itvoerde vanaf de veerdienst tussen Montreal , Canada en zuid-
Engeland. In dit pionierswerk l iet hi j onder andere voor het eerst zien dat Kleinste
Jagers midden over de Atlantische Oceaan trokken. Hoe fascinerend zi jn
waarnemingen toen al waren, ze bleven toch beperkt in ti jd en ruimte. Wynne-
Edwards verzuchtte dat “om de eb en vloed van vogels over zo’n enorm
zeeoppervlak in kaart te brengen, er haast onmogel i jke hindernissen genomen
moeten worden.” Nu, vele decennia later, en na meer dan vi jf jaar aan deze soorten
(13 jaar in het geval van Kleinste Jagers) onderzoek gedaan te hebben, is er een
goed beeld van de routes en de timing van migratie over de Atlantische Oceaan
van de in dit proefschrift onderzochte soorten. Daarmee is de basis gelegd voor
veel meer en dieper gravend onderzoek.
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individuals can get very aggressive!
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Long-tai led Skua chick. Ammarnäs, Sweden, 23 June 2011.



258A very dark barred morph juveni le Long-tai led Skua. Genuinly dark morph juveni les lack

barred feathers and show - at most - pale fringes to coverts. Mauritania, 4 November 2016.
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